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Submissions Table ("Accept/Accept in Part/Reject Table") – Transport Hearing 
  
This is a copy of the Table that was attached to Mr Falconer's evidence in chief dated 26 May 2015 (at Attachment F).  The table has been updated to show the changes in 
position that have occurred since the Council's evidence in chief was filed (including the changes set out in Attachment C to Mr Falconer's rebuttal evidence).  Where a change 

has occurred, the original tick has been struck through in red text () to show a deletion, and the new tick is placed in the relevant column.  Submission points are ordered by 
submitter number. 

 
 

 

  

Key: 
 
The final three columns on the right of this table indicate the Council's recommendation 
on the submission point as follows: 
 
A = submission point accepted 
A(P) = submission point accepted in part 
R = submission point rejected 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

10 Mellon 10.2 Neutral  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

 That business parks, especial lint eh west, be required to provide adequate parking spaces in their development to avoid parking 

spillover to the neighbourhood.    

78 Talbot 78.1 Support 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

7.1.1.6 This should be amended to include a much stronger clause that promotes the strategic development of safe separate 

cycleways. This policy is not clear or adequate. Please amend 
   

78 Talbot 78.2 Support  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 7.1.1(iv) Christchurch needs to do far more to encourage active transport, cycling and walking for health and economic reasons. 
   

204 McNab 204.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

204 McNab 204.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

204 McNab 204.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

207 Cannon 207.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

207 Cannon 207.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

207 Cannon 207.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

209 Ross 209.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

209 Ross 209.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

209 Ross 209.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

210 Stinson 210.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

210 Stinson 210.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

210 Stinson 210.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

211 Martin 211.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

211 Martin 211.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

211 Martin 211.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

212 Zaadnoordyk 212.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

212 Zaadnoordyk 212.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

212 Zaadnoordyk 212.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

213 Campbell 213.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

213 Campbell 213.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

213 Campbell 213.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

280 Begg 280.1    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

I am totally in favour of all bus routes in our area being through routes. 
   

288 Harvey 

Norman LTD 

288.11 Support  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Appendix 7.1 table 7.2 (cc) - retain provisions as notified 

FS 1237.15, 1450.38 

   

288 Harvey 

Norman LTD 

288.12 Support  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Appendix 7.3, table, row xxii - Amend Table and row xxii to require a minimum of 1 loading bay per tenancy that is less than 

10,000m2 GLFA 

FS 1237.16, 1450.39, 1367.4 

   

306 Halswell 

Residents 

Association 

306.4 Support 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Change requested: That transport planning be integrated with all commercial and residential developments.  

FS 1412.4 

   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

307.27 Support 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Strongly support the philosophy of transport planning being fully integrated with land use planning within an aspirational 'quality 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Branch system compact city' 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part), 1427.15 

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.28 Support 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Support the intention to require parking to be predominantly at the rear or side of buildings wherever possible 

 FS 1270.9 (supports in part), 1427.16 

   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.29 Oppose 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Support the concept of increasing facilities for cyclists and encouragement of this mode of transport, but the new requirement for 

Showers is substantially above what the Building Code currently requires. We do not support the requirement to provide lockers for 

cyclists 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part), 1442.27, 1427.17 

   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.30 Support 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Concerned about the impact of the requirements to provide Disabled Carparking for buildings with a GFA > 2500m2 even when no 

other carparking is required. 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part), 1427.18 

   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.31 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Do not support the threshold for an ITA for Retail & Food Beverage Outlets at 70m2 Floor Area. 

The ability to provide a more basic ITA for smaller activities has been introduced however. 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part) 

   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.32 Oppose  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Do not support the blanket ban on backing required for maneuvering for parking and loading areas and consider this to onerous. We 

recommend deletion of rule (a) 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part) 

   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.33 Support  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Recommend retention of rule (b) 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part) 
   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.34 Support  7.2.3.6-Rule 6- 

Design of parking 

and loading areas 

Support the encouragement of permeable parking wherever practicable and would like to see CCC incentive this with a possible 

reduction in Development Contributions similar to the approach being adopted by Auckland City Council 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part) 

   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.35 Support  7.4.6-Appendix 7.6 - 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Support the change to base all maneuvering on 85% vehicles and applaud the reduction in vehicle dimensions as forward - thinking. 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part) 
   

307 NZIA 

Canterbury 

Branch 

307.36 Support  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

Support the use of Parking Reduction factors as a means to reduce onsite carparking requirements, development contributions and 

overall projcect costs. 

FS 1270.9 (supports in part) 

   

317 Nelson 317.1    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

The proposal to relax parking requirements for shopping centres is not acceptable and they should be made to have far more parking 

than is currently required 
   

330 Andersson 330.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

330 Andersson 330.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

330 Andersson 330.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

332 Kim 332.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

332 Kim 332.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

332 Kim 332.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

333 Drown 333.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

333 Drown 333.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

333 Drown 333.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

334 Scott 334.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

334 Scott 334.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

334 Scott 334.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

337 Woodhouse 337.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

337 Woodhouse 337.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

337 Woodhouse 337.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

338 Scott 338.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

338 Scott 338.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

338 Scott 338.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

340 Akaroa Civic 

Trust 

340.7    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

That the car parking space requirement for Akaroa Harbour residential activities remains at 2 per unit 
   

343 Turner 343.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

343 Turner 343.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

343 Turner 343.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

346 Beale 346.1 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Appendix 7.1 - Take away the requirement  for a disabled car park as long as the user can demonstrate there is sufficient car parking 

space if a disabled person required parking.  
   

356 Marwick 356.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

356 Marwick 356.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

356 Marwick 356.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

357 Ryan 357.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

357 Ryan 357.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

357 Ryan 357.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

358 Creed 358.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

358 Creed 358.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

358 Creed 358.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

359 Beere 359.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

359 Beere 359.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

359 Beere 359.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

360 Wilson 360.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

360 Wilson 360.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

360 Wilson 360.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

363 Spark New 

Zealand 

Trading Ltd 

363.7 Oppose  7.2.2.4-Non 

complying activities 

Spark seeks the following amendment: 

'7.2.2.4 Exemption 

Rules 7.2.3.1 to 7.2.3.10 do not apply to un-staffed telecommunication and radiocommunications facilities'.  

FS 1361.6, 1339.130, 1339.131, 1331.54 

   

364 Chorus New 

Zealand 

Limited 

364.8 Support  7.2.2.4-Non 

complying activities 

Chorus seeks the following amendment:  

'7.2.2.4 Exemptions 

Rules 7.2.3.1 to 7.2.3.10 do not apply to un-staffed telecommunication and radiocommunications facilities'. 

FS 1339.128, 1339.129 

   

367 Millar 367.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

367 Millar 367.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

367 Millar 367.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

372 Telfar 372.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

372 Telfar 372.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

372 Telfar 372.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

373 Behrnes 373.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

   

373 Behrnes 373.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

   

373 Behrnes 373.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

374 Paul 374.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

374 Paul 374.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

374 Paul 374.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.4    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review  and  amend  the  transport  objectives  and  policies  to  focus  on transport matters. 

  

FS 1359.169 

FS 1450.128 

FS 1375.46 

FS 1334.5 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.5    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule. 

  

FS 1444.97 

FS 1334.6 

FS 1450.129 

FS 1375.44 

FS 1359.170 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.6    7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

FS 1334.7 

FS 1450.130 

FS 1359.171 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.7    7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements.  

FS 1450.131 

FS 1359.172 

FS 1375.45 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.8    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements apply to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

FS 1450.132 

FS 1375.47 

FS 1359.173 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.9    7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

FS 1450.133 

FS 1375.48 

FS 1359.174 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.17    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters 

FS 1450.134 

FS 1334.4 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.18    7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators  

FS 1334.8 

FS 1334.9 

FS 1352.92 

FS 1375.44 

FS 1450.135 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.19    7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements.  

FS 1375.45 

FS 1359.175 

FS 1450.136 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.20    7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

FS 1427.24 

FS 1450.137 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.80 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Amend as follows:  
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Last Name Submission 
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A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.81 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Amend as follows: 

  

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.82 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend as follows: 

 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.83 Neutral 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Amend as follows: 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 
377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.84 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend as follows: 

  

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.85 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend as follows: 

 

  

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.86 Neutral 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

Amend as follows: 
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No. 

Last Name Submission 
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number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 
377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.87 Neutral 7.1.1.7-Policy 7 - 

Rail level crossings 

Amend as follows: 

  

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.88 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Amend as follows: 
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A A(P) R 

  

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.89 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Amend as follows: 
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No. 

Last Name Submission 
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number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 

 

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.90 Neutral  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Amend as follows: 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 

  

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.91 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend as follows: 
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number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 
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A(P): accept in part 
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A A(P) R 

 
377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.92 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Amend as follows: 
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Last Name Submission 
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Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 
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A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 
377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.93 Neutral  7.3.4-Minimum 

number of cycle 

parking facilities 

required 

Amend as follows: 
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Last Name Submission 
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Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 
377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.94 Neutral  7.3.5-Minimum 

number of loading 

spaces required 

Amend as follows: 

  

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.95 Neutral  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

Amend as follows: 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 
377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.96 Neutral  7.3.11-Queuing 

spaces 

Amend as follows: 

 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.97 Neutral  7.3.15-Maximum 

number of vehicle 

crossings 

Amend as follows: 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 

 

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.98 Neutral  7.3.16-Minimum 

distance between 

vehicle crossings and 

intersections 

Amend as follows: 

 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.99 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Amend as follows: 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 
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No. 
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number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 
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number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 
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A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

 

 

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.100 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend as follows: 
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Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.101 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend as follows: 

  

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.102 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Amend as follows: 

 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.103 Neutral  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Amend as follows: 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

  

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.104 Neutral  7.4.6-Appendix 7.6 - 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Amend as follows: 

 Appendix 7.6 Manoeuvring for parking and loading areas 

1. Parking spaces shall be located so as to ensure than no vehicle is required to carry out any reverse manoeuvring when moving 

from any vehicle access to any parking spaces, except for parallel parking spaces. 

2. Parking and loading spaces shall be located so that vehicles are not required to undertake more than none reverse manoeuvre 

when manoeuvring out of any parking or loading space. 

3. For any activity, the vehicle access manoeuvring area shall be designed to accommodate the 85th percentile design 

motor car, as specified in Appendix 7.4, as a minimum. 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.105 Neutral  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

Amend as follows: 
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Last Name Submission 
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Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

  

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.106 Neutral  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

Amend as follows: 

 

 

   

377 Maurice R 

Carter Limited 

377.107 Neutral  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Amend as follows: 
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378 Marriner 

Investments 

378.6 Oppose  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters. 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Limited FS 1450.138 

FS 1359.176 
378 Marriner 

Investments 

Limited 

378.7 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule. 

FS 1444.98 

FS 1450.139 

FS 1359.177 

   

378 Marriner 

Investments 

Limited 

378.8 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

FS 1359.178 

FS 1450.140 

   

378 Marriner 

Investments 

Limited 

378.9 Oppose  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

FS 1450.141 

FS 1359.179 

   

378 Marriner 

Investments 

Limited 

378.10 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

FS 1450.142 

FS 1359.180 

   

378 Marriner 

Investments 

Limited 

378.11 Oppose  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters. 

FS 1359.183 

FS 1450.143 

   

379 Avonhead Mall 

Limited 

379.6 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters 

1450.144,1274.7,1274.3,1359.184 

   

379 Avonhead Mall 

Limited 

379.7 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule Remove 

prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators  

1450.145,1359.185,1274.5,1359.188,1444.99,1450.146 

   

379 Avonhead Mall 

Limited 

379.8 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements.  

1359.185,1450.147 

   

379 Avonhead Mall 

Limited 

379.9 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators.  

1450.148, 1274.6, 1359.190 
   

379 Avonhead Mall 

Limited 

379.10 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters  

1450.149, 1359.191 

   

380 Marriner 

Investments No 

1 Limited 

380.6 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters 

1359.193, 1450.150 

   

380 Marriner 

Investments No 

1 Limited 

380.7 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule 

1444.101 

   

380 Marriner 

Investments No 

1 Limited 

380.8 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements.  

1450.153, 1359.196 
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No. 

Last Name Submission 
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Oppose 
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A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

380 Marriner 

Investments No 

1 Limited 

380.9 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

1359.197, 1450.154 
   

380 Marriner 

Investments No 

1 Limited 

380.10 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

1359.198, 1450.155 

   

380 Marriner 

Investments No 

1 Limited 

380.32 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

1450.182, 1359.195, 1359.194 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.7 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters 

1443.72, 1450.6, 1359.198 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.8 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators 

1450.157, 1359.199 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.9 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

1450.158, 1359.200 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.10 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

1450.159, 1359.201 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.69 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters 
   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.70 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators  

1450.161 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.71 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements.  

1450.162 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.72 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters  

1450.163 

   

381 Oakvale Farm 

Limited 

381.80 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Amend to remove or amend proposed new provisions that increase uncertainty, and are unnecessarily onerous, prescriptive and/or 

complicated.  
   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.6 Oppose  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters 

1359.202 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.7 Oppose  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule Remove 

prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators 

1444.102, 1359.203 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.8 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators 

1444.103, 1359.204 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

385.9 Oppose  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 
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Trust Central City 1444.104, 1359.205 

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.10 Oppose  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

1444.106, 1359.207 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.25 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

1444.105, 1359.206 
   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.26 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 
Applicable to 

Rule Matters of discretion 
  

a. Any activity, unless: 

1. located within a 
commercial zone that is 
identified as 
alocalorneighbourhood 
centreinChapter 15; or 

2. it is an activity that 
requires resource 
consent underrule 
7.2.3.10- High Trip 
Generators 

At least the minimum number of 
car parking spaces inTable 7.2 
inAppendix 7.1shall be provided 
on the samesiteas the activity. 

Matters specified in7.3.1 

b. Any required  car parks available 

to the general public. 
Car parking spaces shall be 
provided with the minimum 
dimensions inTable 7.4 
inAppendix 7.1. 

Matters specified in7.3.2 

c. Any activity: 

1. where standard car 
parks are provided, or 

2. containingbuildings with 
aGFAof more than 2,500 
m2 

At least the minimum number of 
car parking spaces for people with 
disabilities in accordance 
withTable 7.3 inAppendix 7.1shall 
be provided on the samesiteas 
the activity. 

Matters specified in7.3.3 

Note: The amount of car parking spaces required for activities that require resource consent under Rule 10 in this 
chapter (i.e. a High Trip Generator) will be determined through the resource consent process under Rule 10 (i.e. as part 
of the Integrated Transport Assessment process). The requirements for a minimum number of car parking spaces 
under Rule 1 can be used as guidance for High Trip Generators. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.27 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

1. a. Minimise the adverse effects and maximise positive  Manage the effects from new transport infrastructure and 
changes to existing transport infrastructure on the environment, including:  

1. i. air quality and water quality; 

2. ii. economic recovery; 

3. iii. severance; 

4. iv. water quality; 

5. v. noise , vibration and glare; 

6. vi. vibration; 

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41621
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41631
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41631
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24588
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24896
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24588
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25665
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41513
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24588
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=20052
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26536
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7. vii. glare; 

8. viii. amenity and safety of all transport users; 

9. ix. effects on the built environment; and 

10. x. safety of users. 

2. b. The cultural values of Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua are recognised, protected and enhanced through:  

1. i. the use of indigenous species in landscaping and tree planting of transport infrastructure; 

2. ii. a multi-value approach to stormwater management of transport infrastructure; and 

3. iii. the protection and enhancement of wahi tapu and wahi taonga including waipuna. 

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.28   7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

1. a.Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to:  

1. i.operate safely and efficiently; 

2. ii. incorporate CPTED and good urban design principles where practicable? 

3. ii. mitigate adverse effects on the character and amenity of the surrounding environment;  

4. iii. provide quality urban amenity outcomes within the development; 

5. iv. prevent crime; 

6. v. support the efficient and safe use and operation of land use activities; and 

7. vi. support amenity and safety for all transport modes.  

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.29 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

a. Require car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse 

effects. 

b. Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only where: 

i. the function of the surrounding transport network and amenity of the surrounding environment will not be adversely affected; 

and/or 

ii. there is good accessibility by active and public transport and the activity is designed to encourage public and active transport use; 

and/or 

iii. the extent of the reduction is appropriate to the characteristics of the activity and it’s location; and/or 

iv. the extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14– Parking reduction adjustment factors. 

c. Provide for flexible approaches to car parking in local and neighbourhood centres provision to support the use of public and active 

transport and existing parking supply. 

d. Provide car parking for people with disabilities where any car parking is provided and for activities with a Gross Floor Area 

greater than 2500m2 even when no other parking is provided. 

  Require car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse 

effects.  

  Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only where:  

1. the function of the surrounding transport network and amenity of the surrounding environment will not be adversely affected; and/or 

2. there is good accessibility by active and public transport and the activity is designed to encourage public and active transport use; 

and/or 

3. the extent of the reduction is appropriate to the characteristics of the activity and it’s location; and/or 

4. the extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14– Parking reduction adjustment factors. 

  Provide for flexible approaches to car parking in local and neighbourhood centres to support the use of public and active transport 

and existing parking supply.  

  Provide car parking for people with disabilities where any car parking is provided and for activities with a Gross Floor Area 

greater than 2500m2 even when no other parking is provided.  

  Require car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse 

effects.  

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25667
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  Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only where:  

1. the function of the surrounding transport network and amenity of the surrounding environment will not be adversely affected; and/or 

2. there is good accessibility by active and public transport and the activity is designed to encourage public and active transport use; 

and/or 

3. the extent of the reduction is appropriate to the characteristics of the activity and it’s location; and/or 

4. the extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14– Parking reduction adjustment factors. 

  Provide for flexible approaches to car parking in local and neighbourhood centres to support the use of public and active transport 

and existing parking supply.  

  Provide car parking for people with disabilities where any car parking is provided and for activities with a Gross Floor Area 

greater than 2500m2 even when no other parking is provided.  

  Require car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse 

effects.  

  Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only where:  

1. the function of the surrounding transport network and amenity of the surrounding environment will not be adversely affected; and/or 

2. there is good accessibility by active and public transport and the activity is designed to encourage public and active transport use; 

and/or 

3. the extent of the reduction is appropriate to the characteristics of the activity and it’s location; and/or 

4. the extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14– Parking reduction adjustment factors. 

  Provide for flexible approaches to car parking in local and neighbourhood centres to support the use of public and active transport 

and existing parking supply.  

  Provide car parking for people with disabilities where any car parking is provided and for activities with a Gross Floor Area 

greater than 2500m2 even when no other parking is provided.  

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.30   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

1. f. limit adverse effects and maximise positive effects from transport on the amenity of surrounding areas, on the 
environment, and on Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua values; 

2. g.encourage the use of parking management measures which to the extent they are practicable;  

1. i. make efficient use of land;  

2. ii. minimise adverse effects on the safety, efficiency and amenity of the surrounding area, including the transport 
network;  

3. iii. cater for the parking demand of the activity;  

4. iv. support recovery and economic activity; 

5. v. encourage public and active transport use;  

3. h. provide for the transport needs of people with disabilities; and 

4. i. maximise integrates and coordinates with the transport system, including planned and committed transport 
infrastructure and service improvements by coordinating land use and the implementation of transport infrastructure 
and services. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.31 Neutral 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

 

a. Ensure the number, location, design and gradient of vehicle accesses and associated manoeuvring: 

 i. is compatible with the range of functions of that part of the road network; 

 ii. promotes safety by minimising conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicle movements; 

 iii. is designed to encourage safe and attractive active transport access; and 

 iv. enables the safe and efficient operation of the transport system. 

Ensure the number, location, design and gradient of vehicle accesses and associated manoeuvring:  
1. is compatible with the range of functions of that part of the road network; 

2. promotes safety by minimising conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicle movements; 

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25667
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25667
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3. is designed to encourage safe and attractive active transport access; and 

4. enables the safe and efficient operation of the transport system. 

Ensure the number, location, design and gradient of vehicle accesses and associated manoeuvring:  
1. is compatible with the range of functions of that part of the road network; 

2. promotes safety by minimising conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicle movements; 

3. is designed to encourage safe and attractive active transport access; and 

4. enables the safe and efficient operation of the transport system. 

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.32   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

a. An integrated  transport system: 

 i. that is safe and efficient foraccessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using all transport 

modes; 

 ii. that is responsive to the current recovery needs, future needs, and economic development; 

 iii. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising integration with land use; 

 iv. that reduces dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and active transport where practicable; 

 v. that recognises Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua values; and 

 vi. that is managed using the one network approach. 

An integrated  transport system:  
1. that is accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using all transport modes; 

2. that is responsive to the current recovery needs, future needs, and economic development; 

3. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising integration with land use; 

4. that reduces dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and active transport; 

5. that recognises Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua values; and 

6. that is managed using the one network approach. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.33 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

1. a. A road network that recognises different access and movement functions for all transport modes, whilst:  

1. i. ensuring supporting the continued safe and efficient operation of the transport network for all modes, including 
freight; 

2. ii. providing for public places to enable community activities, including opportunities for people to interact and spend 
time, 

3. iii. providing space for utility services; 

4. iv. reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity; and 

5. v. recognising cross-boundary connections with adjoining districts. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.34 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed with regard to ensurethe extent that 
they:  
1. a. are accessible by a range of transport modes and promote public and active transport use; 

2. b. promote the safe and, efficient and effective use of the transport system; 

3. c. optimise use of existing capacity within the transport system; 

4. d. reduce the impact of trip generation through travel plans and other travel demand management measures; 

  

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.38 Neutral  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Rule 4b 

On-site manoeuvring area shall be provided to ensure that a vehicle can manoeuvre in a forward gear onto or and off 
a site. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.39 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 
Any activity on a site which is not in the Central City Business Zone that is not listed as a permitted activity in the activity 

status tables for any land use zone (irrespective of compliance with permitted activity standards) and generates more than 

250 vehicle trips per day shall be a discretionary activity with the Council discretion limited to the matters specified in 7.3.19 
   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
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  Applicable to Rule- Resource Consent under this rule 

is required for activities with: 
Matters of discretion 

a. Education Activities(unless specified 

below) 

≥ 150FTEStudents Matters specified in7.3.19 

 

 

 

 
b

. 

Education Activities (Pre-School) ≥ 60 Children 

c. Guest Accommodation Activities ≥ 40 bedrooms 

d

. 

Health Care Facilities ≥250 m2GFA 

e. Industrial Activities(unless specified 

below) 

≥830 m2GFA 

f. Industrial Activities(Warehousing and 

Distribution Activities) 

≥10,400 m2GFA 

g

. 

Office ≥960 m2GFA 

h

. 

Residential Activities ≥23Residential units 

i. Retail Activities(unless specified 

below) 

≥250 m2GLFA 

j. Retail Activities(Food and Beverage 

Outlet) 

≥70 m2PFA 

k

. 

Any other activities ≥250vehicle tripsper day1 

 

1. An Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that are High Trip Generators (i.e. are restricted discretionary activities under this 
rule). 

2. If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted resource consent, then this rule does not apply to 
any development that is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent, unless the resource 
consent has lapsed. 

3. A checklist outlining the requirements that must be covered by an Integrated Transport Assessment is provided inAppendix 7.15. Further guidance on 
preparing an Integrated Transport Assessment to address the assessment matters in7.3.19may be obtained fromChristchurchCity Council'sIntegrated 
Transport Assessment Guidelines. A basic Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for High Trip Generators that do not exceed the 
thresholds in7.3.19 Table 7.1.A full Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that exceed the thresholds in7.3.19 Table 7.1.  
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http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41686
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41581
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41581
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4. Any application under this rule will require written approval from the NZ Transport Agency and/or KiwiRail, where: 

1. for the NZ Transport Agency, directvehicle accessfrom the activity is to a state highway. 
2. for KiwiRail, directaccessto the activity crosses a railway line. 

1If the activity has fluctuations in daily vehicle trips, then the calculation should be based on an average of the days (across the week) that the activity operates. 

 Applicable to  Rule- Resource Consent under this rule 

is required for activities with: 
Matters of discretion 

  

a. 

Education Activities (unless specified 

below) 

≥ 150 FTE Students Matters specified in 7.3.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b

. 

 Education Activities  (Pre-School) ≥ 60 Children 

  

c. 

Guest Accommodation Activities ≥ 40 bedrooms 

  

d

. 

Health Care Facilities ≥ 250 m2 GFA 

  

e. 

Industrial Activities (unless specified 

below) 

≥ 830 m2 GFA 

  

f. 

Industrial Activities (Warehousing and 

Distribution Activities) 

≥ 10,400 m2 GFA 

  

g

. 

 Office ≥ 960 m2 GFA 

  

h

. 

 Residential Activities ≥ 23 Residential units 

  

i. 

Retail Activities (unless specified 

below) 

≥ 250 m2 GLFA 

  

j. 

Retail Activities  (Food and Beverage 

Outlet) 

≥ 70 m2 PFA 

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43529
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k

. 

Any other activities ≥ 250 vehicle trips per day 1 

 
1. An Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that are High Trip Generators (i.e. 

are restricted discretionary activities under this rule). 

2. If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted 
resource consent, then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that 
Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent, unless the resource 
consent has lapsed. 

3. A checklist outlining the requirements that must be covered by an Integrated Transport Assessment is 
provided in Appendix 7.15. Further guidance on preparing an Integrated Transport Assessment to 
address the assessment matters in 7.3.19 may be obtained from Christchurch City Council's Integrated 
Transport Assessment Guidelines. A basic Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for 
High Trip Generators that do not exceed the thresholds in 7.3.19 Table 7.1. A full Integrated Transport 
Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that exceed the thresholds in 7.3.19 Table 7.1.  

4. Any application under this rule will require written approval from the NZ Transport Agency and/or 
KiwiRail, where:  

1. for the NZ Transport Agency, direct vehicle access from the activity is to a state highway. 

2. for KiwiRail, direct access to the activity crosses a railway line. 

1If the activity has fluctuations in daily vehicle trips, then the calculation should be based on an 
average of the days (across the week) that the activity operates. 

 Applicable to  Rule- Resource Consent under this rule 

is required for activities with: 
Matters of discretion 

  

a. 

Education Activities (unless specified 

below) 

≥ 150 FTE Students Matters specified in 7.3.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b

. 

 Education Activities  (Pre-School) ≥ 60 Children 

  

c. 

Guest Accommodation Activities ≥ 40 bedrooms 

  

d

. 

Health Care Facilities ≥ 250 m2 GFA 

  

e. 

Industrial Activities (unless specified 

below) 

≥ 830 m2 GFA 

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42803
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f. 

Industrial Activities (Warehousing and 

Distribution Activities) 

≥ 10,400 m2 GFA 

  

g

. 

 Office ≥ 960 m2 GFA 

  

h

. 

 Residential Activities ≥ 23 Residential units 

  

i. 

Retail Activities (unless specified 

below) 

≥ 250 m2 GLFA 

  

j. 

Retail Activities  (Food and Beverage 

Outlet) 

≥ 70 m2 PFA 

  

k

. 

Any other activities ≥ 250 vehicle trips per day 1 

 
1. An Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that are High Trip Generators (i.e. 

are restricted discretionary activities under this rule). 

2. If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted 
resource consent, then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that 
Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent, unless the resource 
consent has lapsed. 

3. A checklist outlining the requirements that must be covered by an Integrated Transport Assessment is 
provided in Appendix 7.15. Further guidance on preparing an Integrated Transport Assessment to 
address the assessment matters in 7.3.19 may be obtained from Christchurch City Council's Integrated 
Transport Assessment Guidelines. A basic Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for 
High Trip Generators that do not exceed the thresholds in 7.3.19 Table 7.1. A full Integrated Transport 
Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that exceed the thresholds in 7.3.19 Table 7.1.  

4. Any application under this rule will require written approval from the NZ Transport Agency and/or 
KiwiRail, where:  

1. for the NZ Transport Agency, direct vehicle access from the activity is to a state highway. 

2. for KiwiRail, direct access to the activity crosses a railway line. 

1If the activity has fluctuations in daily vehicle trips, then the calculation should be based on an average 
of the days (across the week) that the activity operates. 

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.40 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

 

The following are assessment matters for Rule 1a, Section 7.2.3.1: 

1. Whether the equivalent number of parking spaces can be conveniently and appropriately provided on a separate site which: 

 i. is sited within safe and easy walking distance of the activity; and 

 ii. does not require people to cross arterial roads to gain access to the activity, thereby compromising the safety of 
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 pedestrians and the function of the road, unless there are safe crossing facilities; and/or 

 iii. is clearly associated with the activity through signage or other means; and/or 

 iv. whether a legal agreement has been entered into, bonding the parking to the activity; and/or 

 v. is surrounded by appropriate land use activities with which the car parking is compatible. 

2. Whether the parking demand occurs at a different time from another land use activity, with which a parking area could be shared 

without adverse effects for on street parking. 

3. Whether a legal agreement has been entered into securing mutual usage of any parking areas shared with other activities. 

4. Where the required number of off-street car parking spaces are not to be provided: 

 a. whether the proposal or application demonstrates that it will generate more or less parking and/or staff parking demand 

than is required by this District Plan; 

 b. whether the required parking can physically be accommodated on the site and/or off site; 

 c. whether the movement function, safety and amenity values of the road network and surrounding environment may be 

adversely affected by extra parked and manoeuvring vehicles on these roads; 

 d. whether the site is well serviced by public transport and is designed or operated to facilitate public transport use; 

 e. whether additional cycle parking facilities (more than the number required by this District Plan) have been provided to off-

set a reduction in the number of car parking spaces, and there is a reasonable expectation of them being used; 

 f. the cumulative effect of the lack of on-site parking spaces for the proposal in conjunction with other activities in the 

vicinity which are not providing the required number of parking spaces; 

 g. whether the reduction in parking will affect the ability of future activities on the site to meet the parking requirements; 

 h. whether the safety of pedestrians will be affected by being set down on-street; 

 i. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking will reduce travel to the activity by private vehicles 

and facilitate public and active transport use, such as through the development and implementation of a travel plan; 

 j. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking will enable a significant improvement in the urban 

design, appearance, and amenity values of the site and a more efficient site layout without compromising the amenity values, safety 

and efficiency of the transport network; 

 k. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking is appropriate because there are other public parking 

facilities close to the activity that can be used by people accessing the activity; and 

 l. whether there are mitigating factors for a reduced parking supply, with regard given to the parking reduction adjustment 

factors in Appendix 7.14. 

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.41 Neutral  7.3.4-Minimum 

number of cycle 

parking facilities 

required 

Add: 

6. whether the activity will generate more or less cycle parking demand than is required by this plan 
   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.42 Neutral  7.3.5-Minimum 

number of loading 

spaces required 

The following are assessment matters for Rule 3, Section 7.2.3.3: 
 

1. Whether the nature and operation of the particular activity will require dedicated loading spaces  or alternative 
loading arrangements of a different size, number and frequency of use. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.43 Neutral  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 
The following are assessment matters for Rule 7a, Section 7.2.3.7: 
 

1. Whether the driveway serves more than one site and the extent to which other users of the driveway may be 
adversely affected. 

2. Whether there are any adverse effects on the safety and amenity values of neighbouring immediately 
adjoining properties and/or the function of the transport network. 

3. The effects on the safety and security of people using the facility. 

4. Whether the access disrupts, or results in conflicts with, active frontages, convenient and safe pedestrian circulation 
and cycling flows. 

5. Whether the safety of pedestrians, particularly the aged and people with disabilities, will be compromised by the 
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length of time needed to cross any footpath that adjoins the access wider driveway. 

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.44 Neutral  7.3.11-Queuing 

spaces 
The following are assessment matters for Rule 7b, Section 7.2.3.7: 
 

1. Whether there would be any adverse effects on the safety, amenity values and/or efficient operation and functioning 
of the frontage road or a rail level crossing for all modes. 

2. The effect of queuing vehicles on the safety of pedestrians and cyclists. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.45 Neutral  7.3.15-Maximum 

number of vehicle 

crossings 

1. Any cumulative effects of the introduction of extra vehicle crossings in the immediate when considered in the context 
of existing and future vehicle crossings serving other activities in the vicinity.    

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.46 Neutral  7.3.16-Minimum 

distance between 

vehicle crossings and 

intersections 

1. 8. Any cumulative effects of the proposed crossing(s) when considered in the context other of existing 
and future vehicle crossings serving other activities in the immediate vicinity. 

2. 9. Whether traffic mitigation measures such as medians, no right turn or left turn signs, or traffic calming 
measures are proposed. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.47 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 
  

The following are assessment matters for Rule 10, Section 7.2.3.10. 

Note: in some circumstances and for significant developments, the assessment of these matters may be 
assisted through the preparation of an Integrated Transportation Assessment (further guidance on preparing 
an Integrated Transport Assessment may be obtained from Christchurch City Council's Integrated Assessment 
Guidelines 
  
1.The actual or potential level of vehicle, cycle and pedestrian traffic likely to be generated from and moving 
past the proposed access point(s), particuarly at peak times 

2. The extent to which the access point(s) will adversely affect the transport function and/or the safety of the immediately 

adjoining road corridor 

3. The extent to which any extra conflict may be created by vehicles queuing on the frontage road past the vehicle crossing. 

4. The ability to gain access to an alternative road which has a lesser traffic function and the environmental impacts on that 

alternative road in respect of residential amenities where relevant. 

5. The extent to which the noise, vibration and fumes of vehicles at the access would affect surrounding activities, 

particuarly residences. 

6. The extent to which the physical form of the frontage road (either existing or proposed) may mitigate the adverse effects 

of the extra vehicle movements generated. For example the presence of a solid median to stop right hand turns. 

7. Whether the sight distances at the access are adequate to provide safe access/ egress with reference to "Road and Traffic 

Standards Guidelines for Visibility at Driveways" 

8. Whether the environmental effects of vehicles using the site will adversely affect surrounding activities, 
particularly residential activities. 
9. Whether the proposed activity is located, designed or operated to minimise or reduce travel to and from the activity by 
private vehicles and encourage public and active transport use. 
Whether the provision of parking, access and manoeuvring areas, including loading and servicing deliveries, affects the 
safety, accessibility, and amenity values of the site and surrounding network. 
10. Whether the proposal has demonstrated the accessibility of the site by a range of transport modes. 
Whether the proposal considers and responds to issues and outcomes arising from consultation with the 
relevant road controlling authorities, public transport provider1 and/or KiwiRail. 
Whether the proposal adequately provides for the mobility needs of all users of the site, including whether there are 
sufficient parking spaces for people with disabilities to meet demand and whether these parking spaces are coloured 
blue so they can be easily identified. 
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11. Whether the proposal integrates with, and minimises adverse effects on, the safe, efficient functioning of the 
transport network and the amenity values of the surrounding environment. 
12. Whether the proposal minimises the number of vehicle access points proposed is appropriate to transport 
corridors, taking into account: 

1.  

1. a. the movement function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for 
minimising accesses on to arterial roads, in particular the strategic transport network, or gaining access 
to an alternative road which has a lesser movement function, whilst having regard to the environmental 
effects on that alternative road with respect to residential amenity; 

2. b. opportunities for sharing access with other activities; 

3. c. the place function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for 
minimising accesses on to streets that are within the Urban (Centres) place function category, 
especially Key Pedestrian Frontages shown on the planning maps, or gaining access to an 
alternative road with lesser pedestrian flows or a lesser adverse effect on amenity values; 

4. d. whether the frontage road is identified as part of one of the five modal networks as described 
in Appendix 7.12.1.b; 

5. e. whether  any conflict arises because of the location of multiple the access points with respect to 
adjacent access points has the potential for vehicle conflict or confusion between drivers turning into and 
out of accessways; 

6. f. visibility and obstruction of pedestrian crossings: 

7. access to network utilities; and 

8. g. the impact of multiple vehicle crossings (which break up berm, landscaping, footpath and cycle 
way continuity) on streetscape amenity values, retail frontage areas and pedestrian and cycle 
movements. 

9. 13 Any effects of any car parking and loading spaces proposed to be provided, and whether the number 
of car parking spaces proposed to be provided meets or exceeds anticipated demand, is appropriate for 
the needs of the activity (considering people's and communities' social, cultural and economic wellbeing), 
supports urban consolidation, and supports the recovery needs of the district. 

2. 14 Whether the minimum car parking space requirements (as shown in Table 7.2 of Appendix 7.1) are 
appropriate for the activity, and whether there are mitigating factors for a reduced parking supply, having 
regard to the parking reduction adjustment factors in Appendix 7.14. 

3. 15 Whether more parking spaces than stated in the minimum car parking space requirements (as shown 
in Table 7.2 of Appendix 7.1) should be provided to address any adverse effects on the safety, efficiency 
and amenity values of the surrounding environment, including the transport network. 

4. 16 The ability to operate parking in a coordinated or shared way with other car park areas. 

5. 17 Where there is more than one public entrance to the building, the extent to which visitor cycle parking 
is apportioned between the entrances in accordance with their potential usage. 

6. 18 Whether any accesses to the activity are directly opposite a T-intersection and whether 
the access can be moved to avoid this situation. 

7. 13 Whether Crime Prevention through Environment Design (CPTED) principles and techniques have 
been used to mitigate any safety issues. 

8. 14 The extent to which pedestrians and cyclists have safe and easy access to and through the site from 
the surrounding area and whether any mitigation measures are proposed to improve accessibility and 
safety for pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration of whether the traffic volumes and speed on 
the nearby streets could affect the ability of pedestrians and cyclists to have safe and easy access to the 
site. 
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9. 15 Whether the activity will increase the amount of freight and volume of heavy vehicles on local or 
collector roads adjoining residential zones. 

1The public transport provider for Christchurch is the Canterbury Regional Council (Environment 
Canterbury). 
  
The following assessment matters (18 - 21) are only applicable for High Trip Generator activities which 
exceed the thresholds in the following Table 7.1. A full Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken 
for high trip generators that exceed the thresholds in Table 7.1. Only a basic Integrated Transport 
Assessment (which does not need to cover assessment matters 18-21) needs to be undertaken for High Trip 
Generators that do not exceed the thresholds inTable 7.1. 

  

 
 

  

Table 7.1- Thresholds for full Integrated Transport Assessments    

   Activity Thresholds 

a

. 

Education Activities (unless specified below) ≥ 600 FTE students 

 

b

. 

Education Activities (Pre-School)  ≥ 240 children 

c

. 

Guest Accommodation Activities  ≥ 160 bedrooms 

d

. 

Health Care Facilities ≥ 1000 m2 GFA 

e

. 

Industrial Activities (unless specified below) ≥ 3320 m2 GFA 

f

. 

Industrial Activities (Warehousing and Distribution 

Activities) 

≥ 41,600 m2 GFA 

g

. 

Offices ≥ 3840 m2 GFA 

h

. 

Residential Activities ≥ 92 Residential Units 
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i

. 

Retail Activities (unless specified below) ≥ 1000 m2 GLFA 

j

. 

Retail Activities (Food and Beverage Outlet) ≥ 280 m 2PFA 

l

. 

All other activities ≥ 1000 vehicle trips per day2 

 
 
2 If the activity has fluctuations in daily vehicle trips, then the calculation should be based on an average of 
the days (across the week) that the activity operates. 

1. 16 Any cumulative effects of present and projected trip generation (for all transport modes) from the 
activity in conjunction with trip generation from other activities in the vicinity. For clarification, this 
is limited to existing and consented activities and associated construction work, when considered in 
the context of existing and future trip generation from other activities in the vicinity. 

2. 17 Whether the development is of a scale and in a location where a public transport interchange should 
be provided. 

3. 18 Whether the proposal has considered the impact of any future planned  and committed upgrades to 
the transport network near to the site which may affect the activity. For clarification this is limited to 
committed transport projects in the Council's Three Year Plan or Long Term Council Community 
Plan 

4. 19 Whether the proposal or application has demonstrated that travel demand will be reduced through the 
implementation of a travel plan for the activity. 

  

  
  

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.48 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

1. 5. Each residential unit shall provide at least one parking space for people with disabilities to enable safe access in 
wet or icy conditions.    

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.49 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

c
. 

> 50 2 for the first 50 car park spaces + 1 

additional disability car park for every 
additional 50 car parks or part therof 

 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.50 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

c. stands shall adequately support the bicycle frame and front wheel. 
   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.51 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Amend 2c,d,e 

1.  

1. c. Located in a covered, secured area that is not open to the general public. 
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2. d. Where a stand is provided, it shall meet the visitor cycle parking requirements in (1) except for (e) and (h). 

3. e. The number of on-site cycle parking end of trip facilities provided shall be at least the minimum number of cycle 
parking end of trip facilities set out inTable 7.6. 

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.52    7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 
1. a. The loading space requirements listed in Table 7.7 are categorised by activity. When calculating the overall loading 

space requirements for an activity the separation of areas into different activities will be required where the GFA of an 
activity (or PFA or other such measurement that the standards for the relevant activity is based upon) exceeds 10 per 
cent of the total GFA of the activity. The total loading space requirement for any activity will be the sum of the 
parking loading requirements for each area. 

2. b. Where the calculation of the required loading space results in a fractional space, any fraction that is less than one-half 
will be disregarded and any fraction of one-half or more will be counted as one space. 

3. c. Where an activity falls under the definition of more than one activity in Table 7.7, then the higher loading space 
requirement shall apply. 

4. d. Where an activity does not fall within a particular category, the activity which is closest in definition shall apply. 

5. e. Any space required for loading other than for a residential activity shall be available for staff and visitors during the 
hours of operation and shall not be diminished by the subsequent erection of any structure, storage of goods, or any 
other use. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.53 Oppose  7.4.6-Appendix 7.6 - 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Delete clause 3 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.54 Neutral  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

1.   

1. If an activity is a High Trip Generator under 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 of this chapter or requires resource consent 
under 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 of this chapter because the activity does not meet the minimum parking requirements, the 
amount of parking proposed will be assessed through a resource consent application. The following parking reduction 
adjustment factors can be considered as part of the resource consent process. These suggested reductions from the 
minimum parking requirements are simply suggestions: the exact suitability for the reduction, (considering the specific 
characteristics of the activity and its location), can be considered through the resource consent process. 

   

385 Maurice Carter 

Charitable 

Trust 

385.55 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete Appendix 7.15 

   

388 McDonalds 

Restaurants NZ 

Ltd. 

388.9 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Amend Objective 1 at Section 7.1 to include provision for the movement of goods and services, and operational requirements of 

commercial activities, as well as movement of people. 

FS 1270.17 

FS 1375.35 

FS 1450.257 

FS 1334.61 

   

388 McDonalds 

Restaurants NZ 

Ltd. 

388.10 Support  7.2.2.2-Restricted 

discretionary 

activities 

 Maintain the Restricted Discretionary activity status for infringements of the carparking and access infringements, and high trip 

generating activities at Rule 7.2.2. 

FS 1270.17 

FS 1444.107 

FS 1450.260 

   

388 McDonalds 

Restaurants NZ 

Ltd. 

388.11 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Amend Clause 7.2.3.1 Rule 1(a)(i) to specifically state that no carparking is required for activities on commercially-zoned land 

identified as a local or neighbourhood centre. A note at the end of the table would suffice. 

  
FS 1207.17  
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FS 1450.261 

FS 1359.192 
388 McDonalds 

Restaurants NZ 

Ltd. 

388.12 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Delete Clause 7.2.3.1 Rule 1(a)(ii), which in effect will require ‘high trip generating’ activities to be subject to the normal carparking 

requirements of Table 7.2 of Appendix 7.1. 

  
FS 1270.17 

FS 1444.108 

FS 1450.258 

FS  1375.36 

FS 1359.208 

FS 1442.28 

FS 1436.27 

   

388 McDonalds 

Restaurants NZ 

Ltd. 

388.13 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Delete Rule 27.3.10 relating to ‘high trip generating’ activities and information requirements.  

FS 1270.17 

FS 144.109 

FS 1450.259 

FS 1359.209 

FS 1442.29  

FS 1436.28 

   

388 McDonalds 

Restaurants NZ 

Ltd. 

388.14 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the carparking ratios of Table 7.2 of Appendix 7.1 as they relate to “food and beverage”, however include clarification that 

the 19 spaces / 100m² be on a pro-rata basis after the first 150m².  

FS 1270.17 

FS 1359.210 

   

388 McDonalds 

Restaurants NZ 

Ltd. 

388.15 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend Table 7.2 of Appendix 7.1 to include a carparking ratio for “drive-through services”. This usually entails the carparking ratio 

for the primary activity (i.e. “food and beverage outlet”) plus a queue length for the “drive-through service” component of the 

activity. A queuing space to accommodate 6 to 8 vehicles from the service window is sought. 

FS 1270.17 

   

393 Williams 393.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

393 Williams 393.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

393 Williams 393.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

394 Kinahan 394.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

394 Kinahan 394.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

394 Kinahan 394.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

398 Stevenson 398.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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system 

398 Stevenson 398.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

398 Stevenson 398.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

400 Gilmore 400.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

  

   

400 Gilmore 400.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

  

   

400 Gilmore 400.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

  
   

402 Brown 402.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

402 Brown 402.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

402 Brown 402.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

403 Brittenden 403.3    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 Ensure new developments provide facilities supporting public and active transportation 
   

410 McCone 410.4    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 Ensure new developments provide facilities supporting public and active transportation 
   

416 Newlands 416.3    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 Ensure new developments provide facilities supporting public and active transportation 
   

420 Southon 420.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

420 Southon 420.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

420 Southon 420.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

421 Ryan 421.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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421 Ryan 421.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

421 Ryan 421.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

422 The Salvation 

Army 

422.26    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

New provision requested: 

Carparking for activities in the Salvation Army Addington Overlay a minimum of forty (40) carparking spaces  
   

424 Bradley 424.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

424 Bradley 424.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

424 Bradley 424.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

427 Pairman 427.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

427 Pairman 427.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

427 Pairman 427.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

431 Bowie 431.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

431 Bowie 431.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

431 Bowie 431.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

435 Leigh 435.7 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Appendix 7.1 Parking space requirements. Item Z of Residential Activities section in Table 7.2 Minimum number of car parks 

required. The current requirement in Blair Avenue for 2 off-street residential parking per residential unit be retained with no 

relaxation for units of less than 150m2 GFA. 

   

436 Grant 436.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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436 Grant 436.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

436 Grant 436.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

439 Hacker 439.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

439 Hacker 439.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

439 Hacker 439.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

441 Henderson 441.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

441 Henderson 441.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

441 Henderson 441.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

442 Hugo 442.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

442 Hugo 442.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

442 Hugo 442.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

443 John 443.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

443 John 443.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

443 John 443.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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444 Mize 444.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

444 Mize 444.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

444 Mize 444.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

446 Lorimer 446.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

446 Lorimer 446.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

446 Lorimer 446.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

447 Dobson 447.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

447 Dobson 447.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

447 Dobson 447.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

448 Manktelow 448.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

448 Manktelow 448.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

448 Manktelow 448.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

449 Wells 449.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

449 Wells 449.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

449 Wells 449.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

450 Johns 450.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

450 Johns 450.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

450 Johns 450.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

451 Aspell 451.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

451 Aspell 451.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

451 Aspell 451.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

452 Irwin 452.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

452 Irwin 452.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

452 Irwin 452.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

453 MacDonald 453.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

453 MacDonald 453.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

453 MacDonald 453.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

454 O'Neill 454.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

454 O'Neill 454.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

454 O'Neill 454.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

455 Willcock 455.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

455 Willcock 455.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

455 Willcock 455.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

456 Provost 456.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

456 Provost 456.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

456 Provost 456.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

458 Delaney 458.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

458 Delaney 458.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

458 Delaney 458.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

459 Anderson 459.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

459 Anderson 459.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

459 Anderson 459.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

460 Dalbeth 460.14   7.1.1-Objective 1-     
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Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

460 Dalbeth 460.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

460 Dalbeth 460.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

463 Bragg 463.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

463 Bragg 463.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

463 Bragg 463.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

464 Walker 464.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

464 Walker 464.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

464 Walker 464.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

467 Bary 467.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

467 Bary 467.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

467 Bary 467.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

468 Schutte 468.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

468 Schutte 468.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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468 Schutte 468.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

470 Newall 470.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

470 Newall 470.15   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

470 Newall 470.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

471 Montagne 471.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

471 Montagne 471.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

471 Montagne 471.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

472 Armstrong 472.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

472 Armstrong 472.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

472 Armstrong 472.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

474 Harvey 474.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

474 Harvey 474.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

474 Harvey 474.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

476 Oakley 476.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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system 

476 Oakley 476.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

476 Oakley 476.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

481 Worsnop 481.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

481 Worsnop 481.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Rate our buildings - Future-proof our buildings by assessing efficiency and sustainability of new designs. 

   

481 Worsnop 481.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Rate our buildings - Future-proof our buildings by assessing efficiency and sustainability of new designs. 

   

485 Rochford 485.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

485 Rochford 485.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

485 Rochford 485.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

487 Fitzjohn 487.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

487 Fitzjohn 487.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

487 Fitzjohn 487.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

488 Urmson 488.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

488 Urmson 488.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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488 Urmson 488.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

489 Martin 489.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

489 Martin 489.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

489 Martin 489.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

490 Kast 490.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

490 Kast 490.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

490 Kast 490.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

491 Naguchi 491.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

491 Naguchi 491.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

491 Naguchi 491.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.265 Oppose 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

AMEND 

Although Proposal 7 largely provides appropriate guidance on land use transport integration, the Crown is concerned that it still 

imposes overly stringent requirements on development. Amongst other things, the Crown is concerned that prescriptive requirements 

in relation to the provision of cycle parking and car parking for certain activities will impose unnecessary costs and limit 

development potential. Furthermore, Proposal 7 does not provide adequate support for freight movement and strategic infrastructure. 

The need for Integrated Transport Assessment is supported, but with amendments to the detailed provisions in order to provide 

greater clarity and to better reflect the nature of the specific activities. 

The Crown seeks the following decisions: 

(a) amend Proposal 7 to: 
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(i) reduce prescriptive regulations, including in relation to cycle parking and car parking; 

(ii) support freight movement; 

(b) such other relief necessary to give effect to the relief sought in Part A of this submission; and 

(c) any additional or alternative relief that achieves the same or similar outcomes to the above. 

  

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1349.6 

FS 1281.6 

FS 1334.33 

FS 1283.1 

FS 1450.347 

FS 1308.15 

FS 1322.17 

FS 1325.8 

FS 1326.1 
495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.312 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend 7.1.1 Objective 1 to better recognise the link between the network and economic development. 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 
FS 1450.345  

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.313 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

SUPPORT IN PART 

 Amend Objective 7.1.1 (a)(i) by adding: “that is accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people and 

goods….'. 

  

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1450.349 

FS 1334.34 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.314 Oppose 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend Objective 7.1.1 (a)(ii) by inserting 'enables' before 'economic development': 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 
FS 1450.350 
FS 1334.35 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.315 Support 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Amend 7.1.1.1 Policy 1a as follows: 

 

Identify a road network that recognises different access and 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

movement functions for all transport modes. 

  

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1450.351 
495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.316 Support 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

SUPPORT IN PART  

Amend Policy 1 a ii as follows: ii providing for public spaces in accordance with the function of the road to enable community 

activities, including opportunities for people to interact and spend time. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1450.352 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.317 Oppose 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Add an additional clause vii as follows: 

vii by identifying and providing for the efficient and effective functioning of the strategic transport network. 

NB -To support this, NZTA also seeks amendments to the accompanying mapping in Appendix 7.12 (see below). 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.318 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 by: 

a Amending the wording of clause (b) by replacing 'promote' with 'do not compromise'; and 

b deleting 'from development' from clause (e) on the grounds that it is not required and adds potential ambiguity to the clause 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1450.353 

FS 1450.354 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.319 Neutral 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 Clause (i) as follows: “(i) is compatible with the range of functions and classification of that part of the road 

network” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2  

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.320 Support 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 Clause (iv) as follows: 

(iv) enables the safe and efficient operation of the transport system, particularly the strategic transport network. 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1443.164 

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.321 Support 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 as follows: 

“a. Ensure the number, location, design and gradient of vehicle 

accesses and associated manoeuvring: 

… 

v. provides for the efficient and timely movement of emergency service 

vehicles.” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.322 Support 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend 7.1.1.6 Policy 6 a i as follows: 

Ensuring, new road corridors, where appropriate, provide sufficient space and facilities to safely promote walking, cycling and public 

transport 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.323 Oppose  7.2.3.5-Rule 5- 

Gradient of parking 

and loading areas 

SUPPORT  

Retain Rule 5 as notified  

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.324 Oppose  7.2.3.6-Rule 6- 

Design of parking 

and loading areas 

SUPPORT  

  

Retain Rule 6 as notified  

 
FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.325 Neutral  7.2.3.6-Rule 6- 

Design of parking 

and loading areas 

SUPPORT  

Retain exemptions for residential activities  

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

495.326 Support  7.2.3.8-Rule 8- 

Vehicle crossings 

SUPPORT IN PART 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 
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number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

Amend Rule 8 by including the following additional row: 

Applicable to     Rule      Matters of discretion 

f. Emergency 

service facilities 

       The vehicle 

       crossing standard 

       in Appendix 7.11 

       does not apply. 

NZFS will work to ensure parameters are aligned with design principles. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.327 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend rule 7.2.3.10 as follows:  

Applicable to: h. Residential activities, except for residential activities provided under the EDM and CHRM. 

Rule - Resource consent under this rule is required for activities with > 23 Residential units 

Matters of discretion: Matters specified in 7.3.19 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.328 Oppose  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend the Matters of discretion in 7.3.10 as follows: 

4. Whether the access disrupts, or results in conflicts with, active frontages, convenient and safe pedestrian circulation and cycling 

flows, or will inhibit access for fire appliances where on-site access is required. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.329 Oppose  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend the Matters of discretion in 7.3.10 as follows: 

6. Whether the gradient will make the use of the access impracticable, including inhibiting access for fire appliances where on-site 

access is required.  
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Last Name Submission 
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Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.330 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend clause 8e as follows: “whether the location of the access 

points with respect to adjacent access points has the potential for 

vehicle conflict or confusion between drivers turning into and out of 

accesses and other road users, including pedestrians and cyclists” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1349.7 

FS 1281.7 

FS 1294.3 

FS 1308.16 

FS 1436.29 

FS 1442.30 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.331 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Add an additional clause. “Whether the proposal is consistent with the local and regional policy framework” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 
FS 1450.355 

FS 1349.8 

FS 1281.8 

FS 1294.4 

FS 1436.30 

FS 1308.17 

FS 1442.31 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.332 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Add an additional clause: “Identify the mitigation proposed to ensure 

suitable accessibility proposed by all modes, and outline the 

alternatives considered” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1281.9 

FS 1450.357 

FS 1308.18 

FS 1349.9 

FS 1294.5 

FS 1436.31 

FS 1442.12 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

495.333 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

SUPPORT IN PART 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 
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number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Authority 

(CERA) 

Add note below clause 21: A full Integrated Transport Assessment 

will be expected to cover several of the assessment matters covered 

in 1 to 17 above in greater detail than a basic Integrated Transport 

Assessment.  

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1281.10 

FS 1450.357 

FS 1274.1 

FS 1349.10 

FS 1294.6 

FS 1436.32 

FS 1442.33 

FS 1308.19 
495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.334 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend Assessment matter (7) as follows: 

“(7) Whether the proposal integrates with, and minimises adverse 

effects on, the safe, efficient functioning of the transport network and 

the amenity values of the surrounding environment.” 

FS 1427.29 

FS 1325.9 

FS 1326.2 

FS 1283.2 

FS 1322.18 

FS 1436.33 

FS 1442.34 

FS 1450.358 

FS 1352.52 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.335 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

OPPOSE IN PART 

“(9) Any effects of any car parking and loading spaces proposed to be 

provided, and whether the number of car parking spaces proposed to 

be provided meets or exceeds anticipated demand, is appropriate for 

the needs of the activity (considering people's and communities' 

social, cultural and economic wellbeing), supports urban consolidation, 

and supports the recovery needs of the district.” 

FS 1325.10 

FS 1326.3 

FS 1436.34 

FS 1442.35 

FS 1352.53 

FS 1322.19 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.336 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Delete Assessment matter (14) 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 
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Submitter 
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Last Name Submission 
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Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1325.11 

FS 1326.4 

FS 1322.20 

FS 1436.35 

FS 1442.36 

FS 1352.54 
495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.337 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend matter (18) so it reads: 

“(18) Any cumulative effects of present and projected trip generation (for all transport modes) from the activity and associated 

construction work, when considered in the context of existing and future trip generation from other activities in the vicinity.” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1326.5 

FS 1325.12 

FS 1436.36 

FS 1442.37 

FS 1352.55 

FS 1322.21 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.338 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend matter (19) so it reads; “(19) Whether the development is of a The scale and in a location of the development in relation to 

where a available public transport routes and transport interchanges should be provided.” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1326.6 

FS 1325.13 

FS 1436.37 

FS 1442.38 

FS 1352.56 

FS 1322.22 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.339 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Delete matter (20), and replace it with a new matter (20), as follows: 

 

“(20) Whether the assessment of projected trip generation from the 

activity, and the anticipated mode share of these trips in the context of 

the land use and transport environment, has taken account of any 

future planned infrastructure or provisions proposed by an applicant”. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 
FS 1326.7  

FS 1325.14 

FS 1436.38 

FS 1442.39 

FS 1352.57 
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Last Name Submission 
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Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

FS 1322.23 

FS 1270.35 
495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.340 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend Appendix 7.1 by: 

1. Deleting Point 5 as follows: 

Each residential unit shall provide at least one parking space for 

people with disabilities to enable safe access in wet or icy conditions. 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.341 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

OPPOSE IN PART 

2. Amending Table 7.3 to provide an exemption for 1-2 residential units on a site. 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 
FS 1443.165 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.342 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

OPPOSE 

Delete Note 5 in Appendix 7.1. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.343 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Retain the parking space requirements for social housing in Appendix 

7.1, Table 7.2 as proposed, except as specified below; 

Amend Appendix 7.1, Table 7.2 as follows: 

Activity      Residents / Visitors / Students Parking Spaces     

 Staff 

Residential activities  1 space / unit            

  Nil 

provided under the  

EDM and CHRM 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 
FS 1237.17 
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495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.344 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend Appendix 7.1 Table 7.2 to provide parking for community and emergency facilities commensurate to their effects. 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 
FS 1237.18 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.345 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

OPPOSE 

Delete Note s. from Appendix 7.1 Table 7.4 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.346 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend Appendix 7.2, Table 7.5 as follows: 

Residential activity  Visitor cycle parks Staff / residents / 

students cycle parks 

Residential activities 

provided under the EDM 

and CHRM 

Nil 1 

Amend Appendix 7.2, Table 7.5 to include the following row:  

Activity Visitor cycle parks Staff / residents / students cycle 

parks 

Emergency service facilities 1 space/1,000m² GFA 1 space/1,000m² GFA 

 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1443.166 

FS 1237.19 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.347 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

OPPOSE 

Amend Appendix 7.2 Cycle Parking Facilities, as follows: 

Delete: 
- Clause 2 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.348 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

OPPOSE 

Amend Appendix 7.2 Cycle Parking Facilities, as follows: 

Delete rows a, b and d of Table 7.5 and replace with “Sufficient cycle 

parks shall be provided to meet the on-going demand from school 
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students and staff” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.349 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

OPPOSE 

Amend Appendix 7.2 Cycle Parking Facilities, as follows: 

Delete any reference to “student” in Table 7.6 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.350 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend point 2e (referring to Table 7.6) as follows: 

The number of Any non-residential activity on-site cycle parking end of trip facilities provided shall be provide at least the minimum 

number of on-site cycle parking end of trip facilities set out in Table 7.6. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.351 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend Clause 2(c) in Appendix 7.2 as follows: 

 

“c. Located in a covered, secured area that is not open to the general 

public.” 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1447.78 

FS 1367.63 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.352 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

OPPOSE 

Delete hh. from Table 7.6 in Appendix 7.2. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1450.360 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

495.353 Support  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend Appendix 7.3 Loading Areas to enable consideration of onstreet 

loading availability or a third party loading facility (as in 
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(CERA) Appendix 7.3 – Loading Areas of the Central City Recovery Plan).  

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.354 Support  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

OPPOSE IN PART 

Amend the Table in Appendix 7.3 to include the following row: 

Activity  Number of heavy vehicle 

bays to be provided 

Number of 99 percentile 

vehicle bays to be 

provided 

Emergency service 

facilities 

Nil Nil 

 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.355 Support  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend Table 7.11 in Appendix 7.7 to include gradients specified in AS/NZS2890.1 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.356 Support  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend Figure 7.8 to reflect the standard. 

FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.357 Oppose  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend Appendix 7.7 to include the following additional clauses: 

“1. All vehicle access to and within a site shall be in accordance with 

the standards set out in Table 7.10 below. 

… 

f. Where a fire appliance is not able to reach either a habitable 

structure or the source of firefighting water supply from the public 

road (in accordance with the New Zealand Fire Service Fire Fighting 

Water Supplies Code of Practice 2008 SNZ PAS 4509:2008) the 

minimum access way width and height clearance shall be 4 metres. 

g. All vehicle accesses shall be clearly identified as “no parking” areas 

through the use of appropriate markings and/or signs”  

FS 1420 
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FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.358 Oppose  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend Table 7.10 in Appendix 7.7 as follows: 

Activity  Number of 

marked 

parking spaces 

provided  

Minimum 

legal width 

(m) 

Minimum 

formed width 

(m) 

Minimum 

formed width 

(m) 

Emergency 

service 

facilities  

- 5.0 4.0 - 

 
FS 1420 
FS 1294.46 
FS 1270.1 
FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.359 Oppose  7.4.10-Appendix 

7.10 - Design of rural 

vehicle crossings 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Retain Figures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 as notified, and increase their scale to improve clarity and legibility. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.360 Oppose  7.4.11-Appendix 

7.11- Standards for 

the location of 

vehicle crossings 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Retain Figure 7.16 as notified and increase the scale of figure 7.16 to 

improve clarity and legibility. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.361 Oppose  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend the Road Classification Maps ( Figures 7.17a – f) as follows: 

a) identify core Public Transport and Freight routes 

b) any revisions to the road classification that are required as a 

consequence of the application of the One Network Road 

Classification.+ 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

495.362 Oppose  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Amend the wording in Appendix 7.14 Table 7.19 to provide more certain parking reduction adjustment factors. 
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

(CERA) FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1450.361 

FS 1334.36 
495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.363 Oppose  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

OPPOSE 

Delete 7.19 m. and o. in Appendix 7.14. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 
FS 1450.362 

FS 1367.64 

FS 1427.30 

FS 1447.99 

FS 1443.167 

   

495 Canterbury 

Earthquake 

Recovery 

Authority 

(CERA) 

495.364 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

SUPPORT IN PART 

Add wording to clarify the existing lack of data and provide additional advice in guidelines. 

FS 1420 

FS 1294.46 

FS 1270.1 

FS 1270.2 

FS 1450.363 

   

499 MacMillan 499.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

499 MacMillan 499.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

499 MacMillan 499.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

501 Hoult 501.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

501 Hoult 501.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

501 Hoult 501.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

502 Gruschow 502.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

502 Gruschow 502.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

502 Gruschow 502.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

504 Berlet 504.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

504 Berlet 504.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

504 Berlet 504.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

505 Pond 505.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

505 Pond 505.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

505 Pond 505.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

506 Jex-Blake 506.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

506 Jex-Blake 506.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

506 Jex-Blake 506.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

508 Tomlin 508.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

508 Tomlin 508.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

508 Tomlin 508.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

509 Bathish 509.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Integrated transport 

system 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

509 Bathish 509.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

509 Bathish 509.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

510 Messerly 510.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

510 Messerly 510.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

510 Messerly 510.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

511 Rose 511.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

511 Rose 511.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

511 Rose 511.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

512 Jackson 512.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

512 Jackson 512.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

512 Jackson 512.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

513 Bashnick 513.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

513 Bashnick 513.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

513 Bashnick 513.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Submitter 

No. 

Last Name Submission 

point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

514 Garside 514.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

514 Garside 514.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

514 Garside 514.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

514 Garside 514.17    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't wash our money out to sea - Avoid development where there is an unacceptable risk during its lifespan from natural disasters 

and sea level rise. 
   

516 Neale 516.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

516 Neale 516.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

516 Neale 516.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

517 Wallis 517.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

517 Wallis 517.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

517 Wallis 517.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

518 Dow 518.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

518 Dow 518.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

518 Dow 518.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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519 Metcalfe 519.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

519 Metcalfe 519.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

519 Metcalfe 519.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

520 Scott 520.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

520 Scott 520.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

520 Scott 520.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

521 Lewis 521.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

521 Lewis 521.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

521 Lewis 521.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

522 Truscott 522.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

522 Truscott 522.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

522 Truscott 522.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

523 William 523.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

523 William 523.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

523 William 523.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

524 Thiele 524.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

524 Thiele 524.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

524 Thiele 524.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

525 Nurse Maude 

Association 

525.7 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows: 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted current 

resource consent or that holds existing use rights, then this rule does not apply to any development that is 

within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent 

unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a development increases the level of traffic 

associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply to the net increase from the existing consented 

level or that confirmed under existing use rights. 

FS 1442.40 

FS 1334.50 

FS 1269.3 

   

525 Nurse Maude 

Association 

525.8 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Provide a clearer relationship between Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.2 so that they are able to 

be read together. 

 FS 1334.49 

   

527 Hofmann 527.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

527 Hofmann 527.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

527 Hofmann 527.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

528 Peter 528.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

528 Peter 528.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

528 Peter 528.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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532 Venz 532.11   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

532 Venz 532.12   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

532 Venz 532.13    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

534 Bailey 534.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

534 Bailey 534.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

534 Bailey 534.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

537 Green 537.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

537 Green 537.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

537 Green 537.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

538 Bennett 538.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

538 Bennett 538.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

538 Bennett 538.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

541 Lang 541.6   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

541 Lang 541.7   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

541 Lang 541.8    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

542 Bradley 542.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

542 Bradley 542.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

542 Bradley 542.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

544 Mockett 544.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

544 Mockett 544.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

544 Mockett 544.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

545 Broughton 545.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

545 Broughton 545.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

545 Broughton 545.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

546 Robilliard 546.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

546 Robilliard 546.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

546 Robilliard 546.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

547 Crocker 547.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

547 Crocker 547.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

547 Crocker 547.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

550 Williams 550.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

550 Williams 550.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

550 Williams 550.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

552 Baird 552.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

552 Baird 552.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

552 Baird 552.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

554 DeLu 554.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

554 DeLu 554.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

554 DeLu 554.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

556 Leary 556.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

556 Leary 556.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

556 Leary 556.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

558 Stephen 558.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Integrated transport 

system 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

558 Stephen 558.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

558 Stephen 558.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

559 Saxon 559.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

559 Saxon 559.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

559 Saxon 559.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

561 Merrin 561.4    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

  
   

562 Wu 562.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

562 Wu 562.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

562 Wu 562.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

564 Potter 564.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

564 Potter 564.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

564 Potter 564.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

565 Webber  565.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

565 Webber  565.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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565 Webber  565.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

569 Robertson 569.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

569 Robertson 569.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

569 Robertson 569.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

574 Verena 574.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

574 Verena 574.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

574 Verena 574.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

577 Van Woerkom 577.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

577 Van Woerkom 577.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

577 Van Woerkom 577.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

580 Mollison-

Sjoberg 

580.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

580 Mollison-

Sjoberg 

580.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

580 Mollison-

Sjoberg 

580.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

585 Nicholson 585.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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585 Nicholson 585.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

585 Nicholson 585.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

587 O'Connor 587.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

587 O'Connor 587.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

587 O'Connor 587.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

588 Summerfield 588.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

588 Summerfield 588.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

588 Summerfield 588.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

591 Logan 591.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

591 Logan 591.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

591 Logan 591.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

601 Jenkin 601.6   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

We need to make sure we don’t pave our paradise. This means leaving out parking lots that are not needed by removing minimum 

car parking requirements from developments. This is because minimum car park requirements increase the cost of development and 

by removing minimum parking requirements it will encourage a city designed for people, not cars. Around one third of 

new developments are devoted to car parks. This is a poor use of urban space as well as the fact that car parks encourage people to 

drive, increasing congestion and making active transport modes less attractive. The city of Copenhagen removes 2% of car parks 

every year, replacing these with cycle stands, seating or green areas 

(http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/103/article5.html). Copenhagen is one of the best cities for cycling in the world, and I 

believe that Christchurch, with our ideal topography and climate, can and should follow their good example! 

   

601 Jenkin 601.7   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

We need to make sure we don’t pave our paradise. This means leaving out parking lots that are not needed by removing minimum 

car parking requirements from developments. This is because minimum car park requirements increase the cost of development and 
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parking and loading by removing minimum parking requirements it will encourage a city designed for people, not cars. Around one third of 

new developments are devoted to car parks. This is a poor use of urban space as well as the fact that car parks encourage people to 

drive, increasing congestion and making active transport modes less attractive. The city of Copenhagen removes 2% of car parks 

every year, replacing these with cycle stands, seating or green areas 

(http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/103/article5.html). Copenhagen is one of the best cities for cycling in the world, and I 

believe that Christchurch, with our ideal topography and climate, can and should follow their good example! 

601 Jenkin 601.8    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

We need to make sure we don’t pave our paradise. This means leaving out parking lots that are not needed by removing minimum 

car parking requirements from developments. This is because minimum car park requirements increase the cost of development and 

by removing minimum parking requirements it will encourage a city designed for people, not cars. Around one third of 

new developments are devoted to car parks. This is a poor use of urban space as well as the fact that car parks encourage people to 

drive, increasing congestion and making active transport modes less attractive. The city of Copenhagen removes 2% of car parks 

every year, replacing these with cycle stands, seating or green areas 

(http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/103/article5.html). Copenhagen is one of the best cities for cycling in the world, and I 

believe that Christchurch, with our ideal topography and climate, can and should follow their good example! 

   

601 Jenkin 601.15 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

I support this policy as it will help create a transport network that is active and public transport 

friendly, making it enjoyable, efficient and safe for more people to travel via active and public 

transport as opposed to cars. However I disagree with part g iii: cater for the parking demand of 

the activity. We need to be minimising the amount of car parks wherever possible, particularly in 

high trip generating areas, while making public transport the easiest and most efficient option. 

   

601 Jenkin 601.16 Support 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

I support this as it will help cycling and other modes of active transport become safer and more 

enjoyable.    

601 Jenkin 601.17 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

I agree with the policy other than instead of just reducing parking in places where there is presently 

good active and public transport options, look at increasing active public transport options to more 

areas such that car parks can also be reduced in those areas. This will encourage reduced private 

vehicle usage. 

   

601 Jenkin 601.18 Support 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

Yes! Fully support this.Would be great to have some more specific 

goals in place i.e. setting targets for increasing bus patronage and monitoring these over the next 

3-5 years. 
   

601 Jenkin 601.19 Support 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

I fully support this policy to create a sustainable, culturally sensitive and environmentally friendly 

transport network. 
   

601 Jenkin 601.20 Neutral 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

P1 should be removed and replaced with: Maximum number of car parks allowed. 

   

607 Latitude Group 

Limited 

607.7 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Combine Table 7.1 with the High Traffic generator Table under Rule 7.2.3.10. 

  

1444.110, 1359.211 

   

607 Latitude Group 

Limited 

607.8 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows (or to like effect): 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted resource consent or that holds 

existing use rights, then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment 

and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a development increases 
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the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply to the net increase from the existing consented level or 

that confirmed under existing use rights. 

  

1442.41, 1436.40, 1359.212 

608 Mills-Kelly 608.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

608 Mills-Kelly 608.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

608 Mills-Kelly 608.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

610 Fitzjohn 610.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

610 Fitzjohn 610.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

610 Fitzjohn 610.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

611 Wild 611.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

611 Wild 611.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

611 Wild 611.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

612 Chantreux 612.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

612 Chantreux 612.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

612 Chantreux 612.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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613 Fitzjohn 613.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

613 Fitzjohn 613.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

613 Fitzjohn 613.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

616 O'Keeffe 616.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

616 O'Keeffe 616.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

616 O'Keeffe 616.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

618 Fisher 618.9   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

618 Fisher 618.10   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

618 Fisher 618.11    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

621 Marshall 621.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

621 Marshall 621.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

621 Marshall 621.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

622 Walmisley 622.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

622 Walmisley 622.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

622 Walmisley 622.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Minimum number 
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car parks required 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

624 Gilbert 624.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

624 Gilbert 624.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

624 Gilbert 624.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

625 Williams 625.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

625 Williams 625.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

625 Williams 625.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

626 West 626.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

626 West 626.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

626 West 626.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

627 Hooker 627.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

627 Hooker 627.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

627 Hooker 627.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

628 Bartlett 628.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

628 Bartlett 628.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

628 Bartlett 628.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

631 Pitcaithly 631.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

631 Pitcaithly 631.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

631 Pitcaithly 631.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

632 Christeller 632.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

632 Christeller 632.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

632 Christeller 632.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

633 Patel 633.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

633 Patel 633.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

633 Patel 633.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

635 Lote 635.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

635 Lote 635.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

635 Lote 635.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

636 Collier 636.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Integrated transport 

system 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

636 Collier 636.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

636 Collier 636.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

639 Kua 639.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

639 Kua 639.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

640 Blundell 640.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

640 Blundell 640.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

640 Blundell 640.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

641 Hughes-Currie 641.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

641 Hughes-Currie 641.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

641 Hughes-Currie 641.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

642 Gibson 642.9   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

642 Gibson 642.10   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

642 Gibson 642.11    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

644 De Lu 644.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Integrated transport 

system 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

644 De Lu 644.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

644 De Lu 644.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

648 Canterbury 

District Health 

Board 

648.9 Neutral  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

The CDHB recommends that Rule 7.2.3.10 be amended such that it is a controlled activity status for hospitals zoned Special Purpose 

(Hospital).     

648 Canterbury 

District Health 

Board 

648.10 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Alternatively, the CDHB requests that the following clause be added to the matters of discretion under 7.3.19: 

“Whether the proposed activity is critical infrastructure for which no viable alternative options exist.”     

648 Canterbury 

District Health 

Board 

648.11 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

The CDHB supports the use of GFA-based calculations for determining parking requirements for hospitals in Table 7.2 of Appendix 

7.1 and Table 7.5 in Appendix 7.2 (7.2.3.1 Rule 1 and 7.2.3.2 Rule 2).    

648 Canterbury 

District Health 

Board 

648.12 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

The CDHB supports the use of GFA-based calculations for determining parking requirements for hospitals in Table 7.2 of Appendix 

7.1 and Table 7.5 in Appendix 7.2 (7.2.3.1 Rule 1 and 7.2.3.2 Rule 2).    

650 Thomas 650.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

650 Thomas 650.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

650 Thomas 650.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

651 Gardner 651.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

651 Gardner 651.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

651 Gardner 651.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

653 Hebden 653.3   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

653 Hebden 653.4   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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653 Hebden 653.5    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

656 Catholic 

Diocese of 

Christchurch 

656.14 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Chapter 7, Rule 7.2.3.10, Note 2 as follows: 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for this site as part of a granted resource consent or a development 

already exists at (insert date at which plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that already exists, 

or is within the scope of that 

Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, 

where a proposed development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply when the 

cumulative net increase above the existing or consented level triggers the rule thresholds. 

?1437.31, 1440.31, 1442.42, 1436.41, 1444.111, 1359.213 

   

656 Catholic 

Diocese of 

Christchurch 

656.25 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Add a new Policy 7.1.1.9 as follows: 

7.1.1.9 Policy - Traffic Generation and Parking, Existing Activities 

In the case of long-standing activities such as schools and churches, where redevelopment or expansion is proposed, assessment shall 

be confined to any increased effects of such redevelopment or expansion, rather than the existing effects of the activity.   

1437.43, 1440.43, 1444.112 

   

658 Woodall 658.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

658 Woodall 658.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

658 Woodall 658.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

659 Ellingham 659.11   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

659 Ellingham 659.12   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

659 Ellingham 659.13    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

661 Hauraki 661.11   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

661 Hauraki 661.12   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

661 Hauraki 661.13    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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and dimensions of 

car parks required 

662 Hobson 662.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

662 Hobson 662.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

662 Hobson 662.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

663 Thiesen 663.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

663 Thiesen 663.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

663 Thiesen 663.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

665 Cross 665.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

665 Cross 665.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

665 Cross 665.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

668 Thomson 668.4   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

668 Thomson 668.5   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

668 Thomson 668.6    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

669 Dickson 669.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

669 Dickson 669.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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parking and loading 

669 Dickson 669.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

670 Boult 670.6   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

670 Boult 670.7   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

670 Boult 670.8    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

671 Tait 671.12   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

671 Tait 671.13   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

671 Tait 671.14    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

673 Go 673.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

673 Go 673.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

673 Go 673.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

674 Bennett 674.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

  

   

674 Bennett 674.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

  

   

674 Bennett 674.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

675 Gursit 675.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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system 

675 Gursit 675.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

675 Gursit 675.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

676 Integrated State 

Schools 

676.8 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Chapter 7, Rule 7.2.3.10, Note 2 as follows: 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for this site as part of a granted resource consent or a development 

already exists at (insert date at which plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that already exists, 

or is within the scope of that 

Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, 

where a proposed development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply when the 

cumulative net increase above the 

existing or consented level triggers the rule thresholds. 

FS 1442.43, 1436.42, 1559.214 

   

676 Integrated State 

Schools 

676.26 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Add a new Policy 7.1.1.9 as follows: 

7.1.1.9 Policy - Traffic Generation and Parking, Existing Activities 

In the case of long-standing activities such as schools and churches, where redevelopment or expansion is proposed, assessment shall 

be confined to any increased effects of such redevelopment or expansion, rather than the existing effects of the activity.   

   

678 Belgravia 

Investments 

Ltd 

678.6 Support  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Retain the requirement for only one on-site car park for units of less than 150m2 GFA under the Transport Chapter, Table 7.2(z). 

1427.32 

   

682 Frost 682.6   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

682 Frost 682.7   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

682 Frost 682.8    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

683 Dastgheib 683.11   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

683 Dastgheib 683.12   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

683 Dastgheib 683.13    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

685 Harvey 685.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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system 

685 Harvey 685.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

685 Harvey 685.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

687 Harvey 687.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

687 Harvey 687.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

687 Harvey 687.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

688 Randall 688.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

688 Randall 688.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

688 Randall 688.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

690 Pflaum 690.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

690 Pflaum 690.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

690 Pflaum 690.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

691 Selistre 691.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

691 Selistre 691.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

691 Selistre 691.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    
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car parks required 

692 Chen-Wishard 692.4 Support  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Retain Rule 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 (parking space requirements) with respect to dwellings units with a gross floor area of less than 150m2 (as 

set out in Appendix 7.1 z.).  
   

695 Martin 695.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

695 Martin 695.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

695 Martin 695.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

696 Riddell 696.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

696 Riddell 696.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

696 Riddell 696.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

697 Schaufele 697.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

697 Schaufele 697.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

697 Schaufele 697.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

698 Chamber 698.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

698 Chamber 698.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

698 Chamber 698.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

699 Nelson 699.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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system 

699 Nelson 699.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

699 Nelson 699.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

700 Lill 700.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

700 Lill 700.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

700 Lill 700.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

 
   

701 McCormick 701.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

701 McCormick 701.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

701 McCormick 701.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

702 Laing 702.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

702 Laing 702.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

702 Laing 702.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

703 Evans 703.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

703 Evans 703.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

703 Evans 703.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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car parks required 

705 Foodstuffs 

South Island 

Limited and  

705.59 Oppose 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend Policy 7.1.1.5 by deleting (a)(iii): 

?(a)(iii) Provide quality urban amenity outcomes within the development. 

FS1443.33 
FS1443.34 
FS1443.35 
FS1443.36 
FS1450.813 
FS1270.18 

   

705 Foodstuffs 

South Island 

Limited and  

705.60 Support  7.2.3.3-Rule 3- 

Minimum number of 

loading spaces 

required 

Amend appendix 7.3 to include 'warehousing and distribution'  as a separately listed industrial activity, with a provision of 

1bay/2,000 m2 GLFA. 

FS1450.814 

FS1270.18 

   

705 Foodstuffs 

South Island 

Limited and  

705.61 Oppose  7.2.2.2-Restricted 

discretionary 

activities 

Amend to include presumption of non-notification. 

FS1450.815 

FS1378.12 

FS1270.18 

   

705 Foodstuffs 

South Island 

Limited and  

705.62 Oppose  7.2.2.3-

Discretionary 

activities 

Support that there are no discretionary activities in the transport proposal. 
 

FS1450.816 

FS1270.18 

   

705 Foodstuffs 

South Island 

Limited and  

705.63 Support  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Council's discretion should be limited to specific matters required to be assessed in order to avoid adverse effects. 

FS1450.819 

FS1378.13 

FS1270.18 

   

705 Foodstuffs 

South Island 

Limited and  

705.196 Support  7.2.2.4-Non 

complying activities 

Support that there are no non-complying activities in the transport proposal. 
 
FS1450.817 
FS1270.18 

   

705 Foodstuffs 

South Island 

Limited and  

705.197 Support  7.2.2.5-Prohibited 

activities 

Support that there are no prohibited activities in the Transport proposal. 

FS1450.818 

FS1270.18 

   

706 Hubley 706.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

706 Hubley 706.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

706 Hubley 706.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

707 NPT Ltd 707.5 Neutral  7.2.2.1-Permitted 

activities 

Exempt permitted activities from the high traffic generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250 vpd to the rule. 

FS1270.20 

FS1359.215 

FS1450.434 

FS1334.54 
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FS1237.12 
707 NPT Ltd 707.6    7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

 FS1270.20 

FS1359.216 

FS1456.435 

FS1334.56 

   

707 NPT Ltd 707.7    7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Minimum car parking requirements apply to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

FS1270.20 

FS1359.217 

FS1237.13 

FS1450.436 

FS1334.57 

   

707 NPT Ltd 707.8 Neutral  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

FS1450.37 

FS1334.58 

FS1359.218 

FS 1270.20 

   

707 NPT Ltd 707.30 Oppose  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Undertake a comprehensive review and amendment of transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters that are clear 

and easily understood. 

FS1270.20 

FS1444.114 

FS1450.433 

FS1334.54 

   

708 Graham 708.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

708 Graham 708.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

708 Graham 708.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

709 Webb 709.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

709 Webb 709.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

709 Webb 709.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

710 Guthrey 710.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

710 Guthrey 710.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 
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parking and loading sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

710 Guthrey 710.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

711 Scobie 711.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

711 Scobie 711.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

711 Scobie 711.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

712 Gould 712.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

712 Gould 712.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

712 Gould 712.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

713 Muir 713.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

713 Muir 713.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

713 Muir 713.12    7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

714 Dionisio 714.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

714 Dionisio 714.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

714 Dionisio 714.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

719 Addington 

Community 

719.5    7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Collective submission. Some contradictions. 
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Development Central City Make provisions that enable: 

Make provisions that provide or enable: 

More car parks 

Free car parks 

More parking 

Less parking 

Better parking 

More controlled parking  behind Addington shops 

Fast track parking plan 

Car parking places for workers and shoppers 

A mulitstorey parking building 

Better car parking at Barrington Mall. 

More parking around the hospital 
719 Addington 

Community 

Development 

719.6   7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Collective submission. Some contradictions. 
  
Make provisions that enable: 
  
No 4 lane highway through Lincoln Road 
Safer roads 
More right turning arrows at  SelwynStreet/Brougham Street 
Cameras at  SelwynStreet/Brougham Street 
No right turn into Kipling Street 
Better roading 
Better road crossings 
Halswell traffic should use motorway not Lincoln Road 
Cycling assistance at large intersections 
  

   

719 Addington 

Community 

Development 

719.7   7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Collective submission. Some contradictions. 
  
Make provisions that enable: 
  
Commuter buses for office workers 
Family transport 
Free buses 
Better bus system for Addington 
More bus stops 
Bus to run from Westmorland, through Hoon Hay, Spreydon and Addington to town 
  
FS12374 

   

719 Addington 

Community 

Development 

719.8   7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Collective submission. Some contradictions. 
  
Make provisions that enable: 
Cycle track to Barrington and Tower Junction 
Lots of safe bike tracks separate from traffic 
Lots of safe walkways 
Cycle ways through Hagley 
More bus and cycle lanes - less cars 
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FS12374 

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil NZ 

Ltd 

723.11 Neutral  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Amend the loading requirements for service stations to require one unmarked heavy vehicle bay to accommodate the fuel delivery 

tanker. 

This could be achieved by making changes along the following lines    

xxiii. Activity: Service Stations   Number of heavy vehicle bays to be provided: 1 unmarked bay for fuel deliveries- 1600m squared GLFA for 

the first 6400m squared GLFA, 1/5000m squared GLFA thereafter. Number of 99 percentile vehicle bays to be provided: Nil  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil NZ 

Ltd 

723.12 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain without modification the proposed standard for parking spaces for service stations, as stated in appendix 7.1 

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil NZ 

Ltd 

723.13 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Retain without modification the proposed standard for cycle parking for service stations.  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.91 Neutral  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Amend 7.2.3.4 Rule 4 section b as follows (deletions in strikethrough and additions in underline): 

On site manoeuvring area shall be provided to ensure that a vehicle can manoeuvre in a forward gear onto or and off a site 
   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.92 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car 

parks required 

Amend MOD 7.3.1 point 1 reads: 

Whether the equivalent number of parking spaces can be conveniently and appropriately provided on a separate site. 
   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.93 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car 

parks required 

Amend MOD 7.3.1 point 4 a so it reads: 

Where the required number of off-street car parking spaces are not to be provided: 

a. whether the proposal or application demonstrates that it will generate more or less parking and/or staff parking demand 

than is required by this District Plan.  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.94 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car 

parks required 

Amend MOD  7.3.1 4f so it reads: 

f. The cumulative effect of the lack of on-site parking spaces for the proposal in conjunction with other activities in the 

vicinity which are not providing the required number of parking spaces 

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.95 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car 

parks required 

Amend MOD 7.3.1 4k so it reads: 

k. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking is appropriate because there are other public 

parking facilities close to the activity that can be used by people accessing the activity;  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.96 Neutral  7.3.4-Minimum 

number of cycle 

parking facilities 

required 

Add a point 6 to 7.3.4 that reads: 

6. Whether the activity will generate more or less cycle parking demand than is required by this Plan.  
   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.97 Neutral  7.3.5-Minimum 

number of loading 

spaces required 

Amend 7.3.5 part 1 such that reads:  

1. Whether the nature and operation of the particular activity will require dedicated loading spaces or alternative loading 

arrangements of a different size, number and frequency of use.  
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723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.98 Neutral  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

Amend 7.3.10 part 2 such that it reads: 

2, Whether there are any adverse effects on the safety and amenity values of neighbouring  immediately adjoining  properties 

and/or the function of the transport network.   

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.99 Neutral  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

Amend 7.3.10 part 5 such that it reads: 

5. Whether the safety of pedestrians, particularly the aged and people with disabilities, will be compromised by the length of 

time needed to cross any footpath that adjoins the access wider driveway. 

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.100 Neutral  7.3.11-Queuing 

spaces 

Amend 7.3.11 point 1 such that it reads: 

1. Whether there would be any adverse effects on the the safety, amenity values and/or efficient operation and functioning  of 

the frontage road or a rail level crossing for all modes. The effect of queuing vehicles on the safety of pedestrians and cyclists. 

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.101 Neutral  7.3.15-Maximum 

number of vehicle 

crossings 

Amend 7.3.15 part 2 such that it reads:  

2. Any cumulative effects of the introduction of extra vehicle crossings in the immediate when considered in the context of 

existing and future vehicle crossings serving other activities in the vicinity.  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.102 Neutral  7.3.16-Minimum 

distance between 

vehicle crossings 

and intersections 

Amend points 8 and delete point 9 of 7.3.16 so they read: 

8. Any cumulative effects of the proposed crossing(s) when considered in the context other of existing and future 

vehicle crossings serving other activities in the immediate vicinity.  

9. 

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.103 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Amend 7.3.19 such that it reads: 

Note- In some circumstances and for significant developments, the assessment of these matters may be assisted through the 

preparation of an Integrated Transportation Assessment (further guidance on preparing an Integrated Transportation 

Assessment may be obtained from Christchurch City Council's Integrated Transport Assessment Guidelines). 

1. The actual or potential level of vehicle, cycle, and pedestrian traffic likely to be generated from and moving past the 

proposed access point(s), particularly at peak times. 

2. The extent to which the access point(s) will adversely affect the transport function and/or the safety of he 

immediately adjoining road corridor. 

3. The extent to which any extra conflict may be created by vehicles queuing on the frontage road past the vehicle crossing.  

4. The ability to gain access to an alternative road which has a lesser traffic function and the environmental impacts on that 

alternative road in respect of residential amenities where relevant. 

5. The extent to which the noise, vibration and fumes of vehicles at the access would affect surrounding activities, 

particularly residences.  

6. The extent to which the physical form of the frontage road (either existing or proposed) may mitigate the adverse effects of 

the extra vehicle movements generated. For example, the presence of a solid median to stop right hand turns. 

7. Whether the sight distances at the access are adequate to provide safe access/egress with reference to "Road and Traffic 
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Standards Guidelines for Visibility at Driveways". 

8. Whether the environmental  effects of vehicles using the site will adversely affect surrounding activities, particularly 

residential activities.  

9. Whether the proposed activity is located, designed or operated to minimise or reduce travel to and from the activity by 

private vehicles and encourage public and active ?transport use. 

10. Whether the proposal has demonstrated the accessibility of the site by a range of transport modes.  

11. Whether the proposal integrates with, and minimises adverse effects on, the safe, efficient functioning of the transport 

network and the amenity values of the surrounding environment. 

12. Whether the proposal minimises the  number of vehicle access points proposed is appropriate to transport corridors, 

taking into account: 

a. the movement function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimising accesses on to 

arterial roads, in particular the strategic transport network, or gaining accesses on to arterial roads, in particular the 

strategic transport network, or gaining access to an alternative road which has a lesser movement function, whilst having 

regard to the environmental effects on that alternative road with respect to residential amenity; 

b. opportunities for sharing access with other activities; 

c. the place function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimising accesses on the streets that 

are within the Urban (Centres) place function catergory, especially Key Pedestrian Frontages shown on the planning maps, 

or gaining access to an alternative road with lesserpedestrian flows or a lesser adverse effect on amenity values; 

d. whether the frontage road is idenitified as part of one of five modal networks as described in Appendix 7.12.1.b; 

e. whether any conflict arises because of the location of multiple the access points. with respect to adjacent access points has 

the potenital for vehicle conflict or confusion between drivers turning into and out of accessways; 

f. visibility and obstruction of pedestrian crossings: 

g. the impact of multiple vehicle crossings (which break up berm, landscaping, footpath and cycle way continuity) on 

streetscape ?amenity values, retail frontage areas and pedestrian and cycle movements. 

13. Whether Crime Prevention through Environment Design (CPTED) principles and techniques have been used to mitigate 

any safety issues.  

14. The extent to which pedestrians and cyclists have safe and easy access to and through the site from the surrounding area 

and whether any mitigation measures are proposed to improve accessibility and safety for pedestrians and cyclists, including 

consideration of whether the traffic volumes and speed on the nearby streets could affect the ability of pedestrians and 

cyclists to have safe and easy access to the site. 

15. Whether the activity will increase the amount of freight and volume of heavy vehicles on local or collector roads adjoining 

residential zones.  
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16. Any cumulative effects of present and projected trip generation (for all transport modes) from the activity in conjunction 

with trip generation from other activities in the vicinity. For clarification, this is limited to existing and consented 

activities.   and associated construction work, when considered in the context of existing and future trip generation from 

other activities in the vicinity. 

17. Whether the development is of a scale and in a location where a public transport interchange should be provided. 

18. Whether the proposal has considered the impact of any future planned and committed  upgrades to the transport 

network near to the site which may affect the activity. For clarification this is limited to committed transport projects in the 

Council's Three Year Plan or Long Term Council Community Plan.  

19. Whether the proposal or application has demonstrated that travel demand will be reduced through the implementation 

for a travel plan for the activity.  

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.104 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend Table 7.3 part c so the minimum number of car parks for people with disabilities reads:  

2 for the first 50 car park spaces + 1 additional disability car park for every additional 50 car parks or part thereof.  
   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.105 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 

- Cycle parking 

facilities 

Amend Appendix 7.2 so it reads:  

The number of visitor cycle parks provided shall be at least the minimum number of visitor cycle parks specified in Table 

7.5. 

  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.106 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 

- Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete the Staff/ residents/ students cycle parks column of Table 7.5 

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.107 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 

- Cycle parking 

facilities 

Amend the Visitor Cycle Parks column so the title becomes Cycle Parks and the rest reads: 

a. 1 space/ 20 FTE staff 5 pupils 

b. 1 space/ 5 pupils 30 of student capacity (year 6 and below), 3 spaces/ 4 pupils (year 7 and above) 

c. 25 spaces/ 100 FTE students capacity 

d. 1 space/ 4 bedrooms. 

e. 1 space/ 50 seats 

f. 1 space/ 60 seats 

g. 1 space/ 100m squared PFA 

h. 1 space/ 100m squared PFA 

i. 1 space/ 50m squared PFA 
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j. 1 space/ 150m squared court area 

o. 1 space/ 1000m squared GFA 3 beds 

p. 1 space/ 100m squared GFA professional staff 

q. 1 space/ 1000m squared 300m squared GFA 

r. 1 space/ 500m squared 200m squared GFA 

u. Nil 

v. Nil 

w. 1 space/ 200m squared GLFA 

x. 1 space/ 400m squared GLFA 

y. 1 space/ 100m squared PFA 

z. 1 space/ 200m squared GLFA 

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.108 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 

- Cycle parking 

facilities 

In table 7.5, amend the Activity column e and f so they read: 

e. Cinemas 

f. Theatres  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.109 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 

- Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete rows aa, bb, cc and dd of Table 7.5 and delete Table 7.6 

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.110 Neutral  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 

- Loading areas 

Amend Appendix 7.3 so it reads: 

1a. The landing space requirements listed in table 7.7 are catergorised by activity. When calculating the overall loading space 

requirements for an activity the separation of areas into different activities will be required where the GFA of an activity (or 

PFA or other such measurement that the standards for the relevant activity is based upon) exceeds 10 per cent of the total 

GFA of the activity. The total loading space requirement for any activity will be the sum of the parking loading requirements 

for each area. 

..... 

e. Any space required for loadingother than for a residential activity shall be available for staff and visitors during the hours 

of operation and shall not be diminished by the subsequent erection of any structure, storage of goods, or any other use.  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.111 Neutral  7.4.6-Appendix 7.6 

- Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Delete point 3 of Appendix 7.6 
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723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.112 Neutral  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction 

adjustment factors 

Amend Appendix 7.14 1 so it reads: 

The following parking reduction adjustment factors can be considered as part of the resource consent process. These 

suggested reductions from the minimum parking requirements are simply suggestions: the exact suitability for the reduction, 

(considering the specific characteristics of the activity and its location), can be considered through the resource consent 

process.  

   

723 Mobil Oil NZ, 

Z Energy Ltd 

and BP Oil 

NZ Ltd 

723.113 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport 

assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete Appendix 7.15.  

   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.34 Oppose 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Amend the objectives and policies as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1 Objective 1 - Integrated transport system An integrated transport system: 

a. that is accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using all transport modes, 

b. that is responsive to the district’s current recovery and future economic development needs;  

c. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising is integrated with land use; 

1450.462 

   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.35 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Amend objective 1 such that it reads: 

d. that reduces where practical dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and active transport; 

1450.463 

   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.36 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend Policy 2 such that it reads:  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generally to ensure that they: .... 

a. are accessible by a range of transport modes and promote public and active transport use;  

b. promote the safe, efficient and effective use of the transport system; 

c. optimise use of existing capacity within the transport roading system; 

d. reduce the impact of trip generation through travel plans and other travel demand management measures;  

e. avoids or mitigates significant adverse effects on the transport roading system, including reverse sensitivity effects on the strategic 

transport network; 

f. limit adverse effects and maximise positive effects from transport infrastructure and operations on the amenity of the surrounding 

areas, on the environment, and on Ngai Tahu/Manawhenua values;  

g. encourage the use of parking management measures which i. make efficient use of land; ii. minimise adverse effects on the safety, 

efficiency and amenity of the surrounding area environment, including the transport network; iii. caters for the parking demand of the 
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activity; iv. support recovery and economic activity; and v. encourage public and active transport use;  

h. provide for the needs of people with disabilities;  

i. maximise integration with the transport system, including planned transport infrastructure and service improvements by 

coordinating land use and the implementation of transport infrastructure and services.  

1450.464 

1450.465 

1450.466 

1450.467 

1450.468 

1450.469 
725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.37 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend policy 4 such that it reads: 

7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading  

a. Require onsite car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse 

effects.  

b. Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only where: 

 i. the function of the surrounding transport network and amenity of the surrounding environment will not be adversely 

affected; and/or 

 ii. there is good accessibility by active and public transport and the activity is designed to encourage public and active 

transport use; and/or 

 iii. the extent of the reduction is appropriate to the characteristics of the activity and it’s location; and/or 

 iv. The extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14– Parking Reduction Adjustment Factors, will 

maintain onsite parking to meet anticipated demand as determined by Appendix 7.14– Parking Reduction Adjustment Factors.  

c. Provide for flexible approaches to car parking numbers in local and neighbourhood centres to support the use of public and active 

transport and existing parking supply land and car parking spaces support the current and future recovery needs where land is used 

more efficiently for car parking spaces as a whole or where it supports the current and future recovery needs;  

d. Provide car parking for people with disabilities where any car parking is provided and for activities with a Gross Floor Area 

greater than 2500m2 even when no other parking is provided. 

1450.470 

1450.471 

1450.472 

1450.473 

? 

   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.38 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend policy 5 such that it reads: 

7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to: 
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a. operate safely and efficiently; and  

b. mitigate effects on the character and amenity of the surrounding environment;  

c. provide quality urban amenity outcomes within the development;  

d. prevent crime;  

e. support the efficient and safe use and operation of land use activities; and 

f. support amenity and safety for all transport modes.  

1450.474 

1450.475 
725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.39 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Amend the rules as follows (or similar wording): 

7.2.3.1 Rule 1 and Note 

A. Amend 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 to include minimum car parking requirements for larger activities and delete the accompanying Note.  

1450.476 

1359.219 

   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.40 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Rule 7.2.3.10 with the following wording: 

An Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that are High Trip Generators (i.e. are restricted discretionary 

activities under this rule) except where the activity is located in an existing District, Neighbourhood or Local Centre or Retail Park 

zone and is listed as a permitted activity.  

1450.477 

1359.220 

   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.41 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend rule 7.2.3.10 note 2 with the following wording: 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted current resource consent or a 

development exists at (insert date Plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that already exists, or is 

within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has 

lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply 

when the cumulative net increase above the existing or consented level triggers the rule threshold.  

1450.478 

   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.42 Neutral  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete the reference to modelling in i. of Table 2 of Appendix 7.15 

1450.479    

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.43 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

The minimum parking standard for Trade Suppliers is supported. 
   

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.44 Neutral  7.2.3.3-Rule 3- 

Minimum number of 

Amend Rule 3 (a)- minimum number of lading spaces required so that where multiple tenancies are proposed the rule should require 

loading bays to be provided by tenancy where those tenancies exceed 1600m squared.  
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loading spaces 

required 

725 Bunnings 

Limited 

725.45 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete Table 7.6- Minimum number of cycle parking end of trip facilities required. 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.10 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend the portion of Appendix 7.1 relating to tertiary education and research activities (parking) so each delineated activity type on 

a site shall be assessed against its own defined parking requirements standards. The total of on site parking required shall be the 

cumulative total of each activity type. The relevant parking shall be adjacent to each activity type.  

1442.49 

1436.48 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.11 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the portion of appendix 7.1 relating to student hostel accommodation (parking.) 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.12 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the portion of appendix 7.1 relating to other activities (parking) 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.13 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Delete the reference to 1 space per unit less than 150m squared GFA from Appendix 7.1 Residential Activities (Parking)  

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.14 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Add a provision to Appendix 7.1 which requires 1 parking space per bed at a boarding house.  

1442.50 

1436.49 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.15    7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

With respect to Appendix 7.1, add a provision for 1 space per 2 beds plus 1 space for visitors per 4 beds for tertiary education student 

accommodation parking.  

1442.51 

1436.50 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.16 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the minimum number of car parks required for people with disabilities section of Appendix 7.1, table 7.3 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.17 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the minimum car park dimensions in table 7.4 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.18 Support  7.4-Appendices Retain the loading zone specifications for tertiary education and research activities in appendix 7.3 (ii) 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.19 Support  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Retain the specifications for loading at student hostel accommodation in appendix 7.3 (iii) 
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738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.20 Neutral  7.4-Appendices Add a specification in appendix 7.3 that states the specifications for loading in tertiary education student accommodation is the same 

as student hostel accommodation loading specifications.  

1442.52 

1436.51 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.21 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Add to table 7.2.3.10 high trip generators: 'or requiring the provision of 25 or more parking spaces.' as per the existing Christchurch 

City Plan. 

1442.53 

1436.52 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.22 Support  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Amend the matters of discretion relating to parking, as areas of discretion are too high currently, and leads to too much uncertainty.  

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.23 Support  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

Add cumulative reduction to be no greater than 10% in relation to Parking Reduction Assessment Factors in Appendix 7.14 

1442.54 

1436.53 

   

738 Ilam and Upper 

Riccarton 

Residents 

Association 

738.24 Support  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend the basic and full integrated transport assessments (7.2.3.10, 7.3.19 and Table 7.1) so that they are required for tertiary 

education student accommodation with greater than 40 beds.  
1442.55 

1442.56 

1436.54 

1436.55 

   

741 Calder Stewart 

Industries Ltd 

741.7 Neutral  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

That Transport Appendix 7.7, in particular Table 7.10 is amended by deleting the column headed “Maximum formed width (m)”.  

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.4   7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

The roading classification notations that apply to roads surrounding its shopping centre site in Riccarton be retained.  
   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.13 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Seeks the amendment of the transport objectives and policies to place less emphasis on 'alternative transport modes', and instead 

emphasise the need for transportation choice, which in many cases will include private vehicles for activities such as retail, at least 

for the foreseeable future. The Proposed Plan should include specific recognition of existing car travel.  

144.115 

1450.504 

1349.15 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.14 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Delete references to non-transport matters. 

For example: 7.1.1 Objective 1 - Integrated transport system An integrated transport system: ... 

iii. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising is integrated with land use; .... 

144.116 

1218.1 

1378.17 

1450.505 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.15 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend the start of 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 so it reads:  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generally to ensure that they:  
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1218.2 

1450.506 

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.16 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 e) so that it reads: 

e). avoid or mitigate significant adverse effects from development of unanticipated activities on the transport system, including 

reverse sensitivity effects on the strategic transport network;  

1450.507 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.17 Neutral  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Amend 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 f) so that it reads: 

f). limit adverse effects and maximise positive effects from transport on the amenity of the surrounding areas, on the environment, 

and on Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua values;  

1450.508 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.18 Oppose 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Delete 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 parts g and h. 

1450.509 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.19 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 a) so that it reads: 

 a) Require onsite car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse 

effects. 

1450.510 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.20 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 b so that it reads: 

b. Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only where:  

...... 

1450.511 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.21 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 b) iv) so it reads: 

iv. the extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14– Parking reduction adjustment factors. will maintain 

onsite parking to meet anticipated demand. 

1450.512 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.22 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend 7.1.1.4 policy 4 c so that it reads: 

c. Provide for flexible approaches to car parking numbers in local and neighbourhood centres to support the use of public and active 

transport and existing parking supply where land is used more efficiently for car parking spaces as a whole or where it supports the 

current and future recovery needs.  

1450.513 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

742.23 Oppose 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

Amend 7.1.1.5 policy 5 a) so only part i remains.  
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Limited and loading areas 1450.514 

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.24 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Seeks the amendment of the proposed transport objectives and policies to clearly explain the role of the road hierarchy and the 

intended outcome, including explicit recognition that centres based planning results in a concentration of traffic around centres.  

1450.515 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.25 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Seeks that commercial activities, community facilities, health care facilities, education activities, spiritual facilities, guest 

accommodation and residential activities in the Commercial Core zone are exempt from the high trip generator rule. 

1349.16 

1142.57 

1436.56 

1444.118 

1450.516 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.26 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Alternatively, as its less preferred relief, Scentre seeks the amendment of the high trip generator rule to provide a partial exception 

for shopping centres or existing centres to allow small extensions to be exempted, while still requiring substantial redevelopments or 

additions to provide an ITA. It is critical that that any such exception for existing centres should be related to a percentage increase in 

retail gross leasable floor area, rather than simply a gross floor area figure.  

1378.19 

1450.517 

1359.221 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.27 Support  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Having the minimum parking requirements set out in the operative Christchurch City Plan apply, or if the minimum parking 

requirements for small activities were to apply to larger activities as well.  

1450.518 

1359.222 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.29 Neutral  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Amend rule 7.2.3.2 Rule 2 such that the prescriptive cycle parking design and location requirements and requirements for additional 

facilities be deleted.  

1450.520 

1359.224 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.30 Neutral  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Amend 7.2.3.2 rule 2 such that assessment criteria be provided to enable a development to provide a lesser number of cycle parking 

spaces. 

For example: 

• the extent to which the supply of cycle parking will meet anticipated demands; and 

• the extent to which alternative cycle parking is available within easy walking distance of the development.  

 
1450.521 

1359.225 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.84 Neutral 7.1.1.7-Policy 7 - 

Rail level crossings 

Amend 7.1.1.7 so it reads: 

a) Improve orand maintain safety at road/rail level crossings by:... 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.85 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Amend 7.1.1.8 a so it reads: Minimise the adverse effects and maximise positiveManage the effects from new transport infrastructure 

and changes to existing transport infrastructure on the environment, including effects associated with: 

i) air quality and water quality; 

ii) economic recovery; 
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iii) severance; 

iv) water quality 

iv) noise, vibration and glare; 

v) amenity and safety of all transport users; 

vi) effects on the built environment and 

vii) cultural values. 

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.86 Neutral  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Amend the rule column in 7.2.3.4 b to read: 

On-site manoeuvring area shall be provided to ensure that a vehicle can manoeuvre in a forward gear or and off a site.  
   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.87 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Amend 7.3.1 to read: 

1. Whether the equivalent number of parking spaces can be conveniently and appropriately provided on a separate site. 

2. .... 

4. Whether the required number of off-street car parking spaces are not to be provided:  

a. whether the proposat or application demonstrates that it will generate more or less parking and/or staff parking demand than is 

required by this District Plan.  

.... 

f. the cumulative effect of the lack of on-site parking spaces for the proposal in conjunction with other activities in the vicinity.  

... 

k. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking is appropriate because there are other public parking facilities 

close to the activity that can be use by people accessing the activity; 

  

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.88 Neutral  7.3.4-Minimum 

number of cycle 

parking facilities 

required 

Added a point 6 to 7.3.4 that reads: 

Whether the activity will generate more or less cycle parking demand than is required by this Plan. 
   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.89 Neutral  7.3.5-Minimum 

number of loading 

spaces required 

Amend 7.3.5 point 1 to read: 

Whether the nature and operation of the particular activity will require dedicated loading spaces or alternative loading arrangements 

of a different size, number and frequency of use.  

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.90    7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

Amend 7.3.10 points 2 and 5 to read: 

2. Whether there are any adverse effects on the safety and amenity values of neighbouring immediately adjoining properties and/or 

the function of the transport network. .... 

5. Whether the safety of pedestrians, particularly the aged and people with disabilities, will be compromised by the length of time 

needed to cross any footpath that adjoins the access wider driveway. 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.91 Neutral  7.3.11-Queuing 

spaces 

Amend 7.3.11 point 1 to read: 

1. Whether there would be any adverse effects on the safety, amenity values and/or efficient operation and functioning  of the 

frontage road or a rail level crossing for all mode. The effect of queuing vehicles on the safety of pedestrians and cyclists.  
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742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.92 Neutral  7.3.15-Maximum 

number of vehicle 

crossings 

Amend 7.3.15 point 2 to read: 

2. Any cumulative effects of the introduction of extra vehicle crossings in the immediate vicinity.  

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.93 Neutral  7.3.16-Minimum 

distance between 

vehicle crossings and 

intersections 

Amend 7.3.16 point 8 to read: 

8. Any cumulative effects of the proposed crossing(s) when considered in the context other of existing and future vehicle crossings in 

the immediate vicinity.  

And delete point 9. 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.94 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Amend 7.3.19 to read: 

Note- In some circumstances and for significant developments, the assessment of these matters may be assisted through the 

preparation of an Integrated Transportation Assessment (further guidance on preparing an Integrated Transport Assessment may be 

obtained from Christchurch  City Council's Integrated Transport Assessment Guidelines.)  

1. The actual or potential level of vehicle, cycle, and pedestrian traffic likely to be generated from and moving past the proposed 

access point(s), particularly during peak times. 

2. From the extent to which the access point(s) will adversely affect the transport function and/or the safety of the immediately 

adjoining road corridor.  

3. The extent to which any extra conflict may be created by vehicles queuing on the frontage road past the vehicle crossing.  

4. The ability to gain access to an alternative road which has lesser traffic function and the environmental impacts on that alternative 

road in respect of residential amenities where relevant.  

5. The extent to which the noise, vibration and fumes of vehicles at the access would affect surrounding activities, particularly 

residences. 

6. The extent to which the physical form of the frontage road (either existing or proposed) may mitigate the adverse effects of the 

extra vehicle movements generates. For example, the presence of a solid median to stop right hand turns.  

7. Whether the sight distances at the access are adequate to provide safe access/egress with reference to "Road and Traffic Standards 

Guidelines for Visibility at Driveways." 

8. Whether the environmental effects of vehicles using the site will adversely affect surrounding activities, particularly residential 

activities.  

9. Whether the proposed activity is located, designed or operated to minimise or reduce travel to and from the activity by private 

vehicles and encourage public and active transport use.  

10. Whether the proposal has demonstrated the accessibility of the site by a range of transport modes.  

11. Whether the proposal integrates with, and minimises adverse effects on, the safe, efficient functioning of the transport network 

and the amenity values of the surrounding environment. 
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12. Whether the number of vehicles access points proposed is appropriate, taking into account: 

a. the movement function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimising accesses on to arterial roads, 

or gaining access to an alternative road which has a lesser movement function, whilst having regard to the environmental effects on 

that alternative road with respect to residential amenity; 

b. opportunities for sharing access with other activites; 

c, the place function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist minimising accesses on to streets that are withing 

the Urban Centres place function category, especially Key Pedestrian Frontages shown on the planning maps, or gaining access to an 

alternative road with lesser pedestrian lows or a lesser adverse effect on amenity values. ; 

d. whether the frontage road is identified as part of one of five modal networks as described in Appendix 7.12.1.b; 

e. whether any conflict arises because of the location of multiple access points.  

f. visibility and obstruction of pedestrian crossings; 

g. the impact of multiple vehicle crossings (which break up berm, landscaping, footpath and cycle way continuity) on streetscape 

amenity values, retail frontage areas and pedestrian and cycle movements.  

13. Whether Crime Prevention through Environment Design (CPTED) principles and techniques have been used to mitigate any 

safety issues.  

14. The extent to which pedestrians and cyclists have safe and easy access to and through the site from the surrounding are. 

15. Whether the activity will increase the amount of freight and volume of heavy vehicles on local or collector roads adjoining 

residential zones.  

16. Any cumulative effects of trip generation (for all transport modes) from the activity in conjunction with trip generation from 

other activities in the vicinity. For clarification, this is limited to existing and consented activities.  

17. Whether the development is of a scale and in a location where a public transport interchange should be provided. 

18. Whether the proposal has considered the impact of any future planned and committed upgrades to the transport network near the 

site which may affect the activity. For clarification, this is limited to committed transport projects in the Council's Three Year Plan or 

Long Term Council Community Plan. 

19. Whether the proposal or application has demonstrated that travel demand will be reduced through the implementation of a travel 

plan for the activity.  

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.95 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend table 7.3, row c, column titled 'Minimum number of car parks for people with disabilities' to read:  

2 for the first 50 car park spaces + 1 additional disability car park for every 50 car parks or part thereof.  

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.96 Neutral  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Amend point 1a's last sentence to read: 

The total loading space requirement for any activity will be the sum of the parking loading requirements for each area. 
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742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.97    7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Amend point 1 e to read: 

Any space required for loading other than for a residential activity shall be available for staff and visitors during the hours of 

operation and shall not be diminished by the subsequent erection of any structure, storage of goods, or any other use.  

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.98 Neutral  7.4.6-Appendix 7.6 - 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Delete Appendix 7.6 point 3. 

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.99 Neutral  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

Amend Appendix 7.14 point 1 to read: 

The following parking reduction adjustment factors can be considered as part of the resource consent process. These suggested 

reductions from the minimum parking requirements are simply suggestions: the exact suitability for the reduction, (considering the 

specific characteristics of the activity and its location), can be considered through the resource consent process.  

   

742 Scentre New 

Zealand 

Limited 

742.100 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete Appendix 7.15 

   

744 Grand Limited 744.5 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the proposed new car parking provisions listed in Table 7.2 

   

745 Ryman 

Healthcare 

Limited 

745.46 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Delete point 5 of Appendix 7.1 
   

745 Ryman 

Healthcare 

Limited 

745.47 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Add in requirements specific to retirement villages under the 'Residential activities' heading: 

Table 7.2 Activity  

Retirement Village  

Car Parking Spaces Residents/Visitors/Students  

1 space / 5 residents in care facilities 1 space per residential unit  

Staff  

1 space per 2 full time staff members  

1433.17 

   

752 Alpine 

Presebytery  

752.19   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Add a new Policy 7.1.1.9 as follows: 

7.1.1.9 Policy - Traffic Generation and Parking, Existing Activities 

In the case of long-standing activities such as health care facilities, pre-schools and churches, where redevelopment or expansion 

is proposed, assessment shall be confined to any increased effects of such redevelopment or expansion, rather than the existing 

effects of the activity. 
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FS1463 

FS1444.119 

FS1442.58 

FS1436.57 

FS1359.226 
752 Alpine 

Presebytery  

752.20 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Combine Table 7.1 with the High Traffic Generator Table under Rule 7.2.3.10 

FS1463 
FS1444.120 
FS1359.227 

   

752 Alpine 

Presebytery  

752.21 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 
Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows (or to like effect): 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted resource consent, or a 

development already exists at (insert date at which Plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that 

already exists, or is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the 

resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 

7.2.3.10 shall only apply when the cumulative net increase above the existing or consented level triggers the rule thresholds. 

FS1463 

FS1444.121 

FS1359.228 

FS1442.59 

FS1436.58 

   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.6 Support  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

The CPIT supports the car parking assessment standards which are based on full time equivalent student numbers.  

1359.229 
   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.7 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the inclusion of car parking for accommodation which is ancillary to a tertiary education and research activity, within the 

overall parking associated with the tertiary education and research activity. 

  

1359.236 

   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.8 Support  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Reword Rule 7.2.3.2 to clarify the trigger for calculating cycle parking.  

  

1359.232 

   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.9 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Retain the inclusion of cycle parking for accommodation which is ancillary to a tertiary education and research activity, within the 

overall parking associated with the tertiary education and research activity. 

  

1359.233 

   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.10 Support  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

The primary relief sought is to delete Rule 7.2.3.10 in its entirety insofar as it relates to Education Activities.  

  

1359.235 

   

756 Christchurch 756.12    7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - Full time equivalent student numbers in the Specific Purpose (Education) Zones shall be assessed annually as of 1 July, and    
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Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

Cycle parking 

facilities 
shall be rounded to the nearest 100 FTE students. Any additional cycle parks required shall be provided within 12 months of 

the date of assessment. Note: Full-time equivalent student means the equivalent number of students based on the number of 

papers taken to complete a full time course in the normal time, divided by the actual number of students.  

144.122 

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.14 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Delete the ‘student hostel accommodation’ parking requirement in Table 7.2 from under the ‘education activity’ heading and include 

it under the ‘residential activity’ heading. 

1359.231 

   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.15 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete the ‘student hostel accommodation’ parking requirement in Table 7.5 from under the ‘education activity’ heading and include 

it under the ‘residential activity’ heading. 

1359.234 

   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.16 Oppose  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

  

   

756 Christchurch 

Polytechnic 

Institute of 

Technology 

756.17 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Provide an exclusion from Rule 7.2.3.10 for education activities. 

   

760 Henderson 760.3    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 Ensure new developments provide facilities supporting public and active transportation 
   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.24 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Amend objective 1 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1 Objective 1 - Integrated transport system 

An integrated transport system:  

a. that is accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using all transport modes,    

b. that is responsive to the district’s current recovery and future economic development needs;    

c. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising  is integrated with land use;  

1450.579 

1359.238 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.25 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Amend Policy 1 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Establishment of a road classification system  

A road network that recognises different access and movement functions for all transport modes, whilst;   

a. ensuring the continued safe and efficient operation of the transport road network;  

1359.240 

1450.581 

1270.25 
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761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.26 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend Policy 2 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generally to ensure that they: 

1444.124 

1450.583 

1359.243 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.27 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend Policy 4 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading  

a. Require onsite car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse 

effects. 

1450.588 

1359.247 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.28 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend Policy 5 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas  

Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to:  

a. operate safely and efficiently; . 

1450.592 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.29 Neutral 7.1.1.7-Policy 7 - 

Rail level crossings 

Amend Policy 7 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.7 Policy 7 - Rail level crossings  

Improve and maintain safety at road/rail level crossings by:  

i. requiring high safe visibility at uncontrolled level crossings;  

ii managing vehicle accesses close to level crossings; and    

iii managing the creation of new level crossings. 

1450.597 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.30 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 as follows:  

?7.2.3.10 Rule 10 – High trip generators   

1. An Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that are High Trip Generators (i.e. are restricted 

discretionary activities under this rule) except where the activity is located in an existing District, Neighbourhood or Local 
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Centre and is listed as a permitted activity.    

1450.598 

1270.25 
761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.31 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Amend 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 to include minimum car parking requirements for larger activities and delete the accompanying Note.   

1450.600 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.32 Neutral  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete the reference to modelling in i. of Table 2 of Appendix 7.15 as follows:   

Appendix 7.15 – Integrated transport assessment requirements checklist 

2. Requirements for a full Integrated Transport Assessment 

i. Assessment of effects Consideration of the 

effects the activity will 

have on the transport 

network for all modes 

including freight, and the 

effects the proposed 

transport infrastructure 

will have on the 

environment. This could 

include transport 

modelling. 
 

1450.601 

1270.25 

 
 
 

 

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.33 Neutral  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Amend the cycle parking rule (7.2.3.2 Rule 2) and confine the requirement to the minimum supply of covered cycle parking for 

developments (at the rates set out in the operative Christchurch City Plan, 2.2.1 Parking space numbers -  Table 1) 

1450.602 

1443.70 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.54   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Amend objective 1 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1 Objective 1 - Integrated transport system  

An integrated transport system: 

d. that reduces where practical dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and active transport; 

1443.61 

1450.580 

1359.239 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.55   7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Amend Policy 1 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.1 Policy 1 - Establishment of a road classification system  
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A A(P) R 

A road network that recognises different access and movement functions for all transport modes, whilst;  

… 

b. providing in appropriate locations for public places to enable community activities including opportunities for people to interact 

and spend time ;   

c. providing space for utility services;   

d. reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity; and  

e. recognising cross boundary connections with adjoining Districts. 

1270.25 

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.56   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend Policy 2 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generally to ensure that they: 

... 

e. avoids or mitigates significant adverse effects on the transport roading system of unanticipated activities, including reverse 

sensitivity effects on the strategic transport network;  

... 
1450.584 

1359.242 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.57   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend Policy 2 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generally to ensure that they: 

... 

g. encourage the use of parking management measures which    

i. make efficient use of land;  

ii. minimise adverse effects on the safety, efficiency and amenity of the surrounding area environment, including the transport 

network; 

iii. caters for the parking demand of the activity;  

iv. support recovery and economic activity; and  

v. encourage public and active transport use;  

... 
1359.245 

1443.62 

1450.586 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.58   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend Policy 2 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generally to ensure that they: 
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... 

h. provide for the needs of people with disabilities;  

i. maximise integration with the transport system, including planned transport infrastructure and service improvements by 

coordinating land use and the implementation of transport infrastructure and services. 

... 
1443.63 

1450.587 

1359.246 

1270.25 
761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.59   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend Policy 4 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading 

...  

? 

b. Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only   where: 

... 
1359.248 

1443.64 

1450.589 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.60   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend Policy 4 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading 

...  

? 

b.  ... 

iv. The extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14– Parking Reduction Adjustment Factors, will maintain 

onsite parking to meet anticipated demand. 
... 
1359.248 

1443.64 

1450.589 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.61   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend Policy 4 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading 

...  

c. Provide for flexible approaches to car parking numbers in local and neighbourhood centres to support the use of public and active 

transport and existing parking supply land and car parking spaces support the current and future recovery needs where land is used 

more efficiently for car parking spaces as a whole or where it supports the current and future recovery needs; 
... 
1443.65 

1450.591 

1359.250 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.62   7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend Policy 5 as follows (or similar wording): 
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7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 

...  

b. mitigate effects on the character and amenity of the surrounding environment;  

... 
1450.593 

1270.25 
761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.63   7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend Policy 5 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.4 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 

...  

c. provide quality urban amenity outcomes within the development; 

... 
1443.66 

1450.594 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.64   7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend Policy 5 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.4 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 

... 

d. prevent crime; 

... 
1443.67 

1450.595 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.65   7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend Policy 5 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.4 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 

...  

e. support the efficient and safe use and operation of land use activities; and 

? 

f. support amenity and safety for all transport modes 

... 
1443.68 

1443.69 

1450.596 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.66    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

In the alternative, if the relief sought in (a) above is not granted, either delete all Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and replace with 

workable provisions that are appropriately targeted to ensure that ITA requirements, including modelling, are only required in 

appropriate circumstances where they represent analysis necessary and proportionate to the proposed development in its particular 

context, and make any other consequential amendments as necessary, and/or amend note 2 as follows:   

2. If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted current resource consent or a 

development exists at (insert date Plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that already exists, 

or is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource 

consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 
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shall only apply when the cumulative net increase above the existing or consented level triggers the rule threshold. 

1270.25 

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.67    7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

f. Include assessment criteria to enable a development to provide a lesser number of cycle parking spaces. For example:    

 - the extent to which the supply of cycle parking will meet anticipated demands; and 

- the extent to which alternative cycle parking is available within easy walking distance of the development. 

 
1450.604 

1270.25 

   

761 Kiwi Income 

Property Trust 

761.69   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend Policy 2 as follows (or similar wording): 

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generally to ensure that they: 

... 

c. optimise use of existing capacity within the transport roading system;  

... 
1450.584 

1359.243 

   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.16   7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Amend 7.1.1.1 Policy 1 Establishment of a road classification system to read:  

a. a road network that connects people and places and recognising different access and movement functions for all people and 

transport modes, whilst: 

   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.17   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 High trip generating activities to read: 

a. are accessible by a range of physical abilities and transport modes and promote public and active transport use...  
   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.18   7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Amend Policy 3 to include references to mobility impairment and accessibility as well as related amendments to rules and 

appendices specified in submission 1145 (pp23- 24).  
   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.19   7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Amend 7.1.1.8 Policy 8 Effects from transport infrastructure by adding another clause which reads:  

a minimise the adverse effects and maximises the positive effects...on the environment, including: xi connectivity of communities. 
   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.20    7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Amend Appendix 7.12 – Road Classification system table 7.17 Explanation box for Major arterial roads to read: Some major 

arterials, particularly state highways, serve an important bypass function within Christchurch District, directing traffic through it to 

areas beyond. Some state highways create severence issues for communities they pass through. They are managed to minimise 

adverse effects from access on network efficiency...etc.  

   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.36   7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Amend 7.1.1.1 Policy 1 Establishment of a road classification system to read: 

.iv  connecting communities and reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity; and...etc. 
   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.37   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 High trip genertaing activities to read: 

 f. limit adverse effects amd maximise positive effects from transport on communities, the amenity of surrounding areas, on the 

environment...etc. 

   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 762.38   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Amend Policy 4 to include references to mobility impairment and accessibility as well as related amendments to rules and    
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Herbert 

Community 

Board 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

appendices specified in submission 1145 (pp23- 24). 

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.39   7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend Policy 5 to include references to mobility impairment and accessibility as well as related amendments to rules and 

appendices specified in submission 1145 (pp23- 24). 
   

762 Lyttelton/ Mt 

Herbert 

Community 

Board 

762.42   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 Include 7.1.1(a)(vii) That connects communities 

   

763 Methodist 

Church of New 

Zealand 

763.26 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Add a new Policy 7.1.1.9 as follows:  

7.1.1.9 Policy - Traffic Generation and Parking, Existing Activities  

In the case of long-standing activities such as health care facilities, pre-schools and churches, where redevelopment or expansion 

is proposed, assessment shall be confined to any increased effects of such redevelopment or expansion, rather than the existing 

effects of the activity.  

FS 1359.251 

FS 1444.126 

FS1442.66 

FS 1442.59 

   

763 Methodist 

Church of New 

Zealand 

763.27 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Combine Table 7.1 with the High Traffic Generator Table under Rule 7.2.3.10 

FS 1444.125 

FS 1359.252 

   

763 Methodist 

Church of New 

Zealand 

763.28 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows (or to like effect)  

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted resource consent, or a 

development already exists at (insert date at which Plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that 

already exists, or is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the 

resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 

7.2.3.10 shall only apply when the cumulative net increase above the existing or consented level triggers the rule thresholds.  

FS 1442.61 

FS 1436.60 

FS 1359.253 

   

768 Orchard Trust 768.2 Oppose 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Reduce complexity and consenting requirements, address areas of uncertainty. 

Specific provisions of concern are detailed below, however this submission also seeks a reduction in complexity and consenting 

requirements across all provisions 

   

768 Orchard Trust 768.3 Oppose 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Delete 

   

768 Orchard Trust 768.4 Oppose  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

Amend the 'Suggested reduction from the minimum parking requirements' column and Note 2 to remove uncertainty as to the 

percentage reduction to be applied 

Delete: m Travel Plan 

   

768 Orchard Trust 768.5 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix Delete or amend item descriptions and details to be included to provide clarity and ensure only practical and cost effective measures    
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7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

are included 

769 Lyttelton 

Harbour 

Business 

Association 

769.3 Support  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

We support the relaxation of the current car parking rules and in addition we support an investigation into future parking 

requirements 
   

771 Citadel Limited 771.3 Support  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

The transport objectives and policies require comprehensive review and amendments to focus on transport matters 
   

771 Citadel Limited 771.4 Support  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators 

   

771 Citadel Limited 771.5    7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Minimum car parking requirements apply to all activities, not just non-high trip generators 

   

771 Citadel Limited 771.6    7.4-Appendices Reduce and / or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements 
   

771 Citadel Limited 771.8    7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

   

775 Annex 

Developments 

Limited 

775.4 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Combine Table 7.1 with the High Traffic generator Table under Rule 7.2.3.10.  

FS 1444.127 

FS 1274.9 

FS 1359.254 

   

775 Annex 

Developments 

Limited 

775.10 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows (or to like effect):  

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted resource consent, or a 

development exists at (insert date at which Plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that already 

exists, or is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the 

resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 

7.2.3.10 shall only apply when the cumulative net increase above the existing or consented level triggers the rule thresholds.  

FS 1442.62 

FS 1436.61 

   

779 Dopheide 779.3    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 Ensure new developments provide facilities supporting public and active transportation 
   

785 South Island 

Region Trust 

Board 

785.39 Support 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Amend 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 as follows:  

a. Ensure the number, location, design and gradient of vehicle accesses and associated manoeuvring: 

…  

v. provides for emergency vehicle access.  

   

785 South Island 

Region Trust 

Board 

785.40 Support  7.2.3.8-Rule 8- 

Vehicle crossings 

Amend 7.2.3.8 Rule 8 Vehicle crossings via an exemption for emergency service vehicles:  

This rule does not apply to emergency service facilities. Any application arising from noncompliance with this rule will only require 

written approval from the NZ Transport Agency and only where there is direct … 
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785 South Island 

Region Trust 

Board 

785.41 Oppose  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

Amend Matters of discretion: 7.3.10 Vehicle access design as follows: 

The following are assessment matters for Rule 7a, Section 7.2.3.7:…  

5a. Whether the access way dimensions will inhibit access for emergency service vehicles. 

   

786 Woods 786.3    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

  
   

787 Kennaway 

Park Joint 

Venture 

Partnership 

787.3 Oppose  7.2.3.7-Rule 7- 

Access design 

Amend Table 7.10 iv. and v. to delete the maximum formed width for private ways and vehicle access  

   

787 Kennaway 

Park Joint 

Venture 

Partnership 

787.4 Oppose  7.2.3.7-Rule 7- 

Access design 

Amend Table 7.12 ii. minimum queuing length for carparks accessed from local or collector roads with 11-20 car parks from 7.5m 

to 5.5m  
   

787 Kennaway 

Park Joint 

Venture 

Partnership 

787.5 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain parking space requirements listed in Appendix 7.1 of the Replacement District Plan, in particular those for industrial 

activities, offices and commercial services. 
   

787 Kennaway 

Park Joint 

Venture 

Partnership 

787.6 Support  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Retain Heavy Vehicle Bay (HGV) requirements for industrial activities, commercial services, and offices listed in Appendix 7.3 – 

Loading Areas. 
   

787 Kennaway 

Park Joint 

Venture 

Partnership 

787.7 Support  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend (e) as below by increasing the gross floor area (GFA) threshold which triggers the requirement for resource consent for 

Industrial Activities to match (f) which triggers the requirement for resource consent for Industrial Activities (Warehousing and 

Distribution) at a threshold of = 10,400 m2 GFA. 

Retain all other listed thresholds for this resource consent requirement as within the Replacement Plan, listed below: 

  Applicable to Rule – Resource Consent 

under this rule is 

required for activities 

with: 

e. Industrial Activities 

(unless specified below) 

= 830 m2 GFA  

= 10,400 m2 GFA 

f. Industrial Activities 

(Warehousing and 

Distribution Activities) 

= 10,400 m2 GFA 

g. Office = 960 m2 GFA 

i. Retail Activities (unless 

specified below) 

= 250 m2 GLFA 

j. Retail Activities (Food and 

Beverage Outlet) 

= 70 m2 PFA 

k. Any other activities = 250 vehicle trips per day 
 

   

789 K I 

Commercial 

789.5 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

Amend Rule 7.2.3.1(c)(ii) as follows:  
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Limited and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Any activity:  

 (i) where standard car parks are provided, or  

 (ii) containing new buildings with a GFA of more than 2,500 m2.  

FS 1400.6 

FS 1401.6 

FS 1402.6 

FS 1403.6 

FS 1405.6 

FS 1406.6 

FS 1408.6 

FS 1409.6 

FS 1410.6 

FS 1288 

FS 1383 

FS 1285.5 

FS 1382 

FS 1384 

FS 1249 

FS 1307.1 

FS 1267.2 

FS 1322.2 

FS 1315.1 

789 K I 

Commercial 

Limited 

789.6 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend the table in Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows:  

 

 

 

i. 

 

 

j. 

Applicable to 

 

 

Retail Activities (unless 

specified below) 

 

Retail Activities (Food and 

Beverage Outlet) 

Rule – Resource consent 

under this rule is required 

for activities with 

= 250 500 m2 GLFA 

 

 

= 70 250 m2 PFA 

FS 1400.7 

Fs 1401.7 

FS 1402.7 

Fs 1403.7 

FS 1405.7 

FS 1406.7 

FS 1408.7 

FS 1409.7 

FS 1410.7 

FS 1288 

FS 1383 

FS 1285.5 

FS 1382 

FS 1384 

FS 1249 

FS 1307.1 
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FS 1267.2 

FS 1322.2 

FS 1315.1 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.14 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These 

provisions do not appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and 

especially for specific retail outlets (such as Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 

 

49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, 

PEL  accepts  that  this  may only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic 

policy identified in Chapter 7. 

 

50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail 

development  seems to have been lost. PEL therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre 

commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre 

commercial development. 

 

51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and 

avoid doubling up.   For example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car 

parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip generating activities. 

PEL seeks as follows: 

 

(a)  Clause 7.1.1 Objective  1 - Integrated  transport  system  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 

 

'7.1.1 Objective 1 - Integrated transport system 

 

An integrated transport system: 

 

a. that is accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using all transport modes, 

b.  that is responsive to the district's current recovery and future economic development needs; 

c.  that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising  is integrated with land use; 

d. that reduces where practical dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and active transport; 

e.  that recognises Ngai Tahu/Manawhenua values; and  

f.  that is managed using the one network approach.' 

 
FS 1270.26 

FS 1359.255 

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.15 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not appropriately recognise that 

car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 

 

49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may only be able  to be 

located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 

 

50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL therefore 

considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an Integrated Transport Assessment 

(ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 

 

51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For example 'catering for 

the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip generating activities. 

PEL seeks as follows: 
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(b)  Clause 7.1.1.1 Policy 1 -Establishment of a road classification system be amended as follows (or similar): 

 

'7.1.1.1 Policy 1- Establishment  of a road classification system 

 

A road network that recognises different access and movement functions for all transport modes, whilst; 

 

a. ensuring the continued safe and efficient operation of the transport road network; 

b. providing in appropriate locations for public places to enable community activities including opportunities for people to interact and spend time; 

c.  providing space for utility services; 

d.  reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity; and 
e. recognising cross boundary connections with adjoining Districts. ' 

FS 1270.26 

FS 1359.257 
790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.16 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
 
(c)  Clause 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip  generating  activities  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities 
 
Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generallv to ensure that they: 
 
h. provide for the needs of people with disabilities; 

FS 1270.26 
FS 1443.26 
FS 1359.265 

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.17 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(d)  Clause 7.1.1.4 Policy 4- Requirements  for car parking  and loading be amended  as follows (or similar): 

 
' 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading 
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b. Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered an opportunity to facilitate public and 
active transport use, but only where: 
iv.  The extent of the reduction is appropriate having regard to Appendix 7.14 Parking Reduction Adjustment Factors, will maintain onsite parking to meet 
anticipated demand as determined bv  Appendix 7.14 - Parking Reduction Adjustment  Factors. 
  

FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.267 
FS 1443.27 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.18 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(e) Clause  7.1.1.5  Policy  5- Design  of car parking and loading areas  be amended as follows (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 
 
Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to: 
 
c. provide quality urban amenity outcomes within the development; 
  
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.269 
FS 1443.29 

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.19 Neutral 7.1.1.7-Policy 7 - 

Rail level crossings 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(f)          Clause 7.1.1.7 Policy  7- Rail level  crossings be amended as follows (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1. 7 Policy 7- Rail level crossings 
 
Improve and maintain safety at road/rail/eve/ crossings by: 
 
i. requiring high safe-visibility at uncontrolled level crossings; 
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FS 1270.26 

FS 1359.273 
790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.20 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

53.  Under 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 - High trip generators, the requirement for an ITA for a retail development or expansion kicks 

in at 250m2  for a basic assessment and 1000m2  for a full assessment. This results in a requirement where a 250m2  retail 

development or expansion, requiring just 11 parking 

spaces,  would  require  resource  consent  and  a  basic  ITA   A  1,000m2   retail development  or 

expansion requiring only 44 parking spaces would need to provide a full ITA which 'could include transport modelling'' (Appendix 

7.15 - Integrated transport assessment requirements checklist; clause 2(i)). 

 

54.  PEL notes that the  requirement  for the basic ITA  under Rule  10 is more  onerous than  the Operative Plan's 25 car 

parks or 250 vehicle movement threshold.  PEL has been unable to find any justification in the documentation supporting the 

Replacement Plan for this more onerous approach. 

  

55.  In addition to the above, PEL considers that requiring ITAs for development within existing centres runs counter to 

the objectives and policies which encourage development and intensification within centres. It has been accepted in caselaw that 

greater transport congestion  is an anticipated 

aspect of a centres based strategy,6  and this is the situation which has been adopted for the 

Central City. 

 

56. Notwithstanding the above, PEL considers that Note 2 of Rule 7.2.3.10 appears to state that if an ITA has been undertaken for 

a site previously, then that site is in effect reset to zero for the purpose of applying the rule thresholds. The wording of this note is 

unclear and requires clarification to avoid situations where an activity that may already be above the thresholds does not continually 

require resource consent for any new addition or changes no matter how small. It is considered more appropriate that only new 

additions that would in themselves generate traffic beyond the thresholds should require another ITA. 

 

57.        PEL is also concerned about the requirement for transport modelling to be undertaken for a full ITA.   It considers that 

transport modelling, if necessary, would form part of any assessment of effects and be determined by the nature of the activity, the 

level of traffic generation and the reading environment. By referring to the assessment potentially needing traffic modelling in 

Appendix 7.15, PEL considers such modelling, which is extremely expensive, might be seen as the norm rather than being 

considered on a case by case basis taking into account the above factors. 

 

58.       Finally, PEL is concerned about the approach taken under Clause 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 in relation to car parking requirements for 

high trip generating activities such as supermarkets. As currently drafted, Rule 1 provides only minimum car parking requirements 

for small activities.  The Note that follows Rule 1 explains that car parking requirements for High Trip Generators is to be assessed 

as part of the ITA process under Rule 10, and the car parking requirements under Rule 1 (for small activities} can be used as 

'guidance' in that assessment. 

 

59.  In  PEL's view, the approach taken under Rule 1 and the associated Note creates significant uncertainty to those 

planning or designing developments with high trip generation, given that car parking  requirements 

for  the  development  will  not  be  determined  until resource  consent  is assessed and subsequently approved by the Council.  This 

makes development planning very difficult as car parking supply and layout are critical to the design process which occurs well in 

advance of the resource consent process.  To address this concern, PEL considers that the Replacement Plan should specifically 

provide minimum car parking requirements for larger (i.e. high trip generating) activities. 

  

PEL seeks as follows: 
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(a}        Amend 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 to include minimum car parking requirements for larger activities and delete the accompanying Note. 

FS 1270.26 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.21 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

53.  Under 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 - High trip generators, the requirement for an ITA for a retail development or expansion kicks in at 250m2  for a basic 
assessment and 1000m2  for a full assessment. This results in a requirement where a 250m2  retail development or expansion, requiring just 11 parking 
spaces,  would  require  resource  consent  and  a  basic  ITA   A  1,000m2   retail development  or 
expansion requiring only 44 parking spaces would need to provide a full ITA which 'could include transport modelling'' (Appendix 7.15 - Integrated transport 
assessment requirements checklist; clause 2(i)). 
 
54.  PEL notes that the  requirement  for the basic ITA  under Rule  10 is more  onerous than  the Operative Plan's 25 car parks or 250 vehicle 
movement threshold.  PEL has been unable to find any justification in the documentation supporting the Replacement Plan for this more onerous approach. 
  
55.  In addition to the above, PEL considers that requiring ITAs for development within existing centres runs counter to the objectives and policies 
which encourage development and intensification within centres. It has been accepted in caselaw that greater transport congestion  is an anticipated 
aspect of a centres based strategy,6  and this is the situation which has been adopted for the 
Central City. 
 
56. Notwithstanding the above, PEL considers that Note 2 of Rule 7.2.3.10 appears to state that if an ITA has been undertaken for a site previously, then 
that site is in effect reset to zero for the purpose of applying the rule thresholds. The wording of this note is unclear and requires clarification to avoid situations 
where an activity that may already be above the thresholds does not continually require resource consent for any new addition or changes no matter how small. 
It is considered more appropriate that only new additions that would in themselves generate traffic beyond the thresholds should require another ITA. 
 
57.        PEL is also concerned about the requirement for transport modelling to be undertaken for a full ITA.   It considers that transport modelling, if necessary, 
would form part of any assessment of effects and be determined by the nature of the activity, the level of traffic generation and the reading environment. By 
referring to the assessment potentially needing traffic modelling in Appendix 7.15, PEL considers such modelling, which is extremely expensive, might be seen 
as the norm rather than being considered on a case by case basis taking into account the above factors. 
 
58.       Finally, PEL is concerned about the approach taken under Clause 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 in relation to car parking requirements for high trip generating activities 
such as supermarkets. As currently drafted, Rule 1 provides only minimum car parking requirements for small activities.  The Note that follows Rule 1 explains 
that car parking requirements for High Trip Generators is to be assessed as part of the ITA process under Rule 10, and the car parking requirements under Rule 
1 (for small activities} can be used as 'guidance' in that assessment. 
 
59.  In  PEL's view, the approach taken under Rule 1 and the associated Note creates significant uncertainty to those planning or designing 
developments with high trip generation, given that car parking  requirements for  the  development  will  not  be  determined  until resource  consent  is assessed 
and subsequently approved by the Council.  This makes development planning very difficult as car parking supply and layout are critical to the design process 
which occurs well in advance of the resource consent process.  To address this concern, PEL considers that the Replacement Plan should specifically provide 
minimum car parking requirements for larger (i.e. high trip generating) activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(b)        Delete all the floor space and other thresholds in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and retain the 250 and  1000 vehicle movement thresholds provided in the 
Operative Plan to determine the necessity for ITA's outside of centres. 
  
FS 1270.26 
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790.22 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

53.  Under 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 - High trip generators, the requirement for an ITA for a retail development or expansion kicks in at 250m2  for a basic 
assessment and 1000m2  for a full assessment. This results in a requirement where a 250m2  retail development or expansion, requiring just 11 parking 
spaces,  would  require  resource  consent  and  a  basic  ITA   A  1,000m2   retail development  or 
expansion requiring only 44 parking spaces would need to provide a full ITA which 'could include transport modelling'' (Appendix 7.15 - Integrated transport 
assessment requirements checklist; clause 2(i)). 
 
54.  PEL notes that the  requirement  for the basic ITA  under Rule  10 is more  onerous than  the Operative Plan's 25 car parks or 250 vehicle 
movement threshold.  PEL has been unable to find any justification in the documentation supporting the Replacement Plan for this more onerous approach. 
  
55.  In addition to the above, PEL considers that requiring ITAs for development within existing centres runs counter to the objectives and policies 
which encourage development and intensification within centres. It has been accepted in caselaw that greater transport congestion  is an anticipated 
aspect of a centres based strategy,6  and this is the situation which has been adopted for the 
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Central City. 
 
56. Notwithstanding the above, PEL considers that Note 2 of Rule 7.2.3.10 appears to state that if an ITA has been undertaken for a site previously, then 
that site is in effect reset to zero for the purpose of applying the rule thresholds. The wording of this note is unclear and requires clarification to avoid situations 
where an activity that may already be above the thresholds does not continually require resource consent for any new addition or changes no matter how small. 
It is considered more appropriate that only new additions that would in themselves generate traffic beyond the thresholds should require another ITA. 
 
57.        PEL is also concerned about the requirement for transport modelling to be undertaken for a full ITA.   It considers that transport modelling, if necessary, 
would form part of any assessment of effects and be determined by the nature of the activity, the level of traffic generation and the reading environment. By 
referring to the assessment potentially needing traffic modelling in Appendix 7.15, PEL considers such modelling, which is extremely expensive, might be seen 
as the norm rather than being considered on a case by case basis taking into account the above factors. 
 
58.       Finally, PEL is concerned about the approach taken under Clause 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 in relation to car parking requirements for high trip generating activities 
such as supermarkets. As currently drafted, Rule 1 provides only minimum car parking requirements for small activities.  The Note that follows Rule 1 explains 
that car parking requirements for High Trip Generators is to be assessed as part of the ITA process under Rule 10, and the car parking requirements under Rule 
1 (for small activities} can be used as 'guidance' in that assessment. 
 
59.  In  PEL's view, the approach taken under Rule 1 and the associated Note creates significant uncertainty to those planning or designing 
developments with high trip generation, given that car parking  requirements for  the  development  will  not  be  determined  until resource  consent  is assessed 
and subsequently approved by the Council.  This makes development planning very difficult as car parking supply and layout are critical to the design process 
which occurs well in advance of the resource consent process.  To address this concern, PEL considers that the Replacement Plan should specifically provide 
minimum car parking requirements for larger (i.e. high trip generating) activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
 
(c)  Either: 
 
(i)        within all existing commercial centres exclude the requirement for an ITA for commercial development or expansion on the basis that transport congestion 
is an anticipated aspect  of  zoned centres by  amending  Rule  7.2.3.10 - High  trip generators as follows: 

  

 
FS 1270.26 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.23 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

53.  Under 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 - High trip generators, the requirement for an ITA for a retail development or expansion kicks in at 250m2  for a basic 
assessment and 1000m2  for a full assessment. This results in a requirement where a 250m2  retail development or expansion, requiring just 11 parking 
spaces,  would  require  resource  consent  and  a  basic  ITA   A  1,000m2   retail development  or 
expansion requiring only 44 parking spaces would need to provide a full ITA which 'could include transport modelling'' (Appendix 7.15 - Integrated transport 
assessment requirements checklist; clause 2(i)). 
 
54.  PEL notes that the  requirement  for the basic ITA  under Rule  10 is more  onerous than  the Operative Plan's 25 car parks or 250 vehicle 
movement threshold.  PEL has been unable to find any justification in the documentation supporting the Replacement Plan for this more onerous approach. 
  
55.  In addition to the above, PEL considers that requiring ITAs for development within existing centres runs counter to the objectives and policies 
which encourage development and intensification within centres. It has been accepted in caselaw that greater transport congestion  is an anticipated 
aspect of a centres based strategy,6  and this is the situation which has been adopted for the 
Central City. 
 
56. Notwithstanding the above, PEL considers that Note 2 of Rule 7.2.3.10 appears to state that if an ITA has been undertaken for a site previously, then 
that site is in effect reset to zero for the purpose of applying the rule thresholds. The wording of this note is unclear and requires clarification to avoid situations 
where an activity that may already be above the thresholds does not continually require resource consent for any new addition or changes no matter how small. 
It is considered more appropriate that only new additions that would in themselves generate traffic beyond the thresholds should require another ITA. 
 
57.        PEL is also concerned about the requirement for transport modelling to be undertaken for a full ITA.   It considers that transport modelling, if necessary, 
would form part of any assessment of effects and be determined by the nature of the activity, the level of traffic generation and the reading environment. By 
referring to the assessment potentially needing traffic modelling in Appendix 7.15, PEL considers such modelling, which is extremely expensive, might be seen 
as the norm rather than being considered on a case by case basis taking into account the above factors. 
 
58.       Finally, PEL is concerned about the approach taken under Clause 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 in relation to car parking requirements for high trip generating activities 
such as supermarkets. As currently drafted, Rule 1 provides only minimum car parking requirements for small activities.  The Note that follows Rule 1 explains 
that car parking requirements for High Trip Generators is to be assessed as part of the ITA process under Rule 10, and the car parking requirements under Rule 
1 (for small activities} can be used as 'guidance' in that assessment. 
 
59.  In  PEL's view, the approach taken under Rule 1 and the associated Note creates significant uncertainty to those planning or designing 
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developments with high trip generation, given that car parking  requirements for  the  development  will  not  be  determined  until resource  consent  is assessed 
and subsequently approved by the Council.  This makes development planning very difficult as car parking supply and layout are critical to the design process 
which occurs well in advance of the resource consent process.  To address this concern, PEL considers that the Replacement Plan should specifically provide 
minimum car parking requirements for larger (i.e. high trip generating) activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 

(d)  Delete the reference to transport modelling in clause  (i) of Table 2, Appendix 7.15 as follows: 

 

Appendix 7.15 - Integrated transport assessment requirements checklist 

 

2. Requirements for a full Integrated Transport Assessment 

i. Assessment of effects Consideration of the effects the activity will have onthe transp
ort network for all modes including freight, andthe 
effects the proposed transport infrastructure will have on the 
environment. This could include transport modelling. 

  

  
FS 1270.26 
FS 1444.129 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.46 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These 

provisions do not appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and 

especially for specific retail outlets (such as Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 

 

49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, 

PEL  accepts  that  this  may only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic 

policy identified in Chapter 7. 

 

50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail 

development  seems to have been lost. PEL therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre 

commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre 

commercial development. 

 

51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and 

avoid doubling up.   For example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car 

parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip generating activities. 

PEL seeks as follows: 

 

(a)  Clause 7.1.1 Objective  1 - Integrated  transport  system  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 

 

'7.1.1 Objective 1 - Integrated transport system 

 

An integrated transport system: 

 

a. that is accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using all transport modes, 

b.  that is responsive to the district's current recovery and future economic development needs; 

c.  that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising  is integrated with land use; 

d. that reduces where practical dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and active transport; 

e.  that recognises Ngai Tahu/Manawhenua values; and  

f.  that is managed using the one network approach.' 
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FS 1270.26 

FS 1443.23 

FS 1359.256 
790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.47 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not appropriately recognise that 

car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 

 

49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may only be able  to be 

located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 

 

50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL therefore 

considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an Integrated Transport Assessment 

(ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 

 

51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For example 'catering for 
the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip generating activities. 

PEL seeks as follows: 

 

(b)  Clause 7.1.1.1 Policy 1 -Establishment of a road classification system be amended as follows (or similar): 

 

'7.1.1.1 Policy 1- Establishment  of a road classification system 

 

A road network that recognises different access and movement functions for all transport modes, whilst; 

 

a. ensuring the continued safe and efficient operation of the transport road network; 

b. providing in appropriate locations for public places to enable community activities including opportunities for people to interact and spend time; 

c.  providing space for utility services; 

d.  reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity; and 
e. recognising cross boundary connections with adjoining Districts. ' 

FS 1270.26 

FS 1359.258 
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Enterprises 

Limited 

790.48 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not appropriately recognise that 

car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 

 

49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may only be able  to be 

located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 

 

50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL therefore 

considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an Integrated Transport Assessment 

(ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 

 

51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For example 'catering for 

the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip generating activities. 

PEL seeks as follows: 

 

 

(b)  Clause 7.1.1.1 Policy 1 -Establishment of a road classification system be amended as follows (or similar): 

 

'7.1.1.1 Policy 1- Establishment  of a road classification system 

 

A road network that recognises different access and movement functions for all transport modes, whilst; 

 

a. ensuring the continued safe and efficient operation of the transport road network; 

b. providing in appropriate locations for public places to enable community activities including opportunities for people to interact and spend time; 

c.  providing space for utility services; 

d.  reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity; and 

e. recognising cross boundary connections with adjoining Districts. ' 

FS 1270.26 
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A A(P) R 

FS 1359.259 
790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.49 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
 
(c)  Clause 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip  generating  activities  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities 
 
Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generallv to ensure that they: 
 
a. are accessible by a range of transport modes and promote public and active transport use; 
b. promote the safe, efficient and effective use of the transport system; 
c. optimise use of existing capacity within the transport roading system; 
d. reduce the impact of trip generation through travel plans and other travel demand management measures; 
e. avoids or mitigates significant adverse effects on the transport roading system, including reverse sensitivity effects on the strategic transport network; 
f. limit adverse effects and maximise positive effects from transport infrastructure and operations on the amenity of the surrounding areas, on 
the environment, and on Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua values; 
g. encourage the use of parking management measures which 
i. make efficient use of land; 
ii. minimise adverse effects on the safety, efficiency and amenity of the surrounding area environment, including the transport network; 
iii. caters for the parking demand of the activity; 
iv. support recovery and economic activity; and 
v. encourage public and active transport use; 
h. provide for the needs of people with disabilities; 
i. maximise integration with the transport system, including planned transport infrastructure and service improvements by coordinating land use and the 
implementation of transport infrastructure and services.' 
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.260 
FS 1444.128 

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.50   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
 
(c)  Clause 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip  generating  activities  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 
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'7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities 
 
Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generallv to ensure that they: 
 
 
c. optimise use of existing capacity within the transport roading system; 
  
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.261 
  

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.51 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
 
(c)  Clause 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip  generating  activities  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities 
 
Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generallv to ensure that they: 
 
e. avoids or mitigates significant adverse effects on the transport roading system, including reverse sensitivity effects on the strategic transport network; 
  
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.262 
  

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.52 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
 
(c)  Clause 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip  generating  activities  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities 
 
Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generallv to ensure that they: 
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g. encourage the use of parking management measures which 

FS 1270.26 
FS 1443.25 
FS 1359.264 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.53 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(d)  Clause 7.1.1.4 Policy 4- Requirements  for car parking  and loading be amended  as follows (or similar): 

 
' 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading 
 
a.  Require onsite car parking and loading spaces which provide for the expected needs of an activity in a way that minimises adverse effects.. 

FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.266 
  

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.54 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(d)  Clause 7.1.1.4 Policy 4- Requirements  for car parking  and loading be amended  as follows (or similar): 

 
' 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading 
 
 
c.  Provide for flexible approaches to car parking numbers in local and neighbourhood centres to support the use of public and active transport and existing 
parking supply land and car parking spaces support the current and future recovery needs where it recognises the traffic generation characteristics and 
associated car park demand requirements of a particular activity. where land is used more efficiently for car parking spaces as a whole and/or where 
it supports the current and future recovery needs: 
  
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.268 
FS 1443.28 

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

790.55 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as    
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Limited and loading areas Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(e) Clause  7.1.1.5  Policy  5- Design  of car parking and loading areas  be amended as follows (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 
 
Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to: 
 
d. prevent crime; 
  

FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.270 
FS 1443.30 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.56 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
 
51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(e) Clause  7.1.1.5  Policy  5- Design  of car parking and loading areas  be amended as follows (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 
 
Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to: 
 
e. support the efficient and safe use and operation of land use activities; and 
  
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.271 
FS 1443.31 

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.57 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

48. There is a substantial focus on active and public transport modes in the Objectives and Policies in Chapter 7 - Transport. These provisions do not 
appropriately recognise that car based transport will be a viable and practical transport mode for some time, and especially for specific retail outlets (such as 
Trade Suppliers and Supermarkets). 
 
49.  PEL considers that at a minimum a narrative should be provided in the Replacement Plan as to car based  travel.   However, PEL  accepts  that  this  may 
only be able  to be located  in Chapter  3 - Strategic Directions given an absence of issues and strategic policy identified in Chapter 7. 
 
50.        The principle that greater transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of a centres based strategy for retail development  seems to have been lost. PEL 
therefore considers that, at a minimum, there should be a distinction favouring in-centre commercial  development  that excludes  the requirement for an 
Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) for District Centre commercial development. 
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51.        PEL considers  that a number  of amendments  to these provisions  are necessary  to ensure  that they are topic related and avoid doubling up.   For 
example 'catering for the parking demand of the activity' is a matter for Policy 4 - Requirements  for car parking and loading rather than Policy 2 - High trip 
generating activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(e) Clause  7.1.1.5  Policy  5- Design  of car parking and loading areas  be amended as follows (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas 
 
Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to: 
 
f. support amenity and safety for all transport modes'. 
  
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.272 
FS 1443.32 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.58    7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

53.  Under 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 - High trip generators, the requirement for an ITA for a retail development or expansion kicks in at 250m2  for a basic 
assessment and 1000m2  for a full assessment. This results in a requirement where a 250m2  retail development or expansion, requiring just 11 parking 
spaces,  would  require  resource  consent  and  a  basic  ITA   A  1,000m2   retail development  or 
expansion requiring only 44 parking spaces would need to provide a full ITA which 'could include transport modelling'' (Appendix 7.15 - Integrated transport 
assessment requirements checklist; clause 2(i)). 
 
54.  PEL notes that the  requirement  for the basic ITA  under Rule  10 is more  onerous than  the Operative Plan's 25 car parks or 250 vehicle 
movement threshold.  PEL has been unable to find any justification in the documentation supporting the Replacement Plan for this more onerous approach. 
  
55.  In addition to the above, PEL considers that requiring ITAs for development within existing centres runs counter to the objectives and policies 
which encourage development and intensification within centres. It has been accepted in caselaw that greater transport congestion  is an anticipated 
aspect of a centres based strategy,6  and this is the situation which has been adopted for the 
Central City. 
 
56. Notwithstanding the above, PEL considers that Note 2 of Rule 7.2.3.10 appears to state that if an ITA has been undertaken for a site previously, then 
that site is in effect reset to zero for the purpose of applying the rule thresholds. The wording of this note is unclear and requires clarification to avoid situations 
where an activity that may already be above the thresholds does not continually require resource consent for any new addition or changes no matter how small. 
It is considered more appropriate that only new additions that would in themselves generate traffic beyond the thresholds should require another ITA. 
 
57.        PEL is also concerned about the requirement for transport modelling to be undertaken for a full ITA.   It considers that transport modelling, if necessary, 
would form part of any assessment of effects and be determined by the nature of the activity, the level of traffic generation and the reading environment. By 
referring to the assessment potentially needing traffic modelling in Appendix 7.15, PEL considers such modelling, which is extremely expensive, might be seen 
as the norm rather than being considered on a case by case basis taking into account the above factors. 
 
58.       Finally, PEL is concerned about the approach taken under Clause 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 in relation to car parking requirements for high trip generating activities 
such as supermarkets. As currently drafted, Rule 1 provides only minimum car parking requirements for small activities.  The Note that follows Rule 1 explains 
that car parking requirements for High Trip Generators is to be assessed as part of the ITA process under Rule 10, and the car parking requirements under Rule 
1 (for small activities} can be used as 'guidance' in that assessment. 
 
59.  In  PEL's view, the approach taken under Rule 1 and the associated Note creates significant uncertainty to those planning or designing 
developments with high trip generation, given that car parking  requirements for  the  development  will  not  be  determined  until resource  consent  is assessed 
and subsequently approved by the Council.  This makes development planning very difficult as car parking supply and layout are critical to the design process 
which occurs well in advance of the resource consent process.  To address this concern, PEL considers that the Replacement Plan should specifically provide 
minimum car parking requirements for larger (i.e. high trip generating) activities. 
  
PEL seeks as follows: 
 
(b)        Delete all the floor space and other thresholds in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and retain the 250 and  1000 vehicle movement thresholds provided in the 
Operative Plan to determine the necessity for ITA's outside of centres. 
  
FS 1270.26 

  

   

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

790.59 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

PEL seeks as follows, amend:  
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Limited (c) Either: 

(i) within all existing commercial centres exclude the requirement for an ITA for commercial development or expansion on the basis 

that transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of zoned centres by amending Rule 7.2.3.10 - High trip generators as follows: 

"7.2.3.10 rule 10 - High trip generators 

... 

1. An Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activties that are High Trip Generators (i.e are restricted discretionary 

activities under this rule) except where the activity is located in an existing District, Neighbourhood or Local Centre or Retail 

Park one and is listed as a permitted activity or controlled activity. 

..." 

or, 

(ii) in the alternative, amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 - High trip generators as follows: 

"... 

2. If an integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted current resource consent or a 

development exists at (insert date when Plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any development that already 

exists, or is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the 

resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed devleopment increases the level of traffic associated with a site, 

Rules 7.2.3.10 shall only apply when the cumulative net increase above the existng or consented level triggers the rule 

threshold. 

..." 

790 Progressive 

Enterprises 

Limited 

790.76 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

PEL seeks as follows: 
 
 
(c)  Clause 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip  generating  activities  be amended  as  follows  (or similar): 

 
'7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities 
 
Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed so that generallv to ensure that they: 
 
f. limit adverse effects and maximise positive effects from transport infrastructure and operations on the amenity of the surrounding areas, on 
the environment, and on Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua values; 
FS 1270.26 
FS 1359.263 

   

793 Church 

Property 

Trustees 

793.16 Oppose 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Add an additional clause to Policy 7.1.1.4. as follows:  

e. Provide for flexible approaches for car parking for existing community facilities that may be subject to post quake 

redevelopment including, but not limited to, reduced parking requirements.  

   

793 Church 

Property 

Trustees 

793.17 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 High trip generators  

Note 2 as follows, or similar:  

This rule does not apply to any repair or redevelopment of a site and associated buildings, facilities and items, where that 
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redevelopment or repair is required due to the effects of a natural hazard.  

795 Brents 

Investments 

Ltd 

795.7    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Combine Table 7.1 with the High Traffic generator Table under Rule 7.2.3.10.  

1444.133 
1359.274 

   

795 Brents 

Investments 

Ltd 

795.8    7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows (or to like effect): 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted resource consent or that holds 

existing use rights, then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment 

and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a development increases the 

level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply to the net increase from the existing consented level or that 

confirmed under existing use rights.  

1442.63 

1436.62 

1444.134 

1359.275 

   

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.5 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain the inclusion of car parking for accommodation which is ancillary to a tertiary education and research activity, within the 

overall parking associated with the tertiary education and research activity. 

FS 1427.38 

FS 1436.43 

FS 1442.44 

   

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.6 Support  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Reword Rule 7.2.3.2 to clarify the trigger for calculating cycle parking.   

   

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.7    7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Retain the inclusion of cycle parking for accommodation which is ancillary to a tertiary education and research activity, within the 

overall parking associated with the tertiary education and research activity.    

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.8 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Retain the cycle parking ratios in Appendix 7.2, but reword as follows:  

Activity Visitor Cycle Parks Staff/Student Cycle Parks 

Tertialry Education and 

Research Activtiy 

1 space / 100 student parks 

provided of student 

capacity 

1 staff space/ 4 FTE staff 

and 1 student space / 4 

FTE students 
 

   

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.9 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Reword Table 7.6 as follows:  

  

Number of staff/residents/students cycle 

parks 

Number of end of trip facilities required 

>10 1 locker per every 4 staff/resident/stu 

dent cycle park provided + 1 shower per 

every 10 50 staff cycle parks provided. 
 

   

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.10 Support  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

The primary relief sought is to delete Rule 7.2.3.10 in its entirety insofar as it relates to Education Activities.  

FS 1442.46 

FS 1436.45 

FS 1444.130 
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A(P): accept in part 
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A A(P) R 

FS 1427.40 
797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.21 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

At least the minimum number of car parking spaces in Table 7.2 in Appendix 7.1 shall be provided on the same site as the activity. 

In the case of the University of Canterbury, site includes all three campuses.  

   

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.22    7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Amend as follows:  

Cycle parking facilities in accordance with Appendix 7.2 shall be provided on the same site as the activity. In the case of the 

University of Canterbury, site includes all three campuses.  

FS 1427.39 

FS 1442.45 

FS 1436.44 

   

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.23    7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Delete the ‘student hostel accommodation’ parking requirement in Table 7.2 from under the ‘education activity’ heading and include 

it under the ‘residential activity’ heading.      

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.24    7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete the ‘student hostel accommodation’ parking requirement in Table 7.5 from under the ‘education activity’ heading and include 

it under the ‘residential activity’ heading.    

797 University of 

Canterbury 

797.26 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Provide an exclusion from Rule 7.2.3.10 for education activities. 

FS 1442.48 

FS 1436.47 

FS 1427.42 

   

803 Hagley / 

Ferrymead 

Community 

Board 

803.17 Neutral 7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

The Board submit that the plan should look toward the future uses and requirements and that the plan’s strategic direction and 

transport chapters should include reference to provision of rail transport. 

 

   

808 Cook 808.1 Oppose  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

 Amend rules so that Residential units are required to provide 2 car parking spaces. 

1427.50, 1427.49 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.9 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Amend 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 to include minimum car parking requirements for larger activities and delete the accompanying Note 

1450.634, 1444.135, 1270.21    

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.10 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 vehicle 

movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.278, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.11 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

In the first instance within all commercial centres exclude the requirement for an ITA for commercial development or expansion on 

the basis that transport congestion is an anticipated aspect of zoned centres as follows: 

7.2.3.10 Rule 10 – High trip generators 

…  

An Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for activities that are High Trip Generators (i.e. are restricted discretionary 
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A A(P) R 

activities under this rule) except where the activity is located in an existing District or Local Centre or Retail Park zone and is 

listed as a permitted activity.  

1444.136, 1450.635, 1270.21 

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.12 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

In the alternative amend Note 2. If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted 

current resource consent or a development exists at (insert date Plan becomes operative), then this rule does not apply to any 

development that already exists, or is within the scope of that Integrated Transport Assessment and in accordance with the resource 

consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed development increases the level of traffic 

associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply when the cumulative net increase above the existing or consented level 

triggers the rule threshold. 

1450.636, 1359.275, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.13 Neutral  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete the reference to modelling in i. of Table 2 of Appendix 7.15 as follows:  

Appendix 7.15 – Integrated transport assessment requirements checklist  

…  

2. Requirements for a full Integrated Transport Assessment  

…  

i . Assessment of effects Consideration of the effects the activity will have on the transport network for all modes including freight, 

and the effects the proposed transport infrastructure will have on the environment. This could include transport modelling.  

1450.637, 1359.276, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.14 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

. Delete table Table 7.6 - Minimum number of cycle parking end of trip facilities required  

1270.21    

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.16 Oppose  7.4-Appendices   

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.18 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 vehicle 

movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.279, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.19 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 vehicle 

movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.280, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 810.20 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- [7.2.3.10d] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000    
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Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

High trip generators vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.281,1270.21 

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.21 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

[7.2.3.10e] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.282, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.22 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

[7.2.3.10 f] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.   

1359.282, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.23 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

[7.2.3.10 g] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.284 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.24 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

[7.2.3.10 h] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.285,1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.25 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

[7.2.3.10 i] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.286, 1270.21  

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.26 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

[7.2.3.10 j] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.287, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.27 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 a] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.288, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.28 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 b] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.289, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

810.29 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 c] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other    
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Developments 

Ltd 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.290, 1270.21 

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.30 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 d] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.291, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.31 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 e] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.292, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.32 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 f] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.293, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.33 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 g] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.294, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.34 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 h] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.295, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.35 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 i] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.296, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.36 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

[Table 7.1 j] Delete all the floorspace and other thresholds in a. – j. in Rule 7.2.3.10 and Table 7.1 and rely on the 250 and 1000 

vehicle movement thresholds (k. or l. in the two tables) to determine the necessity for ITA’s outside of centres and make any other 

consequential amendments as necessary.  

1359.297, 1270.21 

   

810 Environ 

Projects Ltd 

and Luney 

Developments 

Ltd 

810.37 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete table Table 7.6 - Minimum number of cycle parking end of trip facilities required 

   

811 Dunn 811.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

811 Dunn 811.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

811 Dunn 811.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

812 Gray 812.6 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

I request a Barrington transport management plan be implemented 
   

813 Bain 813.4 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

I also request a Barrington Transport Management plan be implemented 
   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.8 Oppose  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

The transport objectives and policies require comprehensive review and amendments to focus on transport matters. 

7.1.1 (a) 

An integrated transport system: 

i. that is safe and efficient for accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using  all transport modes 

ii. that is responsive to the current recovery needs, future needs and economic development 

iii. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising integration with land use 

iv. that reduces dependency on private motor vehicles and promotes the use of public and active transport where practicable 

[delete v and vi] 

1450.164, 1444.137, 1270.5, 1376, 1443.87 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.9 Oppose  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule  

7.2.3.10 Rule 10 High trip generators 

Any activity on a site which is not in the Central City Business Zone that is not listed as a permitted acitivty in the activity status 

tables for any land use zone (irrepective of compliance with permitted acitivy standards) and generates more than 250 vehicle trips 

per day shall be a discretionary activity with the Council's discretion limited to the matters specified in 7.3.19 

[delete all other standards under 7.2.3.10] 

1359.298, 1444.138, 1450.165, 1270.5, 1376 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.10 Oppose  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

7.2.3.10 Rule 10 High trip generators 

Any activity on a site which is not in the Central City Business Zone that is not listed as a permitted acitivty in the activity status 

tables for any land use zone (irrepective of compliance with permitted acitivy standards) and generates more than 250 vehicle trips 

per day shall be a discretionary activity with the Council's discretion limited to the matters specified in 7.3.19 

[delete all other standards under 7.2.3.10]? 

1450.1666, 1270.5, 1376 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.11 Oppose  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters.  

1359.300, 1450.168 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.12 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

Minimum car parking requirements apply to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 
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car parks required 
  Applicable to Rule Matters of 

discretion 

a
. 

Any activity, unless: 

1. located within a 
commercial zone that 
is identified as 
a local or neighbourho
od centre in Chapter 
15; or 

2. it is an activity that 
requires resource 
consent underrule 
7.2.3.10- High Trip 
Generators 

At least the 
minimum number of 
car parking spaces 
inTable 7.2 
inAppendix 7.1shall 
be provided on the 
samesiteas the 
activity. 

Matters specified 
in7.3.1 

b
. 

Any required car parks 
available to the general public. 

Car parking spaces 
shall be provided 
with the minimum 
dimensions inTable 
7.4 inAppendix 7.1. 

Matters specified 
in7.3.2 

c
. 

Any activity: 

1. where standard car 
parks are provided, or 

2. containingbuildings 
with aGFAof more 
than 2,500 m2 

At least the 
minimum number of 
car parking spaces 
for people with 
disabilities in 
accordance 
withTable 7.3 
inAppendix 7.1shall 
be provided on the 
samesiteas the 
activity. 

Matters specified 
in7.3.3 

Note: The amount of car parking spaces required for activities that require resource consent under Rule 10 in this 
chapter (i.e. a High Trip Generator) will be determined through the resource consent process under Rule 10 (i.e. as part 
of the Integrated Transport Assessment process). The requirements for a minimum number of car parking spaces 
under Rule 1 can be used as guidance for High Trip Generators.  

1359.301, 1450.169, 1270.5, 1376 

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.13 Oppose  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements 

  Applicable to Rule Matters of 
discretion 

a
. 

Any activity with avehicle 
access. 

On-
site manoeuvring 
area shall be 
provided in 
accordance 
with Appendix 7.6. 

Matters 
specified 
in7.3.6 

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41621
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41631
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41631
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24588
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24896
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24588
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25665
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41513
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24588
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=20052
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26545
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26536
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25374
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24569
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b
. 

Any activity with a vehicle 
access to: 

1. a major or minor 
arterial road; or 

2. acollector roadwhere 
three or more car 
parking spaces are 
provided on site; or 

3. six or more car 
parking spaces; or 

4. a heavy vehicle bay 
required b yRule 
7.2.3.3. 

On-
site manoeuvring 
area shall be 
provided to 
ensure that a 
vehicle can 
manoeuvre in a 
forward gear onto 
or and off a site. 

Matters 
specified 
in7.3.6 

1359.302, 1450.170, 1270.5, 1376 

 

 Applicable to  Rule Matters of discretion 

 
a
. 

 Any activity with a vehicle 
access. 

 On-site manoeuvring area shall 
be provided in accordance 
with Appendix 7.6. 

Matters specified in 7.3.6 

 
b
. 

Any activity with a vehicle 
access to:  
 

1.  a major or minor arterial road; or 

2. a collector road where three or 
more car parking spaces are 
provided onsite; or 

3. six or more car parking spaces; or 

4. a heavy vehicle bay required 
byRule 7.2.3.3. 

On-site manoeuvring area shall 
be provided to ensure that a 
vehicle can manoeuvre in a 
forward gear onto or off asite. 

Matters specified in 7.3.6 

 

 Applicable to  Rule Matters of discretion 

 
a
. 

 Any activity with a vehicle 
access. 

 On-site manoeuvring area shall 
be provided in accordance 
with Appendix 7.6. 

Matters specified in 7.3.6 

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41624
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41627
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41627
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41528
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41603
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26538
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26538
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24569
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25374
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24569
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41624
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41627
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41528
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41603
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26538
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24569
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=25374
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24569
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A(P): accept in part 
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A A(P) R 

 
b
. 

Any activity with a vehicle 
access to:  
 

1.  a major or minor arterial road; or 

2. a collector road where three or 
more car parking spaces are 
provided onsite; or 

3. six or more car parking spaces; or 

4. a heavy vehicle bay required 
byRule 7.2.3.3. 

On-site manoeuvring area shall 
be provided to ensure that a 
vehicle can manoeuvre in a 
forward gear onto or off asite. 

Matters specified in 7.3.6 

 

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.33 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators.  

1359.299, 1450.167 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.49 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

7.1.1.1. a 

A road network that recognises different access and movement functions for all transport modes, whilst: 

i. ensuring supporting the continued safe and efficient operation of the transport network for all modes, including freight; 

[delete ii] 

iii providing space for utility services 

iv reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity 

v. recognising cross-boundary connections with adjoining districts 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.50 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed with regard to ensurethe extent that they: 

a. are accessible by a range of transport modes and promote public and active transport use 

b. promote the safe and efficient and effectiveuse of the transport system 

[delete c.] 

d. c reduce the impact of trip generation through travel plans and other travel demand management measures 

ed avoid or mitigate significant adverse effects from development on the transport systemincluding reverse sensitivity efffects on the 

strategic network 

[delete what is currently f] 

 gf encourage the use of parking managments measures which to the extent they are practicable: 

i. makes efficient use of the land 

ii. minimise adverse effects on the safety. efficiency and amenity of the surrounding areas, including the transport network, 

[delete iii] 

iv support recovery and economic activity 

v. encourage public and active transport use 

h g provide for the transport needs of people with disabilities 

ih maximise  integrates and coordinatesion with the transport system including planned and committed  transport infrastructure and 

service improvements by coordinating land use and the implementation of transport infrastructure and services 

1270.6? 

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41765
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41624
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41627
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41528
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41603
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=26538
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41780
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24569
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814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.51 Neutral 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

(a) 

Ensure the number, location, design and gradient of vehicle accesses and associated manouvering 

[delete i,ii,iii] 

iv. is designed to encourage safe and attractive transport access; and enables the safe and efficient operation of the transport system. 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.52 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend 7.1.1.4. c: 

c.  Provide for flexible approaches to car parking in local and neighbourhood centres provision to support the use of public and active 

transport and existing parking supply. 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.53 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

a. Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to: 

i. operate safely and efficiently 

ii. incorporate CPTED and good urban design principles where practicable 

[delete all other requirements] 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.54 Neutral 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

7.1.1.6 a (ii) 

ensuring activities provide an adequate amount of safe, secure, attractive and convenient cycle parking and associated end of trip 

facilities  

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.55 Neutral 7.1.1.7-Policy 7 - 

Rail level crossings 

7.1.1.7 a: 

Improve or ?and maintain safety at road/ rail level crossings 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.56 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

a. Minimise the adverse effects and maximise positive Manage the  effects from new transport infrastructure and changes to existing 

transport infrastructure on the environment, including effects associated with: 

i. air quality and water quality 

ii. economic recovery 

iii. severance 

iv. water quality 

iv. noise, vibration and glare 

vi the vibration 

vii. glare 

v. the Amenity and safety of all transport users 

vi. effects on the built environment; and 

vii cultural values 

[delete xi, and all of b.] 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.57 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Amend the following are assessment matters for Rule 1a, Section 7.2.3.1: 

1. Whether the equivalent number of parking spaces can be conveniently and appropriately provided on a 
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A(P): accept in part 
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separate site which:  

1. is sited within safe and easy walking distance of the activity; and 

2. does not require people to cross arterial roads to gain access to the activity, thereby compromising the safety of 
pedestrians and the function of theroad, unless there are safe crossing facilities; and/or 

3. is clearly associated with the activity through signage or other means; and/or 

4. whether a legal agreement has been entered into, bonding the parking to the activity; and/or 

5. is surrounded by appropriate land use activities with which the car parking is compatible. 

2. Whether the parking demand occurs at a different time from another land use activity, with which a parking area could 
be shared without adverse effects for on street parking. 

3. Whether a legal agreement has been entered into securing mutual usage of any parking areas shared with other 
activities. 

4. Where the required number of off-street car parking spaces are not to be provided:  

1. whether the proposal or application demonstrates that it will generate more or less parking and/or staff parking 
demand than is required by this District Plan; 

2. whether the required parking can physically be accommodated on the site and/or off site; 

3. whether the movement function, safety and amenity values of the road network and surrounding environment may be 
adversely affected by extra parked and manoeuvring vehicles on these roads; 

4. whether the site is well serviced by public transport and is designed or operated to facilitate public transport use; 

5. whether additional cycle parking facilities (more than the number required by this District Plan) have been provided to 
off-set a reduction in the number of car parking spaces, and there is a reasonable expectation of them being used; 

6. the cumulative effect of the lack of on-site parking spaces for the proposal in conjunction with other activities in the 
vicinity which are not providing the required number of parking spaces; 

7. whether the reduction in parking will affect the ability of future activities on the site to meet the parking requirements; 

8. whether the safety of pedestrians will be affected by being set down on-street; 

9. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking will reduce travel to the activity by private 
vehicles and facilitate public and active transport use, such as through the development and implementation of 
a travel plan; 

10. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking will enable a significant improvement in the 
urban design, appearance, andamenity values of the site and a more efficient site layout without compromising 
the amenity values, safety and efficiency of the transport network; 

11. whether a reduction in, or waiver of, the required on-site car parking is appropriate because there are other public 
parking facilities close to the activity that can be used by people accessing the activity; and 

12. whether there are mitigating factors for a reduced parking supply, with regard given to the parking reduction 
adjustment factors in Appendix 7.14. 

13. 1270.6 

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.58 Neutral  7.3.4-Minimum 

number of cycle 

parking facilities 

required 

7.3.4 additional  

6 Whether the activity will generate more or less cycle parking demand than is required by this Plan 

1270.6? 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.59 Neutral  7.3.5-Minimum 

number of loading 

spaces required 

Amend 7.3.5 (1) 

1. Whether the nature and operation of the particular activity will require dedicated loading spaces or alternative loading 

arrangements of a different size, number and frequency of use 

1270.6 
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No. 

Last Name Submission 
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Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 
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A A(P) R 

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.60 Neutral  7.3.10-Vehicle 

access design 
Amend the following are assessment matters for Rule 7a, Section 7.2.3.7: 
 

1. 1. Whether the driveway serves more than one site and the extent to which other users of the driveway may be 
adversely affected. 

2. 2. Whether there are any adverse effects on the safety and amenity values of neighbouring immediately 
adjoining properties and/or the function of the transport network. 

3. 3. The effects on the safety and security of people using the facility. 

4. 4. Whether the access disrupts, or results in conflicts with, active frontages, convenient and safe pedestrian 
circulation and cycling flows. 

5. 5. Whether the safety of pedestrians, particularly the aged and people with disabilities, will be compromised by the 
length of time needed to cross any footpath that adjoins the access wider driveway. 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.61    7.3.11-Queuing 

spaces 
The following are assessment matters for Rule 7b, Section 7.2.3.7: 
 
1. 1.Whether there would be any adverse effects on the safety, amenity values and/or efficient operation and 

functioning of the frontage road or a rail level crossing for all modes. 

2. The effect of queuing vehicles on the safety of pedestrians and cyclists. 

3. 1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.62 Neutral  7.3.15-Maximum 

number of vehicle 

crossings 

   

1. Any cumulative effects of the introduction of extra vehicle crossings in the immediate when considered in the context 
of existing and future vehicle crossings serving other activities in the vicinity. 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.63 Neutral  7.3.16-Minimum 

distance between 

vehicle crossings and 

intersections 

Amend 7.3.18 (8) and (9) 

1. 8. Any cumulative effects of the proposed crossing(s) when considered in the context other of existing and 
future vehicle crossings serving other activities in the immediate vicinity. 

2. 9. Whether traffic mitigation measures such as medians, no right turn or left turn signs, or traffic calming measures 
are proposed. 

3. 1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.64 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Amend High Trip Generators 7.3.19 as follows:  
Note- In some circumstances and for significant developments, the assessment of these matters may be assisted through the preparation of an Integrated 

Transportation Assessment (further guidance on preparing an Integrated Transport Assessment may be obtained from Christchurch City Council's Integrated 

Transport Assessment Guidelines) 

1. The actual or potential level of vehicle, cycle and pedestrian traffic likely to be generated from and moving past the proposed access point(s), particuarly at 

peak times. 

2. The extent to which the access point(s), particuarly at peak times. 

3. The extent to which any extra conflict may be created by vehicles queuing on the frontage road  past the vehicle crossing 

4. The ability to gain access to an alternative road which has a lesser traffic function and the environmental impacts on that alternative in respect to residential 

amenities where relevant. 

5. The extent to which the noise, vibration and fumes of vehicles at the access would affect surrounding activities, particularly residences. 

6. The extent to which the physical form of the frontage road (either existing or proposed) may mitigate the adverse effects of the extra vehicle movements 

generated. For Example the presence of a solid median to stop right hand turns. 
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7. Whether the sight distances at the access are adequate to provide safe access/egress with reference to 'Road and Traffic Standards Guidelines for Visibility at 

Driveways' 

1. 8 Whether the environmental effects of vehicles using the site will adversely affect surrounding activities, particularly residential activities. 
2. 9 Whether the proposed activity is located, designed or operated to minimise or reduce travel to and from the activity by private vehicles and 

encourage public and active transport use. 
3. Whether the provision of parking,accessandmanoeuvring areas, includingloadingand servicing deliveries, affects the safety,accessibility,andamenity 

valuesof thesiteand surrounding network. 
4. 10 Whether the proposal has demonstrated theaccessibilityof thesiteby a range of transportmodes. 
5. Whether the proposal considers and responds to issues and outcomes arising from consultation with the relevantroadcontrolling authorities, public 

transport provider
1
and/or KiwiRail. 

6. Whether the proposal adequately provides for the mobility needs of all users of thesite, including whether there are sufficient parking spaces for people 

with disabilities to meet demand and whether these parking spaces are coloured blue so they can be easily identified. 
7. 11 Whether the proposal integrates with, and minimises adverse effects on, the safe, efficient functioning of the transport network and theamenity 

values of the surrounding environment. 
8. 12 Whether the proposal minimises the number of vehicle access points proposed is appropriate to transport corridors, taking into account:  

a. the movement function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimisingaccesses on to arterial roads, in particular 

the strategic transport network, or gaining access to an alternative road which has a lesser movement function, whilst having regard to the 

environmental effects on that alternativeroadwith respect toresidential amenity; 
b. opportunities for sharing access with other activities; 
c. the place function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimisingaccesses on to streets that are within the Urban 

(Centres) place function category, especiallyKey Pedestrian Frontagesshown on the planning maps, or gainingaccessto an alternativeroadwith 

lesser pedestrian flows or a lesser adverse effect onamenity values; 
d. whether the frontage road is identified as part of one of the five modal networks as described inAppendix 7.12.1.b; 
e. whether any conflict arises because of the location of multiple theaccess points. with respect to adjacentaccesspoints has the potential for 

vehicle conflict or confusion between drivers turning into and out of accessways; 
f. visibility and obstruction of pedestrian crossings: 
g. access to networkutilities; and 
h. the impact of multiplevehicle crossings(which break up berm,landscaping, footpath andcycle waycontinuity) on streetscapeamenity values, 

retail frontage areas and pedestrian and cycle movements.  
9. Any effects of any car parking andloading spacesproposed to be provided, and whether the number of car parking spaces proposed to be provided 

meets or exceeds anticipated demand, is appropriate for the needs of the activity (considering people's and communities' social, cultural and economic 

wellbeing), supports urban consolidation, and supports the recovery needs of the district. 
10. Whether the minimum car parking space requirements (as shown inTable 7.2ofAppendix 7.1) are appropriate for the activity, and whether there are 

mitigating factors for a reduced parking supply, having regard to the parking reduction adjustment factors inAppendix 7.14. 
11. Whether more parking spaces than stated in the minimum car parking space requirements (as shown inTable 7.2 of Appendix 7.1)should be provided 

to address any adverse effects on the safety, efficiency andamenity values of the surroundingenvironment, including the transport network. 
12. The ability to operate parking in a coordinated or shared way with other car park areas. 
13. Where there is more than one public entrance to thebuilding, the extent to which visitor cycle parking is apportioned between the entrances in 

accordance with their potential usage. 
14. Whether anyaccesses to the activity are directly opposite a T-intersection and whether theaccesscan be moved to avoid this situation. 
15. Whether Crime Prevention through Environment Design (CPTED) principles and techniques have been used to mitigate any safety issues. 
16. The extent to which pedestrians and cyclists have safe and easy access to and through the site from the surrounding area and whether any mitigation 

measures are proposed to improve accessibility and safety for pedestrians and cyclists, including consideration of whether the traffic volumes and 

speed on the nearby streets could affect the ability of pedestrians and cyclists to have safe and easy access to the site. 
17. Whether the activity will increase the amount of freight and volume of heavy vehicles on local or collector roads adjoining residential zones.  

1
The public transport provider for Christchurch is the Canterbury Regional Council (Environment Canterbury). 

  

The following assessment matters (18 - 21) are only applicable for High Trip Generator activities which exceed the thresholds in the following Table 
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7.1. A full Integrated Transport Assessment shall be undertaken for high trip generators that exceed the thresholds in Table 7.1. Only a basic Integrated 

Transport Assessment (which does not need to cover assessment matters 18-21) needs to be undertaken for High Trip Generators that do not exceed 

the thresholds inTable 7.1. 

  
  
Table 7.1- Thresholds for full Integrated Transport Assessments   
  
 Activity 
Thresholds 
a. 
Education Activities (unless specified below) 
≥ 600 FTE students 
 b. 
Education Activities (Pre-School) 
 ≥ 240 children 
c. 
Guest Accommodation Activities 
 ≥ 160 bedrooms 
d. 
Health Care Facilities 
≥ 1000 m

2 
GFA 

e. 
Industrial Activities (unless specified below) 
≥ 3320 m

2 
GFA 

f. 
Industrial Activities (Warehousing and Distribution Activities) 
≥ 41,600 m

2 
GFA 

g. 
Offices 
≥ 3840 m

2 
GFA 

h. 
Residential Activities 
≥ 92 Residential Units 
i. 
Retail Activities (unless specified below) 
≥ 1000 m

2 
GLFA 

j. 
Retail Activities (Food and Beverage Outlet) 
≥ 280 m

 2
PFA 

l. 
All other activities 
≥ 1000 vehicle trips per day

2 
  
 

 
2 
If the activity has fluctuations in daily vehicle trips, then the calculation should be based on an average of the days (across the week) that the activity 

operates. 
  

  

18. Any cumulative effects of present and projected trip generation (for all transport modes) from the activity in conjunction with trip generation from 

other activities in the vicinty. For Clarificcation, this is limited to exsiting and consented activities  and associated construction work, when considered 

in the context of existing and future trip generation from other activities in the vicinity. 
19. Whether the development is of a scale and in a location where a public transport interchange should be provided. 
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20. Whether the proposal has considered the impact of any future planned and committed upgrades to the transport network near to thesitewhich may 

affect the activity. For clarification this is limited to committed transport projects in the Councils Three Year Plan or Long Term Council Community 

Plan 
21. Whether the proposal or application has demonstrated that travel demand will be reduced through the implementation of atravel planfor the activity. 

 1270.6 

  Whether the environmental effects of vehicles using the site will adversely affect surrounding activities, particularly residential 

activities.  

  Whether the proposed activity is located, designed or operated to minimise or reduce travel to and from the activity by private 

vehicles and encourage public and active transport use.  

  Whether the provision of parking, access and manoeuvring areas, including loading and servicing deliveries, affects the 

safety, accessibility, and amenity values of the site and surrounding network.  

  Whether the proposal has demonstrated the accessibility of the site by a range of transport modes.  

  Whether the proposal considers and responds to issues and outcomes arising from consultation with the relevant road controlling 

authorities, public transport provider1 and/or KiwiRail.  

  Whether the proposal adequately provides for the mobility needs of all users of the site, including whether there are sufficient 

parking spaces for people with disabilities to meet demand and whether these parking spaces are coloured blue so they can be easily 

identified.  

  Whether the proposal integrates with, and minimises adverse effects on, the safe, efficient functioning of the transport network and 

the amenity values of the surrounding environment.  

  Whether the proposal minimises the number of vehicle access points to transport corridors, taking into account: 

 

1. the movement function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimising accesses on to arterial roads, in 

particular the strategic transport network, or gaining access to an alternative road which has a lesser movement function, whilst 

having regard to the environmental effects on that alternative road with respect to residential amenity; 

2. opportunities for sharing access with other activities; 

3. the place function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimising accesses on to streets that are within 

the Urban (Centres) place function category, especially Key Pedestrian Frontages shown on the planning maps, or gaining access to 

an alternative road with lesser pedestrian flows or a lesser adverse effect on amenity values; 

4. whether the frontage road is identified as part of one of the five modal networks as described in Appendix 7.12.1.b; 

5. whether the location of the access points with respect to adjacent access points has the potential for vehicle conflict or confusion 

between drivers turning into and out of accessways; 

6. visibility and obstruction of pedestrian crossings: 

7. access to network utilities; and 

8. the impact of multiple vehicle crossings (which break up berm, landscaping, footpath and cycle way continuity) on 

streetscape amenity values, retail frontage areas and pedestrian and cycle movements. 

  Any effects of any car parking and loading spaces proposed to be provided, and whether the number of car parking spaces 

proposed to be provided meets or exceeds anticipated demand, is appropriate for the needs of the activity (considering people's and 

communities' social, cultural and economic wellbeing), supports urban consolidation, and supports the recovery needs of the district.  

  Whether the environmental effects of vehicles using the site will adversely affect surrounding activities, particularly residential 

activities.  

  Whether the proposed activity is located, designed or operated to minimise or reduce travel to and from the activity by private 

vehicles and encourage public and active transport use.  

  Whether the provision of parking, access and manoeuvring areas, including loading and servicing deliveries, affects the 

safety, accessibility, and amenity values of the site and surrounding network.  

  Whether the proposal has demonstrated the accessibility of the site by a range of transport modes.  
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  Whether the proposal considers and responds to issues and outcomes arising from consultation with the relevant road controlling 

authorities, public transport provider1 and/or KiwiRail.  

  Whether the proposal adequately provides for the mobility needs of all users of the site, including whether there are sufficient 

parking spaces for people with disabilities to meet demand and whether these parking spaces are coloured blue so they can be easily 

identified.  

  Whether the proposal integrates with, and minimises adverse effects on, the safe, efficient functioning of the transport network and 

the amenity values of the surrounding environment.  

  Whether the proposal minimises the number of vehicle access points to transport corridors, taking into account: 

 

1. the movement function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimising accesses on to arterial roads, in 

particular the strategic transport network, or gaining access to an alternative road which has a lesser movement function, whilst 

having regard to the environmental effects on that alternative road with respect to residential amenity; 

2. opportunities for sharing access with other activities; 

3. the place function classification of the frontage road and opportunities that exist for minimising accesses on to streets that are within 

the Urban (Centres) place function category, especially Key Pedestrian Frontages shown on the planning maps, or gaining access to 

an alternative road with lesser pedestrian flows or a lesser adverse effect on amenity values; 

4. whether the frontage road is identified as part of one of the five modal networks as described in Appendix 7.12.1.b; 

5. whether the location of the access points with respect to adjacent access points has the potential for vehicle conflict or confusion 

between drivers turning into and out of accessways; 

6. visibility and obstruction of pedestrian crossings: 

7. access to network utilities; and 

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.65 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

delete point 5 of Appendix 7.1 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.66 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend Table 7.3- minimum number of car parks for people with disabilities 

c. 2 for the first 50 car park spaces +1 additional disability car park for every additional 50 car parks or part thereof 

1207.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.67 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Amend 1 (c) 

c. Stands shall adequately support the bicycle frame and front wheel 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.68 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Amend 2 (c)  

Located in a covered, secured area that is not open to the general public 

Delete 2(d) 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.69 Neutral  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 
1. The minimum number of on-site loading spaces provided shall be in accordance with Table 7.7. Where an activity 
does not fall within a particular category, the activity which is closest in definition shall apply. Where the calculation of the 
required loading space results in a fractional space, any fraction that is less than one-half will be disregarded and any 
fraction of one-half or more will be counted as one space.  

1. a. The loading space requirements listed in Table 7.7 are categorised by activity. When calculating the overall loading 
space requirements for an activity the separation of areas into different activities will be required where the GFA of an 
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A A(P) R 

activity (or PFA or other such measurement that the standards for the relevant activity is based upon) exceeds 10 per 
cent of the total GFA of the activity. The total loading space requirement for any activity will be the sum of the parking 
loading requirements for each area. 

2. b. Where the calculation of the required loading space results in a fractional space, any fraction that is less than one-
half will be disregarded and any fraction of one-half or more will be counted as one space. 

3. c. Where an activity falls under the definition of more than one activity in Table 7.7, then the higher loading space 
requirement shall apply. 

4. d.Where an activity does not fall within a particular category, the activity which is closest in definition shall apply. 

5. e. Any space required for loading other than for a residential activity shall be available for staff and visitors during the 
hours of operation and shall not be diminished by the subsequent erection of any structure, storage of goods, or any 
other use. 

1270.6 

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.70 Oppose  7.4.6-Appendix 7.6 - 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Delete Appendix 7.6 (3) 

1270.6 
   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.71 Neutral  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

Amend 7.7 c as follows: 

All vehicle access to and within a site in a residential zone shall allow clear visibility above 1 metre for a width of at least 1.5 metres 

either side of the entrance for at least 2 metres measured from the road boundary 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.72 Neutral  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

1. If an activity is a High Trip Generator under7.2.3.10 Rule 10of this chapter or requires resource consent under7.2.3.1 Rule 1of this chapter because the 
activity does not meet the minimum parking requirements, the amount of parking proposed will be assessed through a resource consent application. 
The following parking reduction adjustment factors can be considered as part of the resource consent process. These suggested reductions from the 
minimum parking requirements are simply suggestions: the exact suitability for the reduction, (considering the specific characteristics of the activity and 
its location), can be considered through the resource consent process. 

1270.6 

   

814 AMP Capital 

Palms Pty 

Limited 

814.73 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete Appendix 7.15 Integrated transport assessment requirements checklist 

1270.6    

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.7 Oppose 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

The transport objectives and policies require comprehensive review and amendments to focus on transport matters. 

1450.171, 1270.6 

   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.8 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule 

1450.172, 1270.6 

   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.9 Oppose  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

1450.173, 1270.6 

   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.10 Oppose  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

1450.176, 1270.6 

   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

816.11 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

Minimum car parking requirements apply to all activities, not just non-high trip generators 
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Limited and dimensions of 

car parks required 

1450.175, 1270.6 

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.12 Oppose  7.2-Rules- All zones 

outside the Central 

City 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters. 

1450.174, 1270.6 

   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.13 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

1270.6, 1450.176 

   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.14 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

1270.6, 1450.176 
   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.15 Oppose  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

1270.6, 1450.176 
   

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.16    7.4.6-Appendix 7.6 - 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

1270.6, 1450.176    

816 TEL Property 

Nominees 

Limited 

816.17 Oppose  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

1270.6, 1450.176 
   

818 Fendalton / 

Waimairi 

Community 

Board 

818.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Objective 7.1.1: 

The Board supports the objective of a more sustainable transport system, improved cycle ways and public transport. However the 

Board also notes that the number of on site parking spaces for new developments (including medium and high density housing 

complexes) suggested under the model in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 appear to be at an absolute minimum and potentially impractical level 

until such time as the public transport and cycleway infrastructure is in place.  

FS - 1347.21, 1351.38 

   

818 Fendalton / 

Waimairi 

Community 

Board 

818.11    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Appendix 7.1: In the short term the pressure for on and off street parking will continue.  

FS - 1347.22 
   

818 Fendalton / 

Waimairi 

Community 

Board 

818.13    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

The Board advises that such formulae ( 7.2 and 7.3 ) must also take into account the impact of the proposals in Chapter 3 Temporary 

Recovery Activities - to extend the timeframe to 2018 for temporary relocations which of themselves generate traffic/parking ‘hot 

spots’ that may now continue to 2018/19. ie there is already huge on street parking pressure from such relocations leaving little or no 

capacity for any additional short term parking requirements necessitated whilst cycle ways and public transport facilities are 

improved.  

FS - 1347.22 

   

828 Brooke 828.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

828 Brooke 828.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

828 Brooke 828.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

837 Rangi Ruru 

Girls' School 

837.6 Oppose 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Policy 7.1.1 NPR: 

Add a new Policy 7.1.1.9 as follows:  

In the case of long-standing activities such as schools and churches, where redevelopment or expansion is proposed, assessment shall 

be confined to any increased effects of such redevelopment or expansion, rather than the existing effects of the activity.  

FS - 1347.27, 1359.303, 1442.64, 1436.63, 1250.5 

   

837 Rangi Ruru 

Girls' School 

837.7    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Rule 7.2.3.10, Note 2 

Amend Chapter 7, Rule 7.2.3.10, Note 2 as follows:  

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for this site as part of a granted current resource consent or that 

holds existing use rights, then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that Integrated Transport 

Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed 

development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply to the net increase above the existing 

consented level or that existing all this site as of 1 August 2014;  

or other and consequential relief or further amendments as are considered appropriate and necessary by the hearings panel to address 

the concerns set out herein.  

FS - 1442.65, 1250.6, 1359.34 

   

851 Oldman 851.2    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Rule 7.2.3.1 Appendix 7.1: Amend as follows: 

Any development needs to provide for a minimum of two off-street car spaces (including one garage) per unit, plus one visitor park 

per five apartments to help mitigate the parking, and accessibility of the street. 

   

855 Beintmann 855.6   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

855 Beintmann 855.7   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

855 Beintmann 855.8    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

856 Thompson 856.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

856 Thompson 856.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

856 Thompson 856.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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and dimensions of 

car parks required 

857 Goto 857.11   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

857 Goto 857.12   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

857 Goto 857.13    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

858 Horrell 858.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

858 Horrell 858.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

858 Horrell 858.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

859 Fairhurst 859.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

859 Fairhurst 859.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

859 Fairhurst 859.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

860 Dalley 860.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

860 Dalley 860.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

860 Dalley 860.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

861 Wilson 861.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

861 Wilson 861.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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parking and loading 

861 Wilson 861.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

862 Ferguson 862.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

862 Ferguson 862.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

862 Ferguson 862.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.25 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

[add a new sub-clause] 

(a) An integrated transport system….  

(v) that provides high quality, safe and efficient transport links between rail, road, port and airport facilities and that 

provides for the use and development of strategic transport infrastructure; 

1453, 1435, 1434, 1354.2 

   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.26 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

7.1.1.2 High trip generating activities  

High trip generating activities are anticipated in the locations identified for accommodating significant urban growth and 

development, including the strategic Christchurch International Airport and Lyttelton Port of Christchurch transportation 

hubs, the City Centre, Key Activity Centres, and Neighbourhood Centres, and greenfield priority growth areas. The 

transport network is to be managed and upgraded to support trip growth in these locations where such growth is anticipated 

and planned for. The triggers for assessing the trips generated by new activities are to be set in accordance with the location 

in which the activity is located. The location and design of high trip generating activities are to be assessed to ensure that 

they:….  

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed to ensure that they: …..  

FS 1453, 1435, 1434, 1444.143, 1334.21, 1450.671, 1354.3 

   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.27 Neutral 7.1.2-Objective 2 - 

Adverse effects from 

the transport system 

Relocate and renumber Policy 7.1.1.8 so that it sits under Objective 7.1.2 as policy 7.1.2.1.  

FS 1453, 1435, 1434,  
   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.28 Neutral 7.1.2-Objective 2 - 

Adverse effects from 

the transport system 

b. Add a new Policy as follows: 

7.1.2.2 Effects from strategic transport infrastructure  

To manage any adverse effects from the ongoing use, repair, and development of strategic transport infrastructure including 

Christchurch International Airport and Lyttelton Port of Christchurch, whilst recognising the national and regional scale 

and importance of this infrastructure, the role of strategic infrastructure in the recovery of the City and in the case of 
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Lyttelton Port of Christchurch the significant repair and reconfiguration necessary as a result of earthquake damage.  

FS 1453, 1435, 1434 

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.30 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

(a) Exclusion of the requirement for an ITA for development within the Special Purpose (Airport) zone.   

FS 1453, 1435, 1434, 1444.144, 1450.672 
   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.31 Support  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

In the alternative: (b) That the thresholds for ITA’s (both Basic and Full) be reconsidered so as to realign more with the current 

operative Christchurch City Plan provisions. 

FS 1453, 1435, 1434, 1334.22, 1450.673 

   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.32    7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

That in relation to Full ITA’s, consideration be given to the situations in which they would actually be necessary, in particular the 

need for costly modelling, taking into account the potential for actual and potential effects on the transport network, and the ability to 

request further information under Section 92 of the RMA. 

FS 1453, 1435, 1434, 1450.674 

   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.33    7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

That the assessment matters in 7.3.19 be reconsidered to better reflect the above relief. [That in relation to Full ITA’s, consideration 

be given to the situations in which they would actually be necessary, in particular the need for costly modelling, taking into account 

the potential for actual and potential effects on the transport network, and the ability to request further information under Section 92 

of the RMA]  

FS 1453, 1435, 1434, 1450.675 

   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.34    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

That Table 7.1 be incorporated into the High Traffic Generator rule rather than its current location in the assessment matters. 

FS 1453, 1435, 1434, 1450.676 
   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.35 Support  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows (or to like effect): 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted current resource consent or that 

holds existing use rights, then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that Integrated Transport 

Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, where a proposed 

development increases the level of traffic associated with a site, 7.2.3.10 shall only apply to the net increase above the existing 

consented level or development that exists at the date the Plan becomes operative, and when a proposed new development in 

itself generates trips above the rule threshold.  

FS 1453, 1435, 1434, 1450.677, 1354.4 

   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.36    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

If CIAL’s submission point above (exclusion from Rule 7.3.10) is accepted, then CIAL requests that 7.2.3.1 Rule 1 is amended to 

include minimum car parking requirements for all activities in the Special Purpose Airport Zone.  

FS 1453, 1435, 1434 

   

863 Christchurch 

International 

Airport 

Limited 

863.37 Support  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

SUPPORT 

CIAL supports the minimum car parking requirements specified in this Rule. 

FS 1453, 1435, 1434 

   

864 Pratt 864.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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system 

864 Pratt 864.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

864 Pratt 864.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

869 Ashman 869.6   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

869 Ashman 869.7   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

869 Ashman 869.8    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

870 Croft 870.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

870 Croft 870.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

870 Croft 870.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

871 O'Keefe 871.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

871 O'Keefe 871.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

871 O'Keefe 871.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

872 Haddock 872.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

872 Haddock 872.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

872 Haddock 872.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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car parks required 

873 de Wit 873.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

873 de Wit 873.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

873 de Wit 873.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

875 Black 875.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

875 Black 875.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

875 Black 875.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

877 Hughes 877.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

877 Hughes 877.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

877 Hughes 877.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

878 Currie 878.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

878 Currie 878.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

878 Currie 878.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

879 Brown 879.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

879 Brown 879.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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879 Brown 879.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

880 Moyle 880.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

880 Moyle 880.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

880 Moyle 880.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

881 Heynike 881.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

881 Heynike 881.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

881 Heynike 881.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

883 Meldrum 883.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

883 Meldrum 883.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

883 Meldrum 883.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.19 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Policy 7.1.1 - NPR: 

Insert a new policy addressing reverse sensitivity issues adjacent to transport routes integral to mineral extraction activities as 

follows:  

7.1.1.X Policy X – Mineral extraction transport routes  

To manage reverse sensitivity effects and ensure utilisation of mineral resources is not constrained by avoiding the establishment of 

sensitive activities including subdivision, use and development adjacent to routes identified for transport associated with mineral 

extraction activities.  

FS - 1412, 1445, 1279.19, 1445.20, 1347.26 

   

886 Canterbury 886.20 Oppose 7-Chapter 7 Modify the provisions of Chapter 7 – Transport to better reflect the land use and location associated with high trip generating    
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Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

Transport activities. 

FS - 1445, 1412, 1445.21, 1316.18, 1279.20 

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.21 Oppose 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Policy 7.1.1.2: 

Modify 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities to better account for the land use responsible for the traffic generation as 

follows:  

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities  

Where appropriate based on the land use and location, Rrequire that the location and design of high trip generating activities are 

assessed to ensure that they:  

a. are accessible by a range of transport modes and promote public and active transport use;  

b. promote the safe, efficient and effective use of the transport system;  

c. […]  

FS - 1412, 1445, 1445.22, 1279.21, 1316.19 

   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.22 Support 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

AMEND 

Modify 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities to better account for the land use responsible for the traffic generation as 

follows:  

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities Where appropriate based on the land use and location, Rrequire that the 

location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed to ensure that they: 

a. are accessible by a range of transport modes and promote public and active transport use;  

b. promote the safe, efficient and effective use of the transport system;  

c. […]  

1445.22, 1279.21, 1316.19 

   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.23 Support  7.2.2.1-Permitted 

activities 

AMEND 

Insert a new permitted activity rule addressing transport related matters for mineral extraction activities as follows: 

P7 […] 

P8 Any activity that complies with 7.2.3.8 Rule 8 –Vehicle crossings 

P9 Any activity that complies with 7.2.3.9 Rule 9- Location of buildings and 

access in relation to road/rail level crossings 

P10 Any activity that complies with 7.2.3.10 Rule 10-High trip generators 

P11 Any activity within the Rural Q (Quarry Zone) that complies with 

7.2.3.7 Rule 7 - Access design, 7.2.3.8 Rule 8 – Vehicle Crossings, 

7.2.3.9 Rule 9- Location of buildings and access in relation to road/rail 
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level crossings, and 7.2.3.10 Rule 10-High trip generators. 

1445.23, 1279.22, 1316.20, 1357.27 

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.24 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

AMEND 

Or include an exception under the column “Applicable to” for activities occurring in the Rural Q (Quarry Zone) 

1445.24 

   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.25 Support  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

AMEND 

Or include an exception under the column “Applicable to” for activities occurring in the Rural Q (Quarry Zone) 

1445.25 

   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.26 Support  7.2.3.3-Rule 3- 

Minimum number of 

loading spaces 

required 

AMEND 

Or include an exception under the column “Applicable to” for activities occurring in the Rural Q (Quarry Zone) 

1445.26 

   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.27    7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

AMEND 

Or include an exception under the column “Applicable to” for activities occurring in the Rural Q (Quarry Zone) 

1445.27 

   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.28    7.2.3.5-Rule 5- 

Gradient of parking 

and loading areas 

AMEND 
Or include an exception under the column “Applicable to” for activities occurring in the Rural Q (Quarry Zone) 

1445.28    

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.29    7.2.3.6-Rule 6- 

Design of parking 

and loading areas 

AMEND 
Or include an exception under the column “Applicable to” for activities occurring in the Rural Q (Quarry Zone) 

1445.29    

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.30    7.2.2.2-Restricted 

discretionary 

activities 

AMEND 

Amend 7.2.2.2 Restricted discretionary activities as follows:  

Activity The Council’s Discretion 

shall be limited to the 

following Matters 

RD1 

Any activity that is not in 

accordance with any one 

or more of Rules 1 – 1011 

in Section 7.2.3 

Matters over which the 

Council has restricted 

discretion are set out in 

sections 7.3.1 - 7.3.19 for 

each standard. 

1445.30, 1279.23, 1316.21, 1357.28 

   

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.31    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

AMEND 

Amend 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 – High trip generators, to include additional categories for vehicle movements from sites within the Rural Q 

(Quarry Zone) during and after the period affected by the Christchurch re-build (the period after the Christchurch re-build defined by 
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the date when the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 expires). 

  Applicable to Rule- Resource Consent under this 

rule is required for activities with: 
Matters of discretion 

a. Education Activities(unless specified 
below) 

≥ 150FTEStudents Matters specified in7.3.19 
 
 
 

 
b. Education Activities (Pre-School) ≥ 60 Children 

c. Guest Accommodation Activities ≥ 40 bedrooms 

d. Health Care Facilities ≥250 m2GFA 

e. Industrial Activities(unless specified 
below) 

≥830 m2GFA 

f. Industrial Activities(Warehousing and 
Distribution Activities) 

≥10,400 m2GFA 

g. Office ≥960 m2GFA 

h. Residential Activities ≥23Residential units 

i. Retail Activities(unless specified 
below) 

≥250 m2GLFA 

j. Retail Activities(Food and Beverage 
Outlet) 

≥70 m2PFA 

k. Mineral extraction activities 
occurring within the Rural Q 
(Quarry Zone) during the period 
the Canterbury Earthquake Act has 
effect 

≥720vehicle tripsper day1 

Matters 1.5- 11 and 17 
specified in 7.3.19 

l Mineral extraction activities 
occurring within the Rural Q 
(Quarry Zone) once the Canterbury 
Earthquake Act has expired 

≥480vehicle tripsper day 
Matters 1.5- 11 and 17 
specified in 7.3.19 

m Any other activities ≥250vehicle tripsper day Matters specified in 7.3.19 

1279.26, 1316.22, 1357.29, 1279.25, 1445.31, 1445.32, 1279.24, 1357.30,  

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.32    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

AMEND 

Amend 7.2.3.10 Rule 10 – High trip generators, to include additional categories for vehicle movements from sites within the Rural Q 

(Quarry Zone) during and after the period affected by the Christchurch re-build (the period after the Christchurch re-build defined by 

the date when the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 expires). 

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43529
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24584
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42923
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41592
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41602
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41612
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41612
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43363
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43363
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41642
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41681
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41686
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43532
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41686
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41581
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41581
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43534
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42803
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42803
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42803
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  Applicable to Rule- Resource Consent under this 

rule is required for activities with: 
Matters of discretion 

a. Education Activities(unless specified 
below) 

≥ 150FTEStudents Matters specified in7.3.19 
 
 
 

 
b. Education Activities (Pre-School) ≥ 60 Children 

c. Guest Accommodation Activities ≥ 40 bedrooms 

d. Health Care Facilities ≥250 m2GFA 

e. Industrial Activities(unless specified 
below) 

≥830 m2GFA 

f. Industrial Activities(Warehousing and 
Distribution Activities) 

≥10,400 m2GFA 

g. Office ≥960 m2GFA 

h. Residential Activities ≥23Residential units 

i. Retail Activities(unless specified 
below) 

≥250 m2GLFA 

j. Retail Activities(Food and Beverage 
Outlet) 

≥70 m2PFA 

k. Mineral extraction activities 
occurring within the Rural Q 
(Quarry Zone) during the period 
the Canterbury Earthquake Act has 
effect 

≥720vehicle tripsper day1 

Matters 1.5- 11 and 17 
specified in 7.3.19 

l Mineral extraction activities 
occurring within the Rural Q 
(Quarry Zone) once the Canterbury 
Earthquake Act has expired 

≥480vehicle tripsper day 
Matters 1.5- 11 and 17 
specified in 7.3.19 

m Any other activities ≥250vehicle tripsper day Matters specified in 7.3.19 

1279.26, 1316.22, 1357.29, 1279.25, 1445.31, 1445.32, 1279.24, 1357.30,  

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.33    7.4-Appendices AMEND 

Include a description and figure within a new Appendix 7.X identifying transport routes integral to mineral extraction activities. To 

ensure clarity it will also be necessary to identify these on the planning maps during Stage 2 of the plan review 

These routes are:  

-SH73 (West Coast Road) between Miners Road and Buchanans Road 

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43529
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=24584
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42923
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41592
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41602
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41612
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41612
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43363
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43363
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41642
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41586
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41681
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41686
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43532
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41686
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41581
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41581
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=43534
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42803
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42803
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=42803
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- Old West Coast Road between Miners Road and Buchanans Road 

- Kettlewell Drive, and 

-Miners Road 

1279.27, 1445.33 

886 Canterbury 

Aggregate 

Producers 

Group 

886.34    7.4.11-Appendix 

7.11- Standards for 

the location of 

vehicle crossings 

SUPPORT 

Retain Table 7.15 as notified 

1279.28, 1445.34 

   

887 Hofmann 887.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

887 Hofmann 887.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

887 Hofmann 887.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

888 Hofmann 888.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

888 Hofmann 888.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

888 Hofmann 888.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

889 Just 889.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

889 Just 889.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

889 Just 889.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

892 Wong 892.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

  

   

892 Wong 892.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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parking and loading   

892 Wong 892.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

  
   

894 O'Connell 894.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

894 O'Connell 894.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

894 O'Connell 894.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

896 Backham 896.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

896 Backham 896.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

896 Backham 896.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

897 KiwiRail 897.20 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Objective 7.1.1 - Amend as follows: 

Delete the word affordable. Affordable is not an RMA term or matter of consideration. Efficient allows for that to be considered. 

Add effective.  

   

897 KiwiRail 897.21 Neutral 7.1.2-Objective 2 - 

Adverse effects from 

the transport system 

Objective 7.1.2 - Amend as follows: 

Amend the Heading to read: Adverse effects from and on the Transport system, or similar wording.  

Add b.  

a. Enable Christchurch’s transport system to provide for the transportation needs of people and freight whilst managing adverse 

effects from the transport system.  

 b. Protect the strategic transport system (or network) from the adverse effects of subdivision, use and development and 

reverse sensitivity (or similar wording) 

   

897 KiwiRail 897.22 Neutral 7.1.2-Objective 2 - 

Adverse effects from 

the transport system 

Objective 7.1.2 NPR: 

 Add a new policy:  

Noise sensitive land use activities are located and/or designed to avoid, mitigate or remedy reverse sensitivity effects on the 

strategic transport network, including the strategic rail network. 
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The most appropriate terminology e.g network, system or infrastructure to be considered further.  

897 KiwiRail 897.23 Support 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Chapter 7 NPR:  

Add a new Objective 7.X and Policy 7.X.X, for Vibration (or incorporate vibration into existing noise objectives, and 

policies):  

Objective 7.X  

Reduce reverse-sensitivity vibration effects arising from new development locating near to the rail transport network.  

 Policy 7.X.X  

New buildings locating near to the rail network should include design and materials to reduce vibration to acceptable levels. 

FS - 1277.5, 1444.145 

   

897 KiwiRail 897.24 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Chapter 7 NPR:  

Add a new Objective 7.X and Policy 7.X.X, for Vibration (or incorporate vibration into existing noise objectives, and 

policies):  

Objective 7.X  

Reduce reverse-sensitivity vibration effects arising from new development locating near to the rail transport network.  

 Policy 7.X.X  

New buildings locating near to the rail network should include design and materials to reduce vibration to acceptable levels. 

FS - 1444.146 

   

897 KiwiRail 897.25 Neutral  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Appendix 7.12 - Amend as follows: 

Amend the heading to read:  

Description of Road Transport Network Classification.  

Identify the modal networks and show these on the Planning Maps; in particular the freight and the strategic rail network.  

Make amendments to clause b: Use hierarchy (modal networks):  

b. Use hierarchy (modal networks):  

In addition to the functional hierarchy, a road use hierarchy has also been defined within the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan. 

These networks highlight that different modes of transport have different priorities within the network. There are five modal 

networks defined in the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan  

i. the cycle network of major, local and recreational cycle routes (including on and off road cycle ways, and cycle ways within rail 
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corridors);  

ii. the core public transport route network and the rail tourist passenger link  

iii. the walking network; (some may be on rail land)  

iv. the freight network (including the rail network); and  

v. the strategic road and rail network.  

Amend Item 2: Summary of the Transport road Classification categories and add Rail to the movement function category (or 

similar text):  

The rail network is an important part of the transport infrastructure providing freight and passenger links to Christchurch 

and to other regions and other parts of the country. The rail network within the City is based primarily on freight movement 

with the main yard located at Middleton, and the passenger station at Addington.  

The rail corridor also occupies significant land areas which are important in terms of their interrelationships with the land 

use activities adjoining those corridors.  

897 KiwiRail 897.27 Neutral  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Appendix 7.12 (1)(b) - Amend as follows: 

Amend the heading to read:  

Description of Road Transport Network Classification.  

Identify the modal networks and show these on the Planning Maps; in particular the freight and the strategic rail network.  

Make amendments to clause b: Use hierarchy (modal networks):  

b. Use hierarchy (modal networks):  

In addition to the functional hierarchy, a road use hierarchy has also been defined within the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan. 

These networks highlight that different modes of transport have different priorities within the network. There are five modal 

networks defined in the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan  

i. the cycle network of major, local and recreational cycle routes (including on and off road cycle ways, and cycle ways within rail 

corridors);  

ii. the core public transport route network and the rail tourist passenger link  

iii. the walking network; (some may be on rail land)  

iv. the freight network (including the rail network); and  

v. the strategic road and rail network.  

Amend Item 2: Summary of the Transport road Classification categories and add Rail to the movement function category (or 
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similar text):  

The rail network is an important part of the transport infrastructure providing freight and passenger links to Christchurch 

and to other regions and other parts of the country. The rail network within the City is based primarily on freight movement 

with the main yard located at Middleton, and the passenger station at Addington.  

The rail corridor also occupies significant land areas which are important in terms of their interrelationships with the land 

use activities adjoining those corridors.  

897 KiwiRail 897.28 Neutral  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Appendix 7.12 (2) NPR - Amend as follows: 

Amend the heading to read:  

Description of Road Transport Network Classification.  

Identify the modal networks and show these on the Planning Maps; in particular the freight and the strategic rail network.  

Make amendments to clause b: Use hierarchy (modal networks):  

b. Use hierarchy (modal networks):  

In addition to the functional hierarchy, a road use hierarchy has also been defined within the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan. 

These networks highlight that different modes of transport have different priorities within the network. There are five modal 

networks defined in the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan  

i. the cycle network of major, local and recreational cycle routes (including on and off road cycle ways, and cycle ways within rail 

corridors);  

ii. the core public transport route network and the rail tourist passenger link  

iii. the walking network; (some may be on rail land)  

iv. the freight network (including the rail network); and  

v. the strategic road and rail network.  

Amend Item 2: Summary of the Transport road Classification categories and add Rail to the movement function category (or 

similar text):  

The rail network is an important part of the transport infrastructure providing freight and passenger links to Christchurch 

and to other regions and other parts of the country. The rail network within the City is based primarily on freight movement 

with the main yard located at Middleton, and the passenger station at Addington.  

The rail corridor also occupies significant land areas which are important in terms of their interrelationships with the land 

use activities adjoining those corridors.  

   

897 KiwiRail 897.29 Neutral  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Appendix 7.12 - Figure 7.17 - Amend as follows: 
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Amend the heading Figure 7.2 Map to read: Road Transport Network Classification  

Add the Rail network to Figure 7.2 Map and identify this as “the strategic rail network” in the legend.  

897 KiwiRail 897.30 Neutral  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Appendix 7.12 Figure 7.17(a) - Amend as follows: 

Amend the heading Figure 7.2 Map to read: Road Transport Network Classification  

Add the Rail network to Figure 7.2 Map and identify this as “the strategic rail network” in the legend.  

   

897 KiwiRail 897.31 Neutral 7.1.1.7-Policy 7 - 

Rail level crossings 

Policy 7.1.1.7 

a. Improve and maintain safety at road/rail level crossings by: 

i. requiring safe visibility and sightline controls at uncontrolled level crossings;  

ii. managing vehicle accesses close to level crossings; and  

iii. avoiding managing the creation of new level crossings.  

iv. Providing grade separated level crossings  

v. Assessing the impacts of development on the safe and efficient operation of the level crossing  

   

897 KiwiRail 897.32 Neutral 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Policy 7.1.1.3 (a)(ii) - retain 
   

897 KiwiRail 897.33 Support 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Policy 7.1.1.3 (a)(iv) - retain 
   

897 KiwiRail 897.34 Neutral  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Appendix 7.12 (i)(b)(iv) - Amend: 

Amend (1)(b) iv. to add the strategic freight and rail network 

   

897 KiwiRail 897.35 Neutral  7.2.3.9-Rule 9- 

Location of buildings 

and access in relation 

to road/rail level 

crossings 

Rule 7.2.3.9 - Amend: 

KiwiRail supports the inclusion of location of buildings and access in relation to road/rail level crossings. However, KiwiRail also 

seeks that plantings are included. It is important to maintain clear visibility around level crossings to reduce the risk of confusion, 

congestion, queuing over level crossings and potential collisions.  

All the conditions set out in this standard apply during both the construction and operation stages of any development.  

   

897 KiwiRail 897.36 Neutral  7.2.3.9-Rule 9- 

Location of buildings 

and access in relation 

to road/rail level 

crossings 

Rule 7.25.3.9(d) - Amend: 

Applicable to:  

d. Any building, structure and plantings located close to a level crossing not controlled by automated warning devices (such as 

alarms and/or barrier arms).  

   

897 KiwiRail 897.37 Neutral  7.13-Appendix 7.13- 

Building set backs to 

level crossings 

Appendix 7.13 - Amend: 

Building, structures and plantings shall be located outside of the sight triangles in Appendix 7.13  
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Amendments to standards to provide clarity and correct terminology or simplify e.g reference to controlled automated warning 

devices, level crossing limit line 

897 KiwiRail 897.38 Neutral  7.3.18-Location of 

building and access 

in relation to 

rail/road level 

crossings 

7.3.18 Matters of Discretion: Retain. 

    

897 KiwiRail 897.39 Neutral  7.11-Appendix 7.11- 

Standards for the 

location of vehicle 

crossings 

Appendix 7.11 - Amend: 

Add the vehicle access standards that apply for rail into Appendix 7.11 and make any consequential amendments to give effect to 

this.  

   

897 KiwiRail 897.40 Neutral  7.4.13-Appendix 

7.13- Building set 

backs to level 

crossings 

Appendix 7.43 - Amend: 

KiwiRail seeks to make amendments to the sight triangle diagrams in Appendix 7.13 to provide clarity and accuracy to their 

application, including, but not limited to, the amendment of the Heading to reflect the matters to which the diagrams apply (e.g 

building, structures, planting and access) or to remove reference to those and Sight Triangles  

Amendment to the clarity and accuracy relates to the specification of the distances on the sightline triangle. The distance for 

approach and restart triangles will vary depending on a number of factors identified in the NZTA Traffic Control Manual - Part 9 

Level Crossings, including the speed of the train. As a result the sightline requirement will change, KiwiRail can supply a list of level 

crossings and the train speed. 

Reference to building, structures, planting and access is proposed on the diagram to which sightlines apply. 

   

897 KiwiRail 897.41 Neutral  7.15-Appendix 7.15- 

Integrated trans 

port assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Include reference to the rail network in Appendix 7.15 checklist. 

Add an additional item requirement to both 1 and 2: 

Consultation with the transport network provider (operator) and demonstration of this 

   

898 De Abrey 898.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

898 De Abrey 898.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

898 De Abrey 898.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

899 Spreydon / 

Heathcote 

Community 

Board 

899.1    7.3.3-Parking spaces 

for people with 

disabilities 

AMEND 

The following are assessment matters for Rule 1c, Section 7.2.3.1: 

1.Whether the equivalent number of disability car park spaces can be provided on a separate site which: 

1.  

1. is sited within a readily accessible distance from the activity for persons with disabilities; and 

2. is clearly associated with the activity through signage or other means. 

3. Whether the nature of the particular activity is such that it will generate less disability car parking demand 
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than is required by this District Plan. 

2. Whether the safety of people with disabilities will be affected by being set down on-street. 

3. The assessment matters under 7.3.1 also apply. 

4.  

? 

899 Spreydon / 

Heathcote 

Community 

Board 

899.2    7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

AMEND 

Cashmere Road (Hendersons Road-) to a Collector Road 
   

899 Spreydon / 

Heathcote 

Community 

Board 

899.3    7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

AMEND 

Centaurus Road amend to a collector Road 
   

899 Spreydon / 

Heathcote 

Community 

Board 

899.25 Support  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

SUPPORT 

? 

The Board supports the inclusion in the Plan of provision for minimum cycle parking. 

   

901 Phillips 901.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

901 Phillips 901.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

901 Phillips 901.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

902 Dy 902.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

902 Dy 902.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

902 Dy 902.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

903 Dy 903.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

903 Dy 903.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

903 Dy 903.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
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and dimensions of 

car parks required 

905 Jonsson 905.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

905 Jonsson 905.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

905 Jonsson 905.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

906 Rolleston 906.2 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

The CERA City Plan be further developed and amended to comprehensively cover the entire area of the Central City. 

That this plan honestly recognises the reality of the new city's position both in physical terms and demand terms. 

That the vision focuses on hoe Christchurch will get 15,000 to 20,000 people living within the four avenues. 

That this new plan be overseen by a professional and independent non-conflicted planning team who are experienced in such planning and development and who will listen to 
sound local experience and advice, the community itself and will take advice from international experts with real experience rebuilding cities and towns. 

That both CERA and Council planners remain engaged and work with and under the direction of the new planning team 

That the planning team report to the Christchurch City Council and CERA via a professional and non-conflicted advisory board with proven experience in this field and a love of 

the City 

That no new permits be issued within the Central City unless they complement and form part of the wider vision and plan 

   

910 Keogh 910.9   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

910 Keogh 910.10   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

910 Keogh 910.11    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

912 Senonayake 912.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

912 Senonayake 912.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

912 Senonayake 912.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

914 Tuke 914.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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914 Tuke 914.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

914 Tuke 914.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.29    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Amend Objective 7.1 by adding a new sub-clause as follows: 

Objective 7.1 

a. an integrated transport system.. 

??(v) that provides high quality, safe and efficient transport links between rail, road, port and airport facilities and that 

provides for the use and development of strategic transport infrastructure 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.30 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend as folllows: 

7.1.1.2 High trip generating activities 

High trip generating activities are anticipated in the locations identified for accommodating significant urban growth and 

development, including the strategic Christchurch International ?Airport and Lyttleton Port of Christchurch transportation 

hubs, the City Centre, Key Activity Centres and Neighbourhood Centres, and greenfield priority growth areas. The 

transport network is to be managed and upgraded to support trip growth in these locations which such growth is anticipated 

and planned for. The triggers for assessing the trips generated by new activities are to be set in accordance with the location 

in which the activity is located. The location and design of high trip generating activities are to be assessed to ensure that 

they:... 

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed to ensure that they: 

... 

1450.670 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.31 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

relocate and renumber Policy 7.1.1.8 so that it sits under Objective 7.1.2 as policy 7.1.2.1 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.32 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

?exclude the Special Purpose Port Zone from the need to comply with Rules 7.2.3.1- 7.2.3.6 relating the parking spaces, layout and dimensions. 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.33 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

(a) exclusion of the requirement for an ITA for development within the Special Purpose (Port) zone 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.54 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Add a new Policy as follows: 

??7.1.2.2 Effects from strategic transport infrastructure 
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To manage any adverse effects from the ongoing use, repair and development of strategic transport infrastructure including 

Christchurch International Airport and Lyttleton Port of Christchurch, whilst recognising the national and regional scale 

and importance of this infrastructure the ?role of strategic infrastructure in the recovery of the City ?and in the case of 

Lyttleton Port of Christchurch the significant repair and reconfiguration necessary as a result of earthquake damage 

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.55 Oppose  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Exclude the Special Purpose Port Zone from the need to comply with Rules 7.2.3.1- 7.2.3.6 relating the parking spaces, layout and 

dimensions 
   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.56 Oppose  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Exclude the Special Purpose Port Zone from the need to comply with Rules 7.2.3.1- 7.2.3.6 relating the parking spaces, layout and dimensions 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.57 Oppose  7.2.3.5-Rule 5- 

Gradient of parking 

and loading areas 

Exclude the Special Purpose Port Zone from the need to comply with Rules 7.2.3.1- 7.2.3.6 relating the parking spaces, layout and dimensions 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.58 Oppose  7.2.3.6-Rule 6- 

Design of parking 

and loading areas 

Exclude the Special Purpose Port Zone from the need to comply with Rules 7.2.3.1- 7.2.3.6 relating the parking spaces, layout and 

dimensions    

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.126 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

(b) That the thresholds for ITA’s (both Basic and Full) be reconsidered so as to realign more with the current operative Christchurch 

City Plan provisions.  

(c) That in relation to Full ITA’s, consideration be given to the situations in which they would actually be necessary, in particular the 

need for costly modelling, taking into account the potential for actual and potential effects on the transport network, and the ability to 

request further information under Section 92 of the RMA. 

(d) That the assessment matters in 7.3.19 be reconsidered to better reflect the above relief.  

1359.310 

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.127 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

That Table 7.1 be incorporated into the High Traffic Generator rule rather than its current location in the assessment matters. 

1359.311 

  

   

915 Lyttelton Port 

Company 

Limited 

915.128 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows (or to like effect):  

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted current resource consent or that 

holds existing use rights, then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that Integrated Transport 

Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent unless the resource consent has lapsed. For clarity, Rule 7.2.3.10 shall 

only apply to the net increase above the existing consented level or development that exists at the date the Plan becomes 

operative, and when a proposed new development in itself generates trips above the rule threshold. 

FS 1359.312 

   

916 Salne 916.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

916 Salne 916.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
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Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

parking and loading 

916 Salne 916.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

917 Memorial 

Avenue 

Investments 

Limited 

917.5 Oppose 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Delete 

1417 
   

917 Memorial 

Avenue 

Investments 

Limited 

917.6 Neutral  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

Amend to remove uncertainty  

1417 
   

917 Memorial 

Avenue 

Investments 

Limited 

917.7 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Delete or amend item descriptions and details to be included to provide clarity and ensure only practical and cost effective measures 

are included  

1417 

   

917 Memorial 

Avenue 

Investments 

Limited 

917.19 Neutral 7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Reduce complexity and consenting requirements, address areas of uncertainty. Specific provisions of concern are detailed below, 

however this submission also seeks a reduction in complexity and consenting requirements across all provisions.  

1417 

   

918 Lege 918.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

918 Lege 918.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

918 Lege 918.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

919 Richardson 919.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

919 Richardson 919.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

919 Richardson 919.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

920 Waterloo Park 

Limited 

920.10 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

a. that the thresholds for ITA's (both Basic and Full) be reconsidered so as to realign more with the current operative Christchurch 

City Plan provisions. 

b. That in relation to Full ITAs, consideration be given to the situations in which they would actually by necessary, in particular the 

need for costly modelling, taking into account the potential for actual and potential effects on the transport network, and the ability to 
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No. 

Last Name Submission 
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Support 

Oppose 

Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

request further information under Section 92 of the RMA 

920 Waterloo Park 

Limited 

920.11 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

That the assessment matters in 7.3.19 be reconsidered to better reflect the above relief 
   

920 Waterloo Park 

Limited 

920.12 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

That Table 7.1 be incorporated into the High Traffic Generator rule rather than its current location in the assessment matters 
   

920 Waterloo Park 

Limited 

920.13 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Amend Note 2 under Rule 7.2.3.10 as follows: 

If an Integrated Transport Assessment has already been approved for the site as part of a granted current resource consent or that 

holds existing use rights then this rule does not apply to any development that is within the scope of that Integrated Transport 

Assessment and in accordance with the resource consent ?unless the resource consent has lapsed? ??For clarity, where a proposed 

development increases the level of traffic associated with a site Rule 7.2.3.10 shall only apply to the net increase above the 

existing consented level or that confirmed under existing use rights 

1442.67, 1436.66  

   

920 Waterloo Park 

Limited 

920.51 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

(a) An integrated transport system…. 

(v) that provides high quality, safe and efficient transport links between rail, road, port and airport facilities and priority 

greenfield business areas, and that provides for the use and development of strategic transport infrastructure;  

   

920 Waterloo Park 

Limited 

920.52 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

7.1.1.2 High trip generating activities  

High trip generating activities are anticipated in the locations identified for accommodating significant urban growth and 

development, including the greenfield priority growth areas identified in Chapter 6 of the Canterbury Regional Policy 

Statement, strategic Christchurch International Airport and Lyttelton Port of Christchurch transportation hubs, the City 

Centre, Key Activity Centres, and Neighbourhood Centres. The transport network is to be managed and upgraded to 

support trip growth in these locations where such growth is anticipated and planned for. The triggers for assessing the trips 

generated by new activities are to be set in accordance with the location in which the activity is located. The location and 

design of high trip generating activities are to be assessed to ensure that they:…. Require that the location and design of high 

trip generating activities are assessed to ensure that they: …..  

1450.686, 1357.35 

   

922 Orion New 

Zealand 

922.75 Support  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Retain Rule 7.2.3.1 in its current form. 

   

922 Orion New 

Zealand 

922.76 Support  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Retain Rule 7.2.3.2 in its current form.  

   

922 Orion New 

Zealand 

922.77 Support  7.2.3.3-Rule 3- 

Minimum number of 

loading spaces 

required 

Retain Rule 7.2.3.3 in its current form. 

   

925 Duggal 925.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

925 Duggal 925.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

parking and loading 

925 Duggal 925.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

926 Sinclair 926.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

926 Sinclair 926.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

926 Sinclair 926.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

927 Ross 927.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

927 Ross 927.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

927 Ross 927.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

928 Eliot Sinclair 

Consultancy 

928.14 Support  7.2.2.2-Restricted 

discretionary 

activities 

Retain the status of all traffic related consents as RD activities.  
   

928 Eliot Sinclair 

Consultancy 

928.15 Neutral  7.2.2.1-Permitted 

activities 

Amend the table for permitted activities (7.2.2.1) so that it simply states that activities that comply with rules 7.2.3.1-7.2.3.10 are 

permitted.  
   

928 Eliot Sinclair 

Consultancy 

928.16 Neutral  7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

Amend rules 7.2.3.4-7.2.3.7 such that the statement about notification not being required is only stated once for the group.  

   

928 Eliot Sinclair 

Consultancy 

928.17 Neutral  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Amend rule 7.2.3.2 such that it is clear why it is not also exempted from notification (or make it exempt.) 

   

928 Eliot Sinclair 

Consultancy 

928.18 Neutral  7.4-Appendices Amend the appendices such that they are incorporated into the rules themselves to remove the need to keep referring to the following 

pages in the Chapter. 
   

928 Eliot Sinclair 

Consultancy 

928.19 Neutral  7.2.3.7-Rule 7- 

Access design 

Amend rule 7.2.3.7(b) such that it is clear whether this rule would apply to an application for any number of residential units or 

whether 4 are required to trigger the rule.  

Delete rule 7.2.3.7(c)  

   

928 Eliot Sinclair 

Consultancy 

928.20 Neutral  7.2.3.8-Rule 8- 

Vehicle crossings 

Amend rule 7.2.3.8 such that the second and third columns of (a), (e), and (f) are consolidated.  
   

930 Campbell 930.4    7.1-Objectives and  Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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No. 
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Category Submission Summary A: accept 

A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

policies sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

933 Mullin 933.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

933 Mullin 933.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

933 Mullin 933.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

934 Sloan 934.23 Support  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Retain rule 7.2.3.10 as notified 
   

938 van der Beek 938.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

938 van der Beek 938.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

938 van der Beek 938.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

940 Jenson 940.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

940 Jenson 940.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

940 Jenson 940.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

943 Miller-Brown 943.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

943 Miller-Brown 943.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

943 Miller-Brown 943.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

944 De Lu 944.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

944 De Lu 944.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

944 De Lu 944.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

948 Robinson 948.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

948 Robinson 948.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

948 Robinson 948.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

950 Moneda 950.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

950 Moneda 950.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

950 Moneda 950.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

951 Duff 951.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

951 Duff 951.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

951 Duff 951.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

953 Penrose 953.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

953 Penrose 953.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

953 Penrose 953.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

954 Ashby 954.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Integrated transport 

system 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

954 Ashby 954.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

954 Ashby 954.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

956 Wilson 956.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

956 Wilson 956.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

956 Wilson 956.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

964 Barrington 

Issues Group 

964.3 Oppose 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

An integrated traffic management for Spreydon is requested plus context an site analysis, also detailed design statement.  Amending 

of an integrated traffic management plan for Spreydon.    

966 Terrace 

Development 

ServicesLtd, 

Hallgrow 

FarmsLtd 

966.7 Support 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Decision Sought: The following objective and policies are supported in that they relate to the future development and operation of 

the North Halswell district centre and KAC. 

 

The objective and policies will provide a framework and guidance for decisions on the future development, design and functioning of 

the North Halswell district centre and KAC. 

 

7.1.1 Objective 1 – Intergrated transport system 

a. An integrated transport system: 

i. that is accessible, affordable, resilient, safe, sustainable and efficient for people using all 

transport modes; 

ii. that is responsive …; and 

iii. that supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising integration with 

land use. 

(Refer to Part 1 - General Submission for background discussion) 
Decision Reason: The decision I seek is that the objective and policies be retained. 

   

966 Terrace 

Development 

ServicesLtd, 

Hallgrow 

FarmsLtd 

966.8 Support 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Decision Sought: The following objective and policies are supported in that they relate to the future development and operation of 

the North Halswell district centre and KAC. 

 

The objective and policies will provide a framework and guidance for decisions on the future development, design and functioning of 

the North Halswell district centre and KAC. 

 

(Refer to Part 1 - General Submission for background discussion) 
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Decision Reason: The decision I seek is that the objective and policies be retained. 

966 Terrace 

Development 

ServicesLtd, 

Hallgrow 

FarmsLtd 

966.9 Support 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

Decision Sought: The following objective and policies are supported in that they relate to the future development and operation of 

the North Halswell district centre and KAC. 

 

The objective and policies will provide a framework and guidance for decisions on the future development, design and functioning of 

the North Halswell district centre and KAC. 

 

7.1.1.6 Policy 6 – Promote public transport and active transport 

a. Promote public and active transport and reduce dependency on private motor vehicles, by:… 

iv. requiring new district centres to provide opportunities for a public transport 

interchange. 

 

(Refer to Part 1 - General Submission for background discussion) 

 

Decision Reason: The decision I seek is that the objective and policies be retained. 

   

969 Davie Lovell-

Smith Ltd 

969.24 Neutral  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

That Transport Appendix 7.7, in particular Table 7.10 is amended by deleting the column 

headed “Maximum formed width (m)”. 

  
FS 1451.40 

FS 1398.36 

FS 1247.2 

FS 1248.2 

   

969 Davie Lovell-

Smith Ltd 

969.29 Neutral  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

Appendix 7.7 Access design and gradient 

[No specific relief sought] 

   

974 Harris 974.1   7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

If this issue is not included in the Port Lyttelton Plan then we miss the opportunity, possibly for many many years, to plan for an 

integrated access/exit solution to Lyttelton Port that would fully integrate with the public’s desire for a more open Norwich Quay 

carrying less freight traffic.  

[Issue referred to is about freight truck access to Norwich Quay which is a state highway.] 

FS 1444.62 

   

977 Goodman 

Property Trust 

977.4   7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend  Policy 7 .1.1.2 to recognise that  it will not  always  be either practicable or possible  to achieve  the  outcomes required by 

thee  Policy. A suggested wording is as follows: 

7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities 

Require that the Assess the location and design of high  trip  generating activities are assessed  so as to ensure that, where practicable 

or appropriate they: 

a.  are accessible by a range  of transport modes  including and promote public and active transport use; 

b.  promote the safe, efficient and effective use of the  transport system; 

c. optimise use of existing capacity within the  transoort roading system; 

d.  reduce the impact of trip generation through travel plans  and other  travel demand management measures; 

e.  avoids or mitigates significant adverse effects on the  transport roading system, including reverse sensitivity effects  on the 

strategic transport network; 
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f.  limit adverse effects  and maximise positive effects from transport infrastructure and operations on the amenity of the 

surrounding  areas,  on the  environment, and on Ngai Tahu/Manawhenua values; 

g. encourage the use of parking management measures which 

  

 i. make  efficient use of land; 

 ii. minimise adverse effects  on the safety, efficiency and amenity of the surrounding area  environment, including 

the  transport network; 

 iii. caters  for  the  parking demand of the activity; 

  iv.  support recovery and economic activity; and 

 v.  encourage public and active transport use 

h.  provide for  the needs  of people  with disabilities; 

i.  maximise integration with  the transport system, including planned transport infrastructure and service improvements by 

coordinating land use and  the implementation of transport infrastructure and services. 

 
FS 1444.93 

FS 1444.147 

FS 1450.701 

FS 1359.312 

FS 1281.3 

FS 1270.4 

FS 1326.15 
977 Goodman 

Property Trust 

977.5 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Either: 

A.  Delete  the  requirement in  Rule 7.2.3.10 for an Integrated Traffic Assessment in respect of permitted, restricted 

discretionary or discretionary activities within  all Industrial zones;  or 

B.  Without prejudice to  A above,  amend Rule 7.2.3.10 to provide for a  higher vehicle  trips  per  day  threshold for activities 

within Industrial Zones;  or 

C.  If the rule is  to be retained in its current form and structure, increase the existing thresholds for permitted activities within Industrial Zones  so 

that  they  are  set  at  a more appropriate level. 

FS 1444.148 
FS 1450.702 
FS 1359.313 
FS 1281.3 
FS 1270.4 

   

977 Goodman 

Property Trust 

977.6 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Add a further note  along  the  following lines:  

4. This rule  does not  require assessment of existing development  on a site, where  it is proposed to extend or add to 

this  existing development. The ITA  will instead only require assessment of the  extension or addition to the development. 

FS 1444.149 
FS 1450.703 

FS 1281.3 
FS 1270.4 

   

977 Goodman 

Property Trust 

977.7    7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Amend  so that  the  assessment criteria  makes allowance  for   the   fact   that    because   of   the location  of  established

 industrial  zones, further  development within these   Zones  may have   considerable difficulty in satisfying some of 

 the     listed      criteria.        For     example, Assessment Criteria  2  could   be  amended to read: 

2.Where practicable, whether the proposed activity is located, designed or  operated to minimise  or   reduce   travel  to   and   from   the 
activity  by   private   vehicles  and   encourage public  and   active  transport  uses.      Regard should  be had  to  the  accessibility and  levels  of 
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A A(P) R 

service  of   public  transport  networks  in proximity to  the location of  the  p r oposed activity. 

1444.150 
1359.314 
1281.3 
1270.4 

985 Calder Stewart 

Industries Ltd 

985.16 Oppose  7.4.7-Appendix 7.7- 

Access design and 

gradient 

Table 7.10 

That the Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan is amended so that: 

 

   

988 Mobil Oil New 

Zealand Ltd 

988.12 Support  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Amend the loading requirements for service stations to require one unmarked heavy vehicle bay to accommodate the fuel delivery 

tanker. 

 

This could be achieved by making changes along the following lines: 

 

FS 1270.7 

   

988 Mobil Oil New 

Zealand Ltd 

988.13 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain without modification the proposed standard for parking spaces for service stations, as stated in Appendix 7.1. 

FS 1270.7 

   

988 Mobil Oil New 

Zealand Ltd 

988.14 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Retain without modification the proposed standard for cycle parking for service stations. 

FS 1270.7 

   

989 . 989.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

989 . 989.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    
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No. 
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point 

number 

Support 

Oppose 
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A(P): accept in part 

R: reject 

A A(P) R 

989 . 989.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

990 . 990.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

990 . 990.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

990 . 990.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

991 . 991.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

991 . 991.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

991 . 991.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

992 Hillas 992.10   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

992 Hillas 992.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

992 Hillas 992.12    7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

993 Perrin 993.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

993 Perrin 993.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

993 Perrin 993.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

994 Wong 994.12   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

994 Wong 994.13   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

994 Wong 994.14    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

997 Coulter 997.12   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

997 Coulter 997.13   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

997 Coulter 997.14    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

998 Klemer 998.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

998 Klemer 998.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

998 Klemer 998.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

999 Carroll 999.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

999 Carroll 999.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

999 Carroll 999.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

1000 Sye 1000.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

1000 Sye 1000.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

1000 Sye 1000.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

1001 Marriott 1001.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Integrated transport 

system 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 

1001 Marriott 1001.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

1001 Marriott 1001.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

1003 Slaughter 1003.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

1003 Slaughter 1003.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

1003 Slaughter 1003.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

1004 Takae 1004.11   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

1004 Takae 1004.12   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.    

1004 Takae 1004.13    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park. 
   

1005 Voirol 1005.4   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1005 Voirol 1005.5   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1005 Voirol 1005.6    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1006 Wright 1006.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1006 Wright 1006.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1006 Wright 1006.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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and dimensions of 

car parks required 

1007 Potter 1007.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1007 Potter 1007.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1007 Potter 1007.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1008 Dy 1008.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1008 Dy 1008.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1008 Dy 1008.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1009 Peterson 1009.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1009 Peterson 1009.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1009 Peterson 1009.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1018 Avonhead 

Community 

Group Inc. 

1018.10 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Delete 

   

1051 Rohs 1051.23 Support 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Retain 

Much more needs to be done to reduce dependency on motor vehicles and promote the use of public transport. For a small city traffic 

congestion is a big problem. Take Riccarton Road and around Tower Junction for example: traffic can come to a standstill during 

rush hour in those places.  

   

1051 Rohs 1051.24 Oppose 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Delete 

Flexible car parking requirements will not facilitate more use of public transport, it will only increase congestion. I do however 

support the requirements for disability parking in its present form.  

   

1057 Slemint 1057.9 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

Amend 
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road classification 

system 

A road network that PRIORITISES ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION CHOICES such as walking and cycling, whilst: ensuring the 

continued safe and efficient operation of the transport network for all modes, including freight; providing for public places to enable 

community activities, including opportunities for people to interact and spend time, providing space for utility services; reflecting 

neighbourhood identity and amenity; and recognising cross-boundary connections with adjoining districts.  

1057 Slemint 1057.10 Support 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

Support 

   

1057 Slemint 1057.11 Support 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Support 

   

1073 St Georges 

Hospital 

1073.1 Support  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Supports Appendix 7.1(p).  Health Care facilities (Hospitals) parking requirement of 1 space/350m2 GFA for visitors and 1 

space/350m2 staff. 

FS: 1443.20 

   

1073 St Georges 

Hospital 

1073.2 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Delete Rule 10(d) Health Care Facilities >250m2 GFA 

FS: 1443.21, 1334.39 

   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.1 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Delete Note 5 in Appendix 7.1 - As worded, Note 5 in Appendix 7.1 requires the provision of a parking spaces for people with 

disabilities even for a single residential dwelling/unit.  

FS: 1270.8 

   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.2 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Table 7.2p-q 

Urbis supports the change to floor area based parking requirements for hospital and health facilities without necessarily agreeing 

with the actual rates adopted. 

FS: 1270.8, 1443.91 

   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.3 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Appendix 7.1 Table 7.2dd 

Amend the wording of the parking requirement for retail outdoor display areas or amend the definition of GLFA to better reflect its 

application to the retail outdoor display area parking requirement.  

FS: 1270.8 

   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.4 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Appendix 7.1 Table 7.2gghh  

Amend the wording of the parking requirement for trade and yard-based retail activities or amend the definition of PFA to better 

reflect its application to the trade and yard-based retail parking requirement.  

FS: 1270.8 

   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.5 Oppose  7.2.3.2-Rule 2- 

Minimum number of 

cycle parking 

facilities required 

Amend the cycle parking requirement to remove any staff based rates and replace with rates based on more appropriate measures.  

FS: 1270.8, 1443.89 
   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.6 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

Delete Appendix 7.2 Note 5 in their entirety.  
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facilities FS: 1270.8 

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.7 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete Appendix 7.2 Table 7.7 in their entirety.  

FS: 1270.8, 1443.90 

   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.8    7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Remove the words "…and visitors…" from note 1e in Appendix 7.3.   

FS: 1270.8 

   

1074 Urbis TPD 

Limited 

1074.9    7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Appendix 7.3, Table 7.7xvi  

Amend the 99 percentile vehicle bay requirement for office activities and/or remove the words "…or part thereof…"   

FS: 1270.8 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.4 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters. 

FS 1233.1 

FS 1450.183 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.5 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule. 

FS 1233.1 

FS 1450.184 

FS 1334.38 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.6 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

FS 1218.2 

FS 1450.186 

FS 1233.1 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.7 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

  
FS 1233.1 

FS 1218.1 

FS 1450.187 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.8 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters. 

FS 1450.188 

FS 1233.1 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.11 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

FS 1450.185 

FS 1233.1 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.15 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.16 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.17 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

   

1079 Taylor Space 1079.18 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators.    
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Investments 
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1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.19 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.30 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.34 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters. 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.35 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.36 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.37 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.38 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

   

1079 Taylor Space 

Investments 

Ltd 

1079.40 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators 

   

1081 880 Main 

North Road 

Limited 

1081.4 Neutral  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters. 

FS 1345 

   

1081 880 Main 

North Road 

Limited 

1081.5 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule 

FS 1345 

   

1081 880 Main 

North Road 

Limited 

1081.6 Neutral  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

FS 1345 
FS 1218.4 

   

1081 880 Main 

North Road 

Limited 

1081.7 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators. 

  

FS 1345 

FS 1218.3 

   

1081 880 Main 

North Road 

Limited 

1081.8 Neutral  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters 

  

FS 1345 

   

1081 880 Main 

North Road 

1081.18 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators 
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Limited FS 1345 

1085 Dumont 1085.2 Support 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Retain Objective 7.1.1 

FS 1218.4 

   

1085 Dumont 1085.3 Support 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Retain Policy 7.1.1.1 

FS 1218.5 
   

1085 Dumont 1085.4 Support 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Retain Policy 7.1.1.2 

FS 1218.6 

   

1085 Dumont 1085.5 Support 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Retain Policy 7.1.1.3 
   

1085 Dumont 1085.6 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend Policy 7.1.1.4(b) as follows: 

v) Where there is sufficient active and public transport options increasing these options is considered, and if appropriate implemented 

in preference to a larger number of car parks. 

FS 1218.7 

   

1085 Dumont 1085.7 Support 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

Retain Policy 7.1.1.6 

   

1085 Dumont 1085.8 Support 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Retain Policy 7.1.1.8 

   

1085 Dumont 1085.9 Neutral  7.2.2.1-Permitted 

activities 

Amend Rule 7.2.2.1 P1 as follow: 

P1 should be removed and replaced with: Maximum number of car parks allowed. 

FS 1218.8 

   

1086 7990 Limited 1086.4    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters. 

FS 1450.189 

   

1086 7990 Limited 1086.5    7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule. 

FS 1450.190 

   

1086 7990 Limited 1086.6    7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements. 

FS 1450.191 

   

1086 7990 Limited 1086.7    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators  

FS 1218.1 

FS 1450.192 
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1086 7990 Limited 1086.8    7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters. 

FS 1450.193 

   

1086 7990 Limited 1086.17 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Remove prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators. 

FS 1450.194 

   

1088 Everingham 1088.10    7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Table 7.2 

I'd like to see resident only parking spaces added to streets to ensure locals without garages can park. 

   

1123 Aitchison 1123.1 Neutral 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

I seek an an alteration to include some phrase indicating that people will feel safe making a cycle trip, which means a higher level of 

safety and good public feedback on whether this is being achieved. 
   

1124 Tindall 1124.10   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1124 Tindall 1124.11   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1124 Tindall 1124.12    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1128 Williamson 1128.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1128 Williamson 1128.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1128 Williamson 1128.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1130 Brailsford  1130.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1130 Brailsford  1130.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1130 Brailsford  1130.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1132 Tompkins 1132.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1132 Tompkins 1132.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their    
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Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

1132 Tompkins 1132.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1135 Sutherland 1135.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1135 Sutherland 1135.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1135 Sutherland 1135.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.41 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- 

Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

Amend 7.1.1.1 Policy 1- Establishment of a road classification system as shown in bold italics to read: 

a. A road network that connects people and places recognises different access and movement functions for all people and transport 

modes, whilst:… 

iv. reflecting neighbourhood identity and amenity and connecting communities; and 

  

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

FS 1283.3 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.42 Neutral 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Amend 7.1.1.2 Policy 2 - High trip generating activities by making the additions shown in bold 

italics to read: 

Require that the location and design of high trip generating activities are assessed to ensure that they: 

a. are accessible by a range of physical abilities and transport modes and promote public and active transport use; 

f. limit adverse effects and maximise positive effects from transport on communities, the amenity of surrounding areas, on the 

environment, and on Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua values; 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.43 Neutral 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Amend 7.1.1.3 Policy 3 - Vehicle access and manoeuvring as shown in bold italics to read: 

a. Ensure that number, location, design and gradient of vehicle accesses and associated manoeuvring:… 

iii. is designed to encourage safe and attractive active transport and mobility impaired access; and…. 

FS 1345 
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FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.44 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Amend 7.1.1.4 Policy 4 - Requirements for car parking and loading by adding a new clause to b. and amending d. as shown in bold 

italics to read: 

b. Enable an assessment of whether a reduction in the number of car parking spaces required can be considered as an opportunity to 

facilitate public and active transport use, but only where: 

v. the design provides for mobility impaired access 
d. Provide car parking for people with disabilities, connected to the site using accessible design, where any car parking is provided 

and for activities with a Gross Floor Area greater than 2500m2 even when no other parking is provided. 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.45 Neutral 7.1.1.5-Policy 5 - 

Design of car parking 

and loading areas 

Amend 7.1.1.5 Policy 5 - Design of car parking and loading areas by adding a new clause to a. which reads: 

a. Require that car parking and loading areas are designed to: 

vii. Be accessible for those with limited mobility and connected to the site using accessible design. 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

FS 1443.94 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.46 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Amend 7.1.1.8 Policy 8 - Effects from transport infrastructure by adding a new clause to a. as shown in bold italics which reads: 

a. Minimise the adverse effects and maximise positive effects from new transport infrastructure and changes to existing transport 

infrastructure on the environment, including: 

xi. connectivity of communities 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.47 Neutral 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Amend 7.1.1.8 Policy 8 - Effects from transport infrastructure b. by making the changes shown in bold italics: 

b. The cultural values of Ngai Tahu/ Manawhenua are recognised, protected and enhanced through: 

ii. a multi-value approach to stormwater management of transport infrastructure; 

i. early engagement with the relevant runanga 

ii. the use of indigenous species in landscaping and tree planting of transport infrastructure; 
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iii. a multi-value approach to stormwater management of transport infrastructure; and stormwater from roads, car-parking areas 

and other transport infrastructure is discharged to land stormwater retention areas wherever practicable; 

iv. avoiding the use of land in setbacks from waterways for car-parking and loading areas wherever practicable; and 
v. the protection and enhancement of the cultural landscape, view shafts, mahinga kai, wahi tapu and wahi taonga including 

waipuna; and 

vi. the use of appropriate Ngai Tahu design elements in the development. 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

FS 1450.747 
1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.48 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Amend Rule 7.3.1 Matters of discretion, Minimum number of car parks required by adding a new assessment matter to clause 4. as 

shown in bold italics: 

4. Where the required number of off-street car parking spaces are not to be provided: 

m. whether the activity will be accessible to those with limited mobility 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.49 Neutral  7.3.19-High trip 

generators 

Amend Rule 7.3.19 Matters of discretion, High trip generators by adding a new clause to matter 6. as shown in bold italics as 

follows: 

6. Whether the proposal adequately provides for the mobility needs of all users of the site, including whether there are sufficient 

parking spaces for people with disabilities to meet demand and whether these parking spaces are coloured blue so they can be easily 

identified and connect to the site using accessible design elements. 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.50 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Amend Appendix 7.1- Parking space requirements rule 5 by adding the words shown in bold italics as follows: 

5. Each residential unit shall provide at least one parking space for people with disabilities to enable direct and safe access in wet or 

icy conditions. 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 
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1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.51 Neutral  7.4.12-Appendix 

7.12- Road 

classification system 

Amend Appendix 7.12- Road classification system 1b. Use hierarchy (modal networks) by adding a new matter vi: 

vi. Limited mobility access network 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.52 Neutral  7.4.14-Appendix 

7.14- Parking 

reduction adjustment 

factors 

Amend Table 7.19 Parking reduction adjustment factors by making the additions shown in bold italics: 

 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.53 Neutral  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Amend Appendix 7.15 - Integrated transport assessment requirements checklist to add the words shown in bold italics: 

 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

FS 1443.95 

   

1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.54 Neutral  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Amend Appendix 7.15 - Integrated transport assessment requirements checklist to add the words shown in bold italics: 
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FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

FS 1443.95 
1145 Mahaanui 

Kurataiao Ltd 

and Te 

Runanga O 

Ngai Tahu 

1145.55 Neutral  7.3.1-Minimum 

number of car parks 

required 

Amend Rule 7.3.1 Minimum number of car parks required by adding a new assessment matter to 4. as shown in bold italics: 

4. Where the required number of off-street car parking spaces are not to be provided: 

n. whether a reduction in or waiver of required on-site car-parking is appropriate to protect waterway setbacks or sites of Ngai 

Tahu cultural significance. 

FS 1345 

FS 1344 

FS 1353.2 

FS 1389 

FS 1422 

FS 1449 

FS 1451 

   

1147 Daymond  1147.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1147 Daymond  1147.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1147 Daymond  1147.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1148 Eyre 1148.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1148 Eyre 1148.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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parking and loading 

1148 Eyre 1148.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1149 Generation 

Zero 

1149.1    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 Removal of parking minimums in local and neighbourhood centres is supported. 
   

1149 Generation 

Zero 

1149.2    7.4-Appendices  Remove minimum parking requirements 
   

1149 Generation 

Zero 

1149.3    7.4-Appendices  Design for cycle stands in Appendix 7.2 could be improved 
   

1149 Generation 

Zero 

1149.6    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

 Support cucle parking rates and cycle facilities for staff 
   

1150 Gillman  1150.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1150 Gillman  1150.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1150 Gillman  1150.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1152 Lyttelton 

Community 

Association 

Inc. 

1152.5   7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

We ask that rail and ferry issues be included in the promotion of public transport section. 

Amend 7.1.1.6 

Add: 

v. Ensure existing rail corridors are maintained, and encourage the re-introduction of local passenger services between Lyttelton and 

other centres and the central city. 

vi. encourage the use of the Diamond Harbour ferry service, and ensure that the Lyttelton Terminal is in a position with easy, close 

and direct pedestrian access to the town centre. 

FS 1444.349 

   

1153 Horn 1153.2 Support  7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Transport planning in its broadest form must be well integrated with all commercial and residential developments. 
   

1154 Jack 1154.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1154 Jack 1154.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1154 Jack 1154.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     
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car parks required 

1160 Canterbury 

Sustainable 

Homes 

Working 

1160.13   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

We seek that this objective be amended to recognise the critical role that transport places in creating or destroying communities and 

neighbourhoods, particularly as regards pedestrian connections. Large roads can effectively destroy a community by dividing a 

neighbourhood and critical care is needed in the future planning and delivery of Christchurch’s transport network that the small scale 

planning and design of roads that is needed to deliver good pedestrian interconnectivity is achieved. Many post earthquake roading 

measures have negatively impacted on intra-neigbourhood accessibility and pushed people into cars. This must not continue or 

Christchurch will start to resemble the worst parts of Auckland or Tauranga. 

FS 1237.1 

FS 1355.3 

   

1160 Canterbury 

Sustainable 

Homes 

Working 

1160.14   7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

We seek that this policy be amended to recognise that there may be circumstances where manoeuvring standards could be reduced. 

Too many developments end up having roads designed for the turning circle of a large rubbish collection truck, rather than for the 

activities of the humans living in the development with alternative rubbish collection points looked at as a better outcome. 

  

FS 1237.1 

FS 1355.3 

FS 1347.19 

   

1161 Field 1161.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1161 Field 1161.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1161 Field 1161.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1163 Kearney 1163.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1163 Kearney 1163.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1163 Kearney 1163.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1164 Martin 1164.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1164 Martin 1164.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1164 Martin 1164.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1166 Shrewsbury 1166.7 Neutral 7.1.1.1-Policy 1- Support and retain.    
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Establishment of a 

road classification 

system 

1166 Shrewsbury 1166.8 Support 7.1.1.2-Policy 2 - 

High trip generating 

activities 

Support and retain. 
   

1166 Shrewsbury 1166.9 Support 7.1.1.8-Policy 8 - 

Effects from 

transport 

infrastructure 

Amend the provision as follows 'Minimise the adverse effects and maximise positive effects from transport infrastructure, including 

...' 
   

1166 Shrewsbury 1166.10 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Amend the provision - cycle parking should be sheltered from rain wherever possible within under the other provisions. 

   

1167 Merritt 1167.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1167 Merritt 1167.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1167 Merritt 1167.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1168 Moreham 1168.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1168 Moreham 1168.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1168 Moreham 1168.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1169 Moreham 1169.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

1169 Moreham 1169.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  

   

1169 Moreham 1169.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1170 Blind 

Foundation 

1170.1   7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

Access requirements are mentioned throughout the Draft Christchurch District Plan but the focus appears to be on accessible parking, 

footpath widths for mobility scooters and wheelchairs. There is insufficient focus on design requirements for those who are blind or 

have low vision. Connectivity also features in the plan, that is good but the specifications for ensuring safe, independent, and 

efficient travel for pedestrians is missing. The Blind Foundation submits that guidelines should be included in the plan to ensure safe 
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travel and universal access throughout the city for those who use active modes, i.e. walking and cycling. 

 

The Blind Foundation recommends that design requirements that prioritise planning for pedestrians who are blind or have low vision 

(and others with sensory impairment) and how they travel throughout urban, rural, residential, commercial and industrial 

environments become an integral part of this district plan. 

 

Christchurch District Council can achieve this by: 

Ensuring the Urban Design Guidelines include specific details and guidance on design for those who are blind or have low vision, 

not just those who have physical mobility impairments. 

Requiring Accessibility Audits from the pedestrian perspective and seeking input from those who have expertise with design for 

blindness and low vision. The Blind Foundation has the expertise to provide this. 

Designing accessible footpaths of sufficient width, avoiding shared paths (where the pedestrian becomes the vulnerable user) and not 

building vehicle-prioritised access across footpaths. The latter compromises the pedestrian’s accessible journey and safety. Where 

major developments require formalised entry/exit, the design should be for the pedestrian’s journey, not the turning speed of 

vehicles. Building accessible road crossings with logical and consistent design that is in line with the continuous accessible path of 

travel (CAPT). 

Building road crossings that are signalised, pedestrian prioritised, and free of delays in central refuges. 

Accessible connectivity to public transit and accessible infrastructure. 

Accessible access to information – specifically for public transport, services and facilities. 

Ensuring safe access for people who are blind or have low vision to reserves, open spaces and recreation areas. 

FS 1443.227 

1171 Pilbrow 1171.13   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1171 Pilbrow 1171.14   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1171 Pilbrow 1171.15    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1172 Pivac 1172.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1172 Pivac 1172.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1172 Pivac 1172.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1173 Fletcher 

Building 

Limited 

1173.2 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Retain Appendix 7.1 as proposed 
   

1176 Rose 1176.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
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system 

1176 Rose 1176.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1176 Rose 1176.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1177 Rudin-Jones 1177.4 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Parking. 

It is impossible to expect business owners and building owners to provide parking. What would develop is under building parking 

preventing any street character to develop. Section sizes in London st are simply too small to accommodate parking on site. 

It is recommended that the Council take responsibility in providing a service by building a parking building. This would be used by 

cafe and restaurant patrons as well as business owners, residents, and provide much needed safe parking for Diamond Harbour and 

ferry users. This would provide a service as well as income for CCC. Lyttelton is a destination for Saturday Farmers Market and 

various festivals throughout the year. Take the example of the last Festival of Light when parking was so bad that there was 

congestion back to and through the tunnel, leaving frustrated visitors vowing never to return. Parking on the main street could be 

limited to 30- 60mins to encourage the use of the parking building.  

   

1178 Russell 1178.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1178 Russell 1178.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1178 Russell 1178.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1179 Surendran 1179.14   7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1179 Surendran 1179.15   7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.     

1179 Surendran 1179.16    7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Don't pave paradise! Leave out the parking lot.  Remove minimum car parking requirements from developments and limit their 

sprawl.  Let's not have a city in a car park.  
   

1180 The Energy 

Efficiency and 

Conservation 

Authority 

1180.7   7-Chapter 7 

Transport 

In regard to travel demand management, active transport and public transport, EECA supports provisions to promote improved 

energy efficiency in the transport sector through integrated transport and land-use and through encouraging improved transport 

choice, improved public transport options, encouraging trips to be taken by more energy efficient modes, and encouraging land use 

and transport integration. EECA submits that the plan should: 

 

• Provide for and encourage land-use intensification in areas with good public transport access and includes measures which limit 

urban expansion. 

• Promote the use of renewable energy transport fuels. 

• Promote consolidated freight transportation and opportunities to centralise freight hubs 
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As regards electric vehicles, EECA proposes that the Plan should provide greater emphasis on facilitating the uptake of electric 

vehicles. 

  

1181 Evans 1181.2    7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

 

   

1181 Evans 1181.3    7.2.3.4-Rule 4- 

Manoeuvring for 

parking and loading 

areas 

 

   

1182 Stokes 1182.13 Oppose  7.4.8-Appendix 7.8- 

Queuing spaces 

Amend the provision as follows i. 4 - 10 parks / local and collector roads - 5.5m minimum queuing space.  
   

1182 Stokes 1182.14 Neutral  7.4.9-Appendix 7.9- 

Visibility splay 

Amend the provision as follows 

The visibility splay to be 2m each side of the driveway and 1.5m back inside the front boundary. 

  

   

1183 Beacon 

Pathway 

1183.11 Neutral 7.1.1-Objective 1- 

Integrated transport 

system 

Beacon seeks that this objective be amended to recognise the critical role that transport places in creating or destroying communities 

and neighbourhoods, particularly as regards pedestrian connections. Large roads can effectively destroy a community by dividing a 

neighbourhood and critical care is needed in the future planning and delivery of Christchurch’s transport network that the small scale 

planning and design of roads that is needed to deliver good pedestrian interconnectivity. Many post-earthquake roading measures 

have negatively impacted on intraneighbourhood accessibility and pushed people into cars. This must not continue or Christchurch 

will start to resemble the worst parts of Auckland or Tauranga.  

FS 1443.118 

   

1183 Beacon 

Pathway 

1183.12 Support 7.1.1.3-Policy 3 - 

Vehicle access and 

manoeuvring 

Beacon seeks that this policy recognises that there may be circumstances where manoeuvering standards could be reduced. Too 

many developments end up having roads designed for the turning circle of a large rubbish collection truck, rather than for the 

activities of the humans living in the development with alternative rubbish collection points looked at as a better outcome. 

   

1183 Beacon 

Pathway 

1183.13 Neutral 7.1.1.4-Policy 4 - 

Requirements for car 

parking and loading 

Beacon strongly supports the components of this policy which reflect that minimum carparking requirements can be reduced. Too 

often, developments are designed for the required number of carparks, rather than for the humans living in the development.      

1183 Beacon 

Pathway 

1183.14 Neutral 7.1.1.6-Policy 6 - 

Promote public 

transport and active 

transport 

Beacon supports this policy.   

FS 1443.119 
   

1183 Beacon 1183.15 Support  7.2.3-Rules- All Beacon seeks that the Council review the rules in their entirety and consider how they could be better related to the outcomes,    
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Pathway zones outside the 

Central City 

objectives and policies sought. An effects-based set of rules, rather than prescriptive tables would be a considerably preferable 

option. The current rules do not appear to deliver on the high level outcomes, objectives and policies sought in the Plan, or in the 

recovery of Christchurch.  

FS 1450.751 

1188 100-148 

Langdons Road 

1188.7 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Modify Table 7.1 in Appendix 7.1 to remove the PFA based parking rates for trade and yardbased retail activities, and replace with a 

more appropriate measure of parking requirement.      

1188 100-148 

Langdons Road 

1188.8 Oppose  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete Note 2e and Table 7.6 in their entirety from Appendix 7.2.   

   

1188 100-148 

Langdons Road 

1188.9 Oppose  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Remove the words '…and visitors…' from note 1e in Appendix 7.3.   
   

1188 100-148 

Langdons Road 

1188.10 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Delete Rule 7.3.2.10 in its entirety, or amend the rule such that the thresholds are more commensurate with the type and/or scale of 

activities anticipated within the zones and activities which then exceed those thresholds are deemed to be controlled activities.  

[Reference error in original submission - Rule 7.3.2.10 in relief sought refers to Rule 7.2.3.10] 

   

1189 30-64 

Harewood Rd, 

22 Chapel St & 

41 Langdons 

Rd. 

1189.8 Oppose  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Modify Table 7.1 in Appendix 7.1 to remove the PFA based parking rates for trade and yard-based retail activities, and replace with 

a more appropriate measure of parking requirement.   
   

1189 30-64 

Harewood Rd, 

22 Chapel St & 

41 Langdons 

Rd. 

1189.9 Neutral  7.4.2-Appendix 7.2 - 

Cycle parking 

facilities 

Delete Note 2e and Table 7.6 in their entirety from Appendix 7.2.  

   

1189 30-64 

Harewood Rd, 

22 Chapel St & 

41 Langdons 

Rd. 

1189.10 Neutral  7.4.3-Appendix 7.3 - 

Loading areas 

Remove the words '…and visitors…' from note 1e in Appendix 7.3.  

   

1189 30-64 

Harewood Rd, 

22 Chapel St & 

41 Langdons 

Rd. 

1189.11 Neutral  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Delete Rule 7.3.2.10 in its entirety, or amend the rule such that the thresholds are more commensurate with the type and/or scale of 

activities anticipated within the zones and activities which then exceed those thresholds are deemed to be controlled activities.  

[Reference error in original submission - Relief sought refers to Rule 7.2.3.10] 

   

1191 Wood 1191.3 Neutral  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Although it is desirable to simplify the car parking requirements, it is considered that there is too big a jump from requiring four 

spaces to then requiring 19 between Public Floor Areas of 100m2 and buildings with Public Floor Areas greater than 150m2 . It is 

suggested that this rule could be simplified and provide a fairer parking requirement by simply referring to one space per 25m2 PFA 

up to 500m2 PFA.  

Given the location of the CFZ at Merivale adjoining the public transport network and large car parking areas, it is also considered 

that the car parking requirements should be less for land within this Commercial Fringe Zone. 

   

1191 Wood 1191.4 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Alter Table 7.2 Minimum number of car parks required to reduce car parking requirements for food and beverage activities. 

Although it is desirable to simplify the car parking requirements, it is considered that there is too big a jump from requiring four 
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spaces to then requiring 19 between Public Floor Areas of 100m2 and buildings with Public Floor Areas greater than 150m2 . It is 

suggested that this rule could be simplified and provide a fairer parking requirement by simply referring to one space per 25m2 PFA 

up to 500m2 PFA. Given the location of the CFZ at Merivale adjoining the public transport network and large car parking areas, it is 

also considered that the car parking requirements should be less for land within this Commercial Fringe Zone. 

1191 Wood 1191.5 Neutral  7.4.1-Appendix 7.1- 

Parking space 

requirements 

Reduce the amount of car parking required for sites within the Commercial Fringe zone at Merivale. 

   

1195 Peebles Group 

Ltd 

1195.4    7.1-Objectives and 

policies 

Review and amend the transport objectives and policies to focus on transport matters  

FS: 1450.177 

   

1195 Peebles Group 

Ltd 

1195.5 Oppose  7.2.3.10-Rule 10- 

High trip generators 

Exempt permitted activities from the high trip generator rule and otherwise apply a clear threshold of 250vpd to the rule Remove 

prescribed ITA assessment content for high trip generators  

FS: 1450.178 

   

1195 Peebles Group 

Ltd 

1195.6 Oppose  7.2.3-Rules- All 

zones outside the 

Central City 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements.  

FS: 1450.179 

   

1195 Peebles Group 

Ltd 

1195.7 Oppose  7.4.15-Appendix 

7.15- Integrated 

transport assessment 

requirements 

checklist 

Reduce and/or redraft rules that require compliance with Appendices, so that there are fewer detailed requirements.  

  

FS: 1450.180 

   

1195 Peebles Group 

Ltd 

1195.8 Oppose  7.2.3.1-Rule 1- 

Minimum number 

and dimensions of 

car parks required 

Apply minimum car parking requirements to all activities, not just non-high trip generators.  

FS: 1450.181, 1475.1 
   

1195 Peebles Group 

Ltd 

1195.9 Oppose  7.3-Matters of 

Discretion 

Simplify matters of discretion and focus on transport matters  

FS: 1450.182 

   

 


